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Congress battles Bush on tax cut, prolonging session
Murray and Calloway
proclaim Dec. 7 as the
Oth annual anniversary of the bombing of
Pearl Harbor. Page
118

It wasn't pretty, but
facer Coach Scott
rIclgar gets first career
Victory as MSU head
coach. Page 68

"I think it's important that we have an opportunity to conwhat we're proposing and what the administration is
trast
Associated Press Writer
proposing," Foley said today on CBS' "This Morning"
WASHINGTON — Instead of finishing for the year, Con- program.
"They're proposing again to achieve economic stimulation
gress is starting out on a pitched battle with President Bush
over an election-year tax cut and a fix for the suffering by providing great tax breaks to the richest Americans,"
Foley said. "We think if there's going to be some tax reducAmerican economy.
Accepting Bush's dare to take up a tax-cut package to sti- tion, it ought to be focused on this hard-pressed middlemulate the economy, congressional Democrats decided late income group. ... But if the administration thinks it can make
Tuesday to begin hearings next week by the tax-writing a case for that, we welcome the opportunity."
The House stayed in session overnight as it approved a
House Ways and Means Committee.
House Speaker Thomas S. Foley, boiling with anger after a $151 billion highway bill and a measure aiding the Soviets,
closed-door caucus of House Democrats, said he was leaving and prepared to take up a bill to shore up the fund that insures
open the option of calling Congress back for a December bank deposits.
Foley, D-Wash., refused to permit a vote on the last-minute
showdown session on taxes.

By WILLIAM M. WELCH

WASHINGTON — Congress
was poised today to adopt an
innovative highway and mass
transit bill that will boost the
drooping economy by creating
up to 4 million jobs. Page 3

WASHINGTON — The U.S.
Senate voted to give Kentucky
several extra months to comply
with new roles on how the
Medicaid program will be
financed. Page 3
Ron Woods helps her daughter, DeAnna (left), finish her last-minute packing at Murray State University
before she, her father and Linda Woods leave for home in Evansville Tuesday. Classes will resume
COLUMBIA, S.C. — A late
shot lifts Oklahoma over South
Carolina to give Steve Newton
his first loss at his new coaching
post Page 68

A White House Spokesman said
Tuesday that Jack Kemp does
not speak for the Bush administration on economic matters
Page 2A

Partly cloudy. Low 40 to 45.
South wind 5 to 10 mph.
Thanksgiving: Partly sunny and
mild. High 60 to 65.

I-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

KENTUCKY LAKE
354.7,+0.1; below 303.1, +0.8
BARKLEY LAKE
354.5, +0.1; below 309.7, -2.6
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Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30-6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

Details for next Arab-Israeli talks unclear
WASHINGTON (AP) — They
don't know just where. They don't
know just what. And they don't
know just how long.
But organizers and delegates to
next week's Arab-Israeli peace
talks in Washington are sure of
several things: no flags will be
hoisted, no country names will be
displayed and no Cokes will be

Unemployment
rate's drop not
a positive sign

drunk.
Secretary of State James A. Baker III has invited Syria, Jordan,
Lebanon, Israel and the Palestinians under Israeli occupation to
resume the ice-breaking peace talks
they began last month in Spain.
But with one week before the
scheduled Dec. 4 resumption, key
participants have yet to commit to

NEW YORK (AP) — Fewer
Americans plan to hit the road this
Thanksgiving holiday, partly due to
the lingering recession.
The American Automobile Association predicts 19.5 million folks
will travel 100 miles or more from
home by auto to observe the Thursday holiday. That's down 4 percent
from the 20.4 million who ventured
out for turkey feasts last Thanksgiving, the auto club said.
Even though gasoline prices are
sharply lower this year, the AAA
projection of holiday travelers is
the lowest since the group began
this type of survey during the
height of the economic boom in
1985.
"Since that time, travel has
decreased fairly constantly on this
holiday," said Geoff Sundstrom, a
spokesman for the AAA, headquartered in Orlando, Fla. "It's not as
though we've been booming on at
record-high levels and we suddenly
dropped this year."
Actual numbers of holiday
travelers tend to be a bit smaller
than the projections, he said.
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Still, the responses AAA got in
this year's survey showed that the
recession has a far greater impact
on people's travel plans than higher
gasoline prices did.
The per-gallon price is about 22
cents cheaper this week than it was
a year ago, when Iraq's occupation
of Kuwait spooked the oil markets,
but that didn't keep as many people
home.
"When economic times are
tough, we generally expect to see
more people using their car for
travel," Sundstrom said. "That's
because auto travel is the lowest
cost way to take a vacation. When
we see auto travel actually declining, that's a good indication to us
that people are feeling pinched."
The AAA said 39 percent of the
Thanksgiving travelers plan to visit
a city, while 34 percent will visit a
town or rural area. Twelve percent
are headed to an ocean or beach, 8
percent are off to the mountains, 3
percent are going to a lake and 3.,
percent are going to a state or
national park.
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Special session on redistricting likely
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's unemployment rate
declined last month, but that
was because thousands of jobless people quit looking for
work, the Cabinet for Human
Resources said Tuesday.
The October rate was 6.9 percent, down from 7.5 percent in
September, the cabinet said in a
monthly report.
Total employment declined
by 8,100 and the labor force,
which includes people looking
for jobs, declined by 21,300, the
report said.
The national unemployment
rate was 6.4 percent. Kentucky's
rate in October 1990 was 4.9
percent.
Ed Blackwell, the state's
chief labor market analyst, said
a national recession and a "grim
view of the near future" by business and consumers "continue
to be the major reasons for Kentucky's soft economy."
The U.S. Department of
Labor estimated that 1,643,200
Kentuckians were working last
month, a decline of 8,100 from
the month before. There were
declines in every sector except
government hiring, manufacturing and self-employment, the
report said.
The biggest single decline
was in agriculture, where 4,200
jobs were lost as tobacco laborers took a break until the start of
stripping season.
The federal estimate of unemployed Kentuckians was
121,500 in October, down
13,200 from the month before.
It does not include people who
have not looked for a job in four
weeks.

attending. Syria and the Palestinians edged closer Tuesday but
raised "any number of questions,"
U.S. officials said.
Among them is the question of
duration. Some Arab diplomats say
they envisage the talks continuing
until Christmas. Israeli officials say
they have no idea how long they'll
stay.

plan by House Republicans — a package cutting capital gains
and other taxes — that Bush endorsed only belatedly.
"It is really unbelievably irresponsible for the president to
suggest he would like us to vote today on a proposal that
wasn't even a legislative proposal until last night," Foley
said.
The political jousting over taxes dominated all other action.
Congressional leaders of both parties had planned an all-night
session ending with adjournment for the year.
A crime bill that contained a waiting period for handgun
purchases and expanded the federal death penalty moved toward House floor action after leaders scrounged for the votes
needed to enact it. Bush and Republicans were opposed, as

FRANKFORT, Ky. —
Gov.-elect Brereton Jones will
have a busy first few days in
office.
Jones said Tuesday he will probably call a special session of the
General Assembly on redistricting
to begin two days after his Dec. 10
inauguration.
The definite date depends on
whether legislators can pull
together plans for new boundaries
for 100 House seats, 38 Senate

seats and six congressional
districts.
House Speaker Don Blandford,
D-Philpot, and Senate President
Pro Tern John "Eck" Rose, DWinchester, said they expect few
problems reaching those decisions
by Dec. 12. Once a session begins,
the lawmakers said it would likely
take only six or seven legislative
days, and should conclude the
weekend before Christmas.
Jones invited Rose, Blandford
and other Democratic legislative
leaders over for lunch at the
lieutenant governor's mansion on

Tuesday and said such meetings
would be regular events during the
regular session that begins in
January.
Jones said he would even meet
with Republican legislative leaders.
Rose acknowledged that the resignation of Sen. Woody May of
West Liberty will simplify redistricting of the state Senate.
May, chairman of the Transportation Committee and a senator
since 1984, represented the 27th
District of Breathitt, Elliott, Lee,
Magoffin, Menifee, Morgan, Owsley, Rowan and Wolfe counties.

His resignation is effective on Dec.
2.
Almost all of the counties in
eastern Kentucky lost population
during the decade so senatorial districts there will have to be
expanded. Without an incumbent
Democrat to take care of, Senate
Democrats will be able to parcel
May's counties to others.
On the continuing topic of campaign finance reform, Blandford
said Tuesday he is moderating his
opposition to public financing of
campaigns.

How will the economy affect your Christmas shopping?

It's just going to make it a little
tighter because costs are going up
and income is going down.

It won't affect me one or another
because I'm a re ired teamster and
have a stable income.

It doesn't affect me. I'm going
to Florida to fish which is what I
do all the time.

I'd say the economy has most
people concerned about their lifestyle and income. I'll be more conservative in my shopping.
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Anguish ends when surgeon finds soldier he saved
By JOAN SANCHEZ

01=-,

Aimeeislod Prow Writer

ATLANTA — Army surgeon
Kenneth Swan said he was filled
with anguish and doubt after he
saved the life of a 19-year-old soldier who was horribly wounded in
the Vietnam War.
More than 23 years later, he
tracked down Kenneth McGarity
and found a happily married family
man who hopes to help others
overcome disabilities such as his
— being blind and having no legs.
"1 found it just incredible that
he could have such a positive attitude with the enormous physical
damage he sustained," Swan said
Tuesday. "He's been through liter-

ally hell on Earth and he had come
up smiling.
"I was ecstatic that 1 had made
the decision that I made."
McGarity, 43, who lives with his
wife and two daughters in Columbus, 110 miles southwest of Atlanta, said he's grateful Swan was
undaunted by the severity of the
wounds.
"This doctor had been through
the guilt trip of a lifetime," he said
in a telephone interview. "He's
been asking himself all this time,
'Did 1 do the right thing?'
If he hadn't stuck all the pieces
back together, I wouldn't have this
wonderful wife and these great
children."
Swan, 57, a trauma surgeon at

the University of Medicine and
Dentistry of New Jersey, in Newark, visited McGarity at his home
in September.
An account of the surgeon's
story is published in this week's
American Medical News, which is
put out by the American Medical
Association.
In 1968, three weeks after
returning to Vietnam on a second
tour of duty, the Army specialist's
helicopter exploded after taking a
hit from a rocket-propelled
grenade.
Swan amputated McGarity's legs
and supervised other doctors in trying to repair severe eye, arm and
head injuries. McGarity lay on the
operating table for seven hours.

"I don't recall there being much
of a decision," Swan said. "I did
not ponder very long whether he
should live or die. I made a decision for a full-court press.'
The next day, however, Swan
said fellow doctors criticized his
decision to save McGarity, telling
him the soldier would have been
better off dead.
Swan, who had been in Vietnam
only four weeks and was the least
experienced surgeon at the Army
evacuation center in Pleiku, said he
became angry and defensive.
"I was taught to treat the
wounded," said Swan, who also
served in the Persian Gulf War.
"They still felt that we were in a
position to judge that this soldier

would have rather died."
McGarity said he ran into a similar attitude from doctors at U.S.
hospitals trying to help him adjust
to being blind and having to use a
wheelchair.
"I remember a doctor saying
after he had seen me, 'Why in the
hell did they let this guy liver'
McGarity said. "Most of the
nurses didn't know what to do with
me."
The doubts nagged Swan on and
off until 1989, when he decided to
find McGarity and determine if he
had condemned him to a life of
dependence and misery.
"I expected to find him in a VA
hospital, neglected, bed sores, psychotic, pitied," Swan said.

After three years, he found a disabled veteran who has worked hard
to adjust. McGarity has attended
college, learned to scuba dive and
wants to earn a degree to help
others cope with debilitating
injuries.
"It's the most dramatic event for
me in my medical or military
career," Swan said.
McGarity said meeting the surgeon who refused to let him die has
helped him in coping with the war
and his disabilities.
"I had always wondered who
was the guy who got a hold of me
off that chopper," McGarity said.
"He had a faith. And where he had
it, these others didn't."
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Now Taking Orders - Call Bob at 753-1090
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Nissan Celebration

NISSAN

*

Carroll Nissan in Murray is celebrating their
first anniversary with Nissan Wednesday,
November 27th through Saturday, November
30th with a Thanksgiving Sale you don't want to
miss.
Special prices will be posted on windshields of
all '91 and '92 Nissans that are absolutely the
lowest ever offered.
Three days Wednesday, Friday and Saturday
don't mss it!
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Carroll Nissan

0

800 Chesnut, Murray

502-753-8850

OPENING FRIDAY
Li./' Chicago
Formerly Classic Pizza next to Taco John's in Central Center
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Kemp agrees he's not
economic spokesman
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
White House spokesman said Tuesday that Jack Kemp does not speak
for the Bush administration on economic matters, and the outspoken
housing secretary agreed.
Kemp, who has rankled some
Republicans with his outspoken
advocacy of middle-income tax
cuts to boost the economy, bent
over backwards at a Spate finance
Committee hearing to toe the administration line.
He gave the arguments for two
centerpieces of Bush's longdormant economic stimulus plan —
lower taxes on capital gains and
enterprise zones in inner cities —
but said, "I don't speak for the
administration on tax policy. That's
pretty clear."
When senators peppered him
with tax questions, Kemp said,
"You're not going to get me to say
anything against the administration
I'm working for."
"The only way I can retain my
credibility (is that) I not make
statements about tax policy," said
Kemp.
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1-16-17-31-33
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Told Kemp would be testifying
about middle-income tax cuts, Fitzwater added, "Well, that may be
different. He is not the administration spokesman on economic matters, although he's free to say
whatever he Wants."

A 'WIN-WIN COMPROMISE' ON HIGHWAY BILL
WASHINGTON— Congress was poised today to adopt an innovative highway and mass transit bill, hailed by the Bush administration as a "win-win
compromise" that will boost the drooping economy by creating up to 4 million jobs. The administration's applause for the six-year, $151 billion bill
comes as a decided change of course. As the House and Senate passed
their separate versions earlier in the year, President Bush's closest domestic advisers said repeatedly the legislation was so badly flawed — and so
expensive — that they would recommend Bush veto it. But that was before
an already weak economy soured, sending a host of business indicators
plummeting and boosting unemployment rates to the highest level in five
years.

TAKE TWO TAX CUTS AND CALL ME IN THE MORNING
NEW YORK— If the economy can be likened to a sickly patient, then the
chart at the foot of the bed does not point to recovery. The Conference
Board put its mark on the chart Tuesday, as its monthly index of consumer
confidence fell sharply for the second consecutive month to three points
below its lowest reading of the 1982 recession. The business-supported
research group bases its monthly survey on responses from 5,000 households across the country. Researchers say The Conference Board survey
and a confidence survey Wednesday from the University of Michigan, along
with media polls of consumer attitudes, are increasingly important forecasters of economic declines and recoveries.

EMPLOYERS AND THE BENEFITS AX
NEW ORLEANS — Employers who run their own insurance plans can
change their policies at any time and ax benefits for workers who develop
catastrophic illnesses such as AIDS, a federal appeals court ruled. The
court, in a case from Texas involving an AIDS patient whose coverage was
dropped from $1 million to $5,000, upheld lower court rulings that selfinsured businesses have an "absolute right" under a 1974 law to alter the
terms of medical coverage. The Nov. 4 decision by the U.S. 5th Circuit
Court of Appeals is binding in Texas, Louisiana and Mississippi and is certain to guide courts elsewhere. "If this ruling stands, it's a question of any
illness that an employer decides to exclude from their health plan, not just
AIDS," Thomas B. Stoddard, executive director of Lambda Legal Defense
and Education Fund in New York City, said Tuesday. "A self-insured
employer could decide leukemia is too expensive, or for that matter any type
of cancer or any other illness."

A. SENSE OF URGENCY ABOUT HAITI
(94nt.IGTON — While diplomats try to resolve Haiti's political crisis, a mil-

Ethnic leaders talk with Gorby
as rift worsens
MOSCOW (AP) — The presidents of Armenia and Azerbaijan
met with Soviet President Mikhail
S. Gorbachev and other leaders at
the Kremlin today to try to calm
the escalating tensions between the
two ethnic enemies.
Armenian President Levon TerPetrosian and Azerbaijani President
Ayaz Mutalibov flew to Moscow
by invitation of the State Council
for talks aimed at finding a solution to the ethnic violence that has
claimed hundreds of lives.
The talks took place the day
after the Azerbaijani parliament
voted in a closed emergency session to seize control of the Armenian enclave of Nagorno-Karabakh
and strip it of its status as an "autonomous republic" with its own
government, the Tass news agency
reported.

itary task force is working to set up a tent city at the U.S. naval base in
Cube ler 2.500 Haitian boat people by this weekend. The continued massive
exodus from Haiti has given a sense of urgency to an effort by the Organization of American States to reinstate ousted President Jean-Bertrand Aristide. Aristide met with members of the Haitian parliament last weekend in
Colombia under OAS auspices and, although no agreement was reached,
diplomats said considerable progress has been made. The chief of the OAS
team, former Colombian Foreign Minister Augusto Ramirez Ocampo, was
reporting today to a closed session of the OAS permanent council on the
meeting in Colombia.

A TASTE OF HIS OWN CRUELTY
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia — Screaming "dog" and "murderer," protesters
today surged past sympathetic police into a villa and beat Khmer Rouge
leader Khieu Samphan with rocks, sticks and their bare hands. The attack
during a demonstration by more than 10,000 people came just hours after
Khieu Samphan ended his exile and returned to Phnom Penh to take part in
a U.N.-backed plan to end 13 years of civil war. Following the attack, the
Khmer Rouge agreed to leave Cambodia again today, Deputy Foreign
Minister Long Visulo told The Associated Press. Khieu Sampan, 60, was
seen lying on the floor of a small bedroom in the house, his face covered in
blood. He was conscious, but the extent of his injuries were not immediately
known.

TORONTO STILL A SAFE BET
TORONTO — After a record 78th homicide this year, many Torontonians
think their safe city is riding a crime wave. But a lot of violence-torn U.S.
cities would be delighted to have it so good. Consider Washington, D.C., a
city of only 609,000 — a quarter of metropolitan Toronto's population. tt had
411 homicides as of Nov. 19. Dallas recorded its 444th murder Nov. 15,
equaling the record set last year. And Houston already is up to 580 killings.
Americans always have admired Toronto as a safe city with quiet streets,
few bad neighborhoods and very little violent crime. But for the first time,
there have been more homicides than traffic deaths, and other records for
violence are being set.

Congress battles Bush on tax cut...
(Cont'd from page 1)
son with their own plan, which
would pay for middle-class tax cuts
were some liberal Democrats.
House and Senate negotiators with increased taxes for the richest
met through the night to work out Americans. Foley denounced the
the compromise measure to GOP proposal as adding $23 bilstrengthen the fund that insures lion to the federal .deficiL
The Democrats' resolve was stifbank deposits. Separate legislation
would provide $80 billion for the fened by Bush's mounting political
woes, including polls showing his
savings and loan bailout,
Foley ran into resistance from popularity in sharp decline and a
many of his own Democrats with picture of White House disarray.
Senate Republicans were horrihis proposal to abandon adjournment plans and resume the con- fled by the thought of spending
December debating a tax cut plan
gressional session in December.
But Democratic leaders saw an cooked up not by the White House
irresistible political advantage in but by House Republicans, led by
accepting Bush's challenge to take conservative maverick Rep. Newt
up a tax-cut package, viewing it as Gingrich of Georgia.
a political bluff by the president.
On other matters, Congress sent
Democrats said the Republican the president legislation extending
plan amounts to a giveaway to the unemployment benefits beyond an
rich, and they relished a compari- extension voted two weeks ago.
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But after the hearing, Kemp had
a more pungent reply when reporters asked if the nation could wait
two months until Bush's State of
the Union address for his new economic proposals.
"The hour is late and two
months is an eternity if you're out
of work, if you're losing you're
home," Kemp replied. He also told
reporters he thought "the Congress
should act and stay in session until
they get the president's growth
package passed."
At the White House, when a
reporter asked if Kemp was speaking for the administration, spokesman Marlin Fitzwater replied,
"Sure he speaks for the administration. What's he speaking on ... I
assume he's speaking on housing
and urban development programs."

News of the World
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And the House voted 409-21 to
slap conditions on renewal of normal trading status with China for
next year — a symbolic vote, since
the Senate isn't expected to act on
the measure until 1992.
.The House passed compromise
legislation outlawing the use of the
automatic dialing machines that
send pre-recorded advertisements
into people's homes, or unwanted
facsimiles to their machines.
'The House overwhelmingly
passed the highway bill after the
administration warmed to it. Transportation Secretary Samuel Skinner
said it has the potential to create as
many as 4 million jobs over six
years.
•A bill to eitend $3.2 billion in
expiring tax breaks to stimulate the
economy won House and Senate
passage. Some of the 12 provisions
in the all-or-nothing bill, notably
the credit for investors in lowincome housing, have considerable
support, and others would apparently be carried along.
*Legislation allocating $500 million to the ailing Soviet Union, to
dismantle nuclear weapons and airlift emergency food to republics,
passed the House. The bill also
provides $800 million in domestic
aid to natural disaster victims and
another $I billion to weatherravaged U.S. farmers. Under the
threat of a veto by Bush, negotiators dropped a $1.4 billion increase
in children's programs.

Kentucky gets extension for complying with Medicaid rules
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. Senate voted to give Kentucky
several extra months to comply
with new rules on how the Medicaid program will be financed.
The extension would save the
state from absorbing a large
expense and likely cuts in the
health-care program for the poor.
For most states, the rules take
effect next Oct. 1. But the Senate
agreed Tuesday night to give Kentucky until July 1993 to comply.
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Gov. Wallace Wilkinson credited
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., for winning Kentucky the additional time
because Kentucky's legislature
meets early in the year and won't
be ready to act on compliance.
Wilkinson said in a statement
that had it not been for Ford's
actions, it "would have made it
impossible for this state to bring its
laws and regulations into compliance by the new deadline."
Sen. Mitch McConnell, R-Ky.,

also claimed credit. McConnell
said his negotiations with Gail
Wilensky, administrator of the
Health Care Financing Administration, were instrumental in getting
Kentucky an extension.
The agreement, passed by the
Senate on a voice vote, supersedes
federal regulations scheduled to
take effect Jan. 1.
Kentucky officials had protested
those plans, saying they would
have cost the state $534 million in

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
compromise national highway
bill would nearly double Kentucky's share of federal highway
dollars and includes massive
projects for all parts of the state.
"A lot of hard work went into
getting this increase," U.S. Rep.
Chris Perkins said Tuesday after
the House-Senate conference
committee approved the $151
billion Federal Highway Bill.
The massive legislation
appeared headed toward final
approval in Congress today, and
the Bush administration says the
president will sign it.
The last five-year federal road
plan contained only $880 million for Kentucky. But Perkins,
D-7th District, said the new bill
includes more than $1.72 billion
for this state's federal aid
highways.
Included in the six-year plan
is the East-West TransAmerica
Highway, or Interstate 66, said
Perkins, who fought to keep the
Kentucky projects in the measure. That road would cross
Kentucky from Bowling Green
to Pikeville, passing through
Columbia, Somerset, London,
Hazard and Jenkins.
Interstate 73, which could
pass through Kentucky at Boyd
and Greenup counties in the
northeast, was also retained in
the bill, Perkins said. And there
is $15.4 million for an Ohio
River bridge from Maysville to
Aberdeen, Ohio, and $7.6 million for the four-laning of U.S.
119 in Pike County.
Another $70 million for the
U.S. 119 work would have to
come from next year's
appropriations.

coverage to about 225,000 poor
people who are not covered by any
kind of insurance

states backed away over the
weekend as the details were put on
paper.
Kentucky and other states recently began taxing health-care providers to raise funds for the Medicaid
program. Those funds are matched
with federal dollars, which brings
more money to the states.
Kentucky, under its changes in
the Medicaid program, has been
able to increase payments to proiders and guarantee hospital

PRICES SO LOW, WE CAN
GUARANTEE THEM FOR

The proposed federal regulations
would disallow money raised
through voluntary donations from
health-care providers such as hospitals and nursing homes. The rules
would also restrict the way states
could tax such institutions to raise
money needed to match federal
funds.

STORE CLOSED
& LOCKED 'TM
NOON
FRIDAYShopping
Allowed

24 HOURS

ONLY!

Please' No Early

BONA-FIDE REDUCTIONS
OF UP TO

Where Else Can You Sow So Much,
So Easily, So Few/

•LIVING ROOM SUITES.

TERMS? YES!
To suit your budget! 90 Days
same as cash or up to 24 months
to pay! On the Spot Financing
Available! We make it easy
to save at Woodcratters.

Many floor
samples are
single items
sold as is. Others
are in limited quantity.
HURRY! For Best selection!

EVERY UVING ROOM SUITE WILL BE ON SALEI
Tufted Country. Sofa,
Loveseat and their
Layered Back Sofa/Chair
WiSouthwestern Fabric
Reclining Sofas
Matching Loveseats
Bassett Sofa-Loveseat

•BEAUTIFUL BEDROOMS.

Bunning: Bush
out of touch
with citizens
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Rep. Jim Bunning, departing from
his usual strong support for President Bush, said the president has
grown out of touch with average
Americans worried about getting
through the economic hard times.
Bunning, a 4th District Republican, also ended speculation about
his near-term political future by
saying he will seek re-election next
year instead of challenging Democratic Sen. Wendell Ford.
Although Bush maintains the
country is beginning to pull out of
the recession, "that is not the perception of the ordinary citizen,"
Bunning said.
Bush doesn't see "enough ordinary folks or enough regular run-ofthe-mill congressmen who go home
and listen to what people have to
say," Bunning told The Kentucky
Post on Monday.
"I don't think he understands
how mad people are ... about Congress' inability to do anything and
mad about his leadership on economic issues.
"People are worried. And when
people get worried about the economy, they get angry." Bunning
said he has heard those concerns
from his constituents.
Bunning said he tried twice to
contact White House Chief of Staff
John Sununu by telephone to
express his concerns.
"1 can't even get John Sununu
to return a phone call," said Bunning, who offered a terse "no comment" when asked to express his
feelings about Sununu.
The congressman acknowledged
that Bush's failure to take action
on the economy has cost the president in recent polls. But he said
that's not the reason he wants Bush
to act now.
"I am worried about the state of
the economy in 1992," Bunning
said. "We need bold and decisive
action right now."
Bunning warned that delaying
action to boost the economy, such
as offering tax breaks or incentives
to spur investment, "will allow
further deterioration."

Medicaid services this year and led
to cuts in the program, which provides health care for the poor.
The measure was to go to a conference with the House, which last
week voted overwhelmingly for a
moratorium on the federal rules.
The agreement is based on one
reached last week between the
White House and the National
Governors' Association. Both sides
reported general agreement among
most governors last week, but some

Ask About
Free Interest
and
No Payments
Until June 1992

SAVINGS? YES!
On all the latest designs, fabrics,
and finishes from America's great
manufacturers! We otter the best
selection at Woodcrafters.

EVERY BEDROOM WILL BE ON SALE!
Har• so* a Isar Swells:
4 Pc. Carved Bedroom With
Triple Dresser, Hutch Mirror,
5-Drawer Chest, H.B.
Solid Oak Suite w/Spindle
King HB, Triple Dresser,
Tr -Fold Mirror, Chest
Victorian Cherry Suite w/Triple
Dresser, 0-HB, Tr -Fold Mirror,
Was 52,199 61,299
Door Chest

QUANTITY? YES!
We have hundreds of other sale
items not listed, but at equally
exciting savings! Come to
Woodcratters and see!

•SOFAS & SOFA SLEEPERS.
EVERY SOFA & SOFA SLEEPER WILL BE ON SALE!
Eacaphonai Quality!
Pillow Arm Sots
Sealy Posturepedlc Sleeper

Full Size Innerspring Matt.
Bassett Sleeper-Queen
With Innerspring Matt

Metal Headboards

Sealy Posturepedic Sleeper
wiCtueen Size Innerspring
Mattress

•CHAIRS, ROCKERS, RECLINERS.
EVERY CHAIR, RECLINER a ROCKER WILL BE ON SALE!
Hata are a ler Soleplie

Sports Headboards
Basketball & Football

FINAL CLEARANCE ON
$250,000 OF
QUAL1TY FURN/TURE!
Al! Merchandise Advertised Here
Will Be Plainly Tagged & Be On Hand
When the Doors Open!

—Waterbeds-Here Are A Few Samples
Bookcase

Double Tier
Bookcase

slag
$299

Double Tier Bookcase
WAN The Bells and
Whistles „.... ................. GP
Priced Complete

$aga

'MATTRESS SETS'
EVERY MATTRESS SET WILL BE ON SALE!
pc $69

Sealy Twin
Seely-Simmons-Setts
Fall $ize Ea Pc

$99

Simmons Pillow Top Mattress Set
Full Set

Queen Set

Youth Size Recliner
Glider Rocker
Rocker-Recliner
3 Position
Bassett-Stratolounger•
Franklin-Man Size Recliner

•
• SECTIONALS
SECTIONAL

5i/bled To Prior SaIns

WILL BE ON SALE!
Apartment Size
Sectional
Layered Back
Sectional With
2 Mothers and
Corner Table
Reclining Sleeper
Sectional w/
Lifetime Warranty

$399
$499

EVERY DINETTE WILL BE ON SALE!
Nara we a lam Sa
,
01.

Brass and Glass Table
w/4 Cane Back Chairs

Oak Finish Hardwood
Table wr4 Chairs
Oak Table W4 Chairs
Lighted Matching Hutch
Tile Top White Country
Table w/4 Chairs
Oak Pedestal Table
W/4 Chairs

*129
*259

$359
8499
.379
.599
8

E

GALLERIES
"Furniture That Lasts"
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•DINETTE SETS.
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O
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Leather Rocker Recliner
Lifetime Warranty
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Good newsfrom the drugfront
WASHINGTON — Encouraging
news comes from the Food and
Drug Administration, where Commissioner David A. Kessler last
week announced several steps to
speed up the processing of new
drug applications. The bad news is
that Kessler still evidences not the
foggiest notion of what individual
freedom in a free country is all
about.
It now takes anywhere from
three to 10 years for a drug manufacturer to get his product approved
by the FDA. Mind you, this is three
to 10 years after the research has
been done and the product has been
developed. Economists at Tufts
University, after an intensive study,
estimated that on average it costs
$231 million to get a drug to
market.
Thanks in substantial part to
Vice President Dan Quayle's nagging and pushing, the FDA will
now farm out some of its own elaborate testing to private and university laboratories. This will not
be done on drugs intended to treat
life-threatening diseases, such as
AIDS, cystic fibrosis, Parkinson's
disease and Alzheimer's disease.
The experiment in privatization
will be confined to drugs for headaches, allergies and the like.
Even so, this will free the FDA's
own people to accelerate the
examination of such drugs as
tacrinc, which apparently has great
benefit to some victims of Alz-

A CONSERVATIVE VIEW

James Kilpatrick
*cheated columnist
heimer's. My only reservation — it
is not a large reservation — is that
many universities are beholden to
the drug companies for large contributions. The possibilities for
conflicts of interest are selfevident, but the potential conflicts
are probably more apparent than
real.
Kessler and his super-cautious
colleagues do not grasp the uniqueness of humankind. They are agreeable to speeding things up, which
implies less demanding field tests
of certain products. They will go
along with a "fast track" to authorize doctors to prescribe a promising
new drug that appears to have few
adverse side effects. Additional
tests of effectiveness could be done
after the drug is on the market.
But then, says the commissioner,
procedures to remove "ineffective"
drugs must also be streamlined. He
told The New York Times. "There
are going to be cases where we will
allow things on the market that we
think will work, and after accepting
further evidence, take off the

market."
Hoity-toity! This is the same old
FDA. Sick people may have access
only to what the commissioner will
allow. A new product must be
withdrawn from the market, under
threat of serious penalties, if these
post-market tests find the drung
"ineffective."
"Ineffective" for whom? We
patients are different human
beings. The drug that works for
one patient may not work at all for
another. This is the way the world
is.
Bills have been introduced in
both House and Senate that recognize our precious individuality.
Rep. Tom Campbell, R-Calif., and
Sen. Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y.,
have the same idea. They would
require the FDA to expedite
approval of drugs needed to treat
life-threatening diseases under certain conditions.
The key conditions are that the
drug shows- "promising evirience"
of its effectiveness, and that preclinical and early clinical studies

demonstrate that the drug is "reasonably safe." That is all the government should require. After that, it
is up to physicians to inform their
patients of both the known risks
and the possible benefits. Let the
patients decide. Nobody made Dr.
Kessler the personal physician to
every potty little one of us.
One assumption is that all of this
expediting and accelerating and
streamlining will reduce the manufacturer's costs. In theory, this
should reduce the cost of prescription drugs. We will see about that.
The pharmaceutical industry has
been earning profits in recent years
that are juit south of spectacular
and just north of obscene. Prices on
such drugs as Lanoxin (for heart
disease) and Valium (a tranquilizer) have soared out of sight.
To be sure, the wonder drugs of
recent years have saved society billions in avoidable operations.
Everyone knows that. It is undeniable that the mountainous costs of
research and development on
unprofitable drugs must be
recouped somewhere. We know
that too.
But if manufacturers want to
avoid the folly of price controls,
they had better moderate their lust
for recoupment. Elections are coming on, and politicians need targets.
Next to the defense budget, thedrug industry right now is the fattest target in the land.

Washington Today

Bush needs savvy strategist
By TOM RAUM

4

An Associated Press New/ Analysis

WASHINGTON — President Bush beads for the 1992 election lacking
a street-wise political wizard to help foeufhis message. That may be contributing to the mixed signals that seem to be coming from the White
House.
In 1988, Bush could draw on two experienced hands to run his successful presidential campaign — the late Lee Atwater and James A. Baker III.
now the secretary of state.
Atwater, although criticized in some quarters for hard-ball tactics,
earned a reputation for political results and for concentrating on themes
that had high emotional impact — issues like street crime and the Pledge
of Allegiance.
And Baker brought to the 1988 campaign the same prowess at strategy
and negotiating that has served him as Bush's secretary of state and, earlier, as President Reagan's chief of staff and treasury secretary.
Both Atwater and Baker were veterans of many campaigns and were
widely respected by Republican political operatives.
Those in the prospective campaign lineup for 1992 — White House
chief of staff John Sununu, Commerce Secretary Robert Mosbacher.
Michigan pollster Bob Teeter and businessmen Fred Malck — lack the
same broad-based political expertise.
It seems unlikely that Baker would want to quit the Cabinet to return to
the world of politics. And if Bush asked him to do so, it would likely be
viewed among Democrats as a sign of desperation.
Bush is expected to announce his re-election team within the next few
weeks. Mosbacher is widely forecast to be named overall chairman — the
role Baker occupied in 1988 — with Teeter and Malek handling day-today management of the campaign.
Mosbacher has wide experience in business and in fund raising but not
in political strategy. Likewise. Malek's experience lies in organization
and business management — not political wheeling and dealing.
Teeter has a reputation as a thoughtful and perceptive political strategist, but he has few management credentials. And critics say he is slow to
make up his mind.
The crucial campaign question for Bush is how he wants to position
Sununu, his combative chief aide.
If Sununu stays in his current job, he will wield enormous influence
over the campaign; the chief of staff of any incumbent president seeking
re-election becomes, in effect, the top campaign official.
Some of those expected to work in top jobs in the campaign, including
Teeter and New York media consultant Roger Ailcs, have clashed with
Sununu in the pasi
Sununu, the former governor of New Hampshire, doesn't have wide
experience in running presidential election campaigns. either. But he had
enough for Bush: he helped deliver New Hampshire to him in the 1988
Republican nomination race, starting Bush's winning streak.
The president's standing in public opinion polls has slumped as the
economy remains stalled. And what once was viewed as an easy reelection campaign is now taking on more of the nature of a horserace.
increasing the need for experienced hands.
At the same time, the administration has been under increasing attack
from Democrats for being indecisive and fumbling on domestic issues.
"What's clear is that what Bush desperately needs is a Lee Atwater.
He's got two close staffers around him, John Sununu and (White House
counsel) Boyden Gray, who have political tin cars," said Stephen Hess, a
political analyst at the Brookings Institution who specializes in the
presidency.
"Atwater had the gut instinct of Main Street," Hess said.
Bush has lost the counsel of some key political veterans who could tell
him in no uncertain terms that he was about to make a political blunder.
Both Atwater and Dean Burch, a close Bush adviser who served in
numerous posts in the government and in the Republican organization,
died this year.
And Peter Tetley, a Washington consultant who was Bush's former
secretary and remains a confidant of the presidept, has been ill.
Black, a Republican consultant expected to play a role in
1"
effort, says he's sure the president will be able to pull
re-election
Ihuh's
ev*rything together despite the recent surge of criticism.
"He's planning to do something about the economy and to press hard
in January," Black said. "In terms of the campaign, I would like to see
us up and running in January — but there's no real urgency."
• • • •
(EDITOR'S NOTE — To Ram covers the White House for The Arsodemi Prtrs.)

'MAY I BE OF ASSISTANCE?'

Is Magic a hero? Just say no!
Slats Grobnik tossed his magazine over his shoulder. Then he
leaned on the bar, shook his head
and muttered: "Enough, already."
I retrieved the magazine, which
was People, and asked him what it
was that disturbed him.
Slats pointed to the cover and
the headline that said: "We believe
in MAGIC: America finds a hero."
Next to it was a picture of a smiling Magic Johnson.
"What is this hero stuff'?" Slats
asked.
Well, you can't deny that for
someone so young, vital and successful to be afflicted with a deadly
virus, he took it with uncommon
courage, grace and dignity.
"Yeah. But does that make him a
hero? I thought to be a hero you
had to do something brave and not
selfish and something that would
help other people. When you cut
through all the media hype, besides
being a great basketball player,
what did he do? He was out there
hopping in the sack with one bimbo after another. That's how he
picked up the virus, right?"
Yes, he has conceded that.
"Well, I guess times have
changed. Back when I was in the
service, the chaplain and the medics used to make us sit through
those meetings and warn us about
not getting a dose. They'd have a
picture show with what your whoozits would look Ike if you wasn't
careful."
Yes, a rather graphic slide presentation, as I recall.
"And they'd tell us, 'If you can't
be good. be careful.' But there was
always some guys who didn't pay

IZOYKO SAYS

Mike Royko
Syndicated columnist
no attention. Then they'd come
down with something and they'd
have to go to the infirmary. Then
they'd have to check in with the
first sergeant. And I never heard of
no first sergeant saying: 'Glad
you're taking it so well, private,
you arc a hero.' He usually said
that you were a bozo and would
give you an extra week of KP for
goofing up."
Yes, but in Johnson's case, this
will eventually be fatal, unless a
cure is found.
"Uh-huh. And I feel sorry for
him. I don't like seeing nobody get
clobbered. Like a friend of mine.
His wife comes down with cancer
when she's about Johnson's age.
She didn't do nothing to cause it.
Just happens. We all know people
like that, right? Cancer, heart
attacks, strokes, all kinds of
diseases."
Unfortunately, yest, too many
people.
"She handled it like a trouper.
Right up to the end. But there's no
parades for her, except the one to
the cemetery. So, yeah. I feel sorry
for him. But if he's a hero, why
wasn't she a hero? Or any of the
others?"
1 suppose it is because be bas

become a spokesman for the cause
of safe sex. By being frank, he
might prevent others from making
the same mistake.
"That's nice, even though I ain't
sure that every horny young guy in
this country is going to attach a
picture of Magic Johnson to his
zipper as a reminder. But let me
ask you this. The stuff in this shooter glass is not the best thing I can
drink for my health, is it?"
In moderation, it is OK. In
excess, no.
"So let's say that one day the
doe tells me that I got a liver like a
bowling ball, and that I better make
sure my will is up to date and pick
out a nice headstone. Can I become
some kind of spokesman? Maybe
go around and tell people that too
much hooch can curl up your toes
and that if it can happen to me,
Slats Grobnik, it can happen to
anyone?"
To be frank, I can't see a TV
campaign of that sort.
"I didn't think so. Too bad. I
wouldn't mind checking out as a
hero. OK, another question. What
about the bimbos? Can they be heroes, too?"
Wcb bimbos?

"The ones he was bedding. If
there were as many as he says, and
he sounds like he lost count,
there's got to be a chance that he
gave some of them the virus,
right?"
That possibility must exist, yes.
"What if these women start popping up and saying: 'Hey, I got the
virus from him, so if he's a hero,
does that make me a heroine? How
about putting me on TV to talk
about how it ain't a good idea to
do one-night stands, even with
famous slam-dunkers."
I seriously doubt that anyone
would consider such females as
heroines.
"Why not? They were just doing
the old two-to-tango like he was.
And maybe with the same results.
Maybe they could become role
models for other young ladies who
ain't too bright or careful, like
Magic is gonna do for guys who
ain't too bright or careful."
I think the public might view
such women as being immoral and
would not be sympathetic. After
all, they consented to the act.
"Yeah. Of course, he looks like
he's big enough not to let himself
get dragged into bed against his
consent, either."
Aren't you being harsh?
"No, it's like I say, I feel bad for
the guy. For anybody. But I keep
thinking about all the stories I read
about how our society doesn't have
any real heroes anymore."
Yes, that's been said by some
social critics.
"I'm starting to believe the
social critics."

New law will lead to more
people with living wills
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The children of the Murray Preschool Head Start program model
their Indian costumes as part of their study of the first Thanksgiving.

TRI CITY, Ky. — You might
mistake L.W. Murdock's final resting place for a barbecue stand or a
drive-in.
But food for the soul is the bill
of fare at Murdock's Mausoleum.
A bright orange rooftop sign
invites travelers to "STOP SEE A
ROADMAP TO HEAVEN."
"Every time I go by, somebody's there," said Martha Pritchard, Murdock's daughter. "Summer before last, 186 people signed
tife—Iffest book in a six-week
period."
The white-painted concrete block
mausoleum is on Kentucky 97 just
south of In City in rural Graves
County. Murdock and his first
wife, Thelma, are entombed inside.
A deeply religious man, Murdock said he built the burial vault
as a plan for salvation.
"He also wanted it to be a place
where travelers could sit and cat a
picnic lunch," said Pritchard, who
teaches fifth grade in nearby Sedalia. A 1,000 pound vandal-proof
picnic table sits on the mauso1eum's
shady front porch.
4
Even if they don't opt for a picnic, visitors can relax and read six
steps to salvation painted in gold
letters on a shiny, black sign. The
sign admonishes wayfarers to hear
and believe the Gospel, repent,
accept Christ, get baptized and
keep the faith unto death.
Murdock died in 1978 at age 70.
"The mausoleum is just the way he
fixed it," Pritchard said.
The sign replaced an actual map
with a similar Bible-based theme.
The map, a victim of wet weather,
had short religious messages written by Murdock, preachers and
churchgoers.
Pritchard and her family main-

tain the mausoleum. Trimmed in
black wrought iron, it's tucked into
a grassy hillside about one-half
mile south of the site of Paradise
Friendly Home,'a western Kentucky orphanage Murdock ran for 21
years. The orphanage closed in
1976 and was torn down.
Murdock's kin mow the grass
around the mausoleum, cut the
weeds and keep the concrete blocks
painted.
"Mostly, be built it himself with
a little help from a hired hand,"
Pritchard said. "He thought this
would be a good way to spread the
Gospel after he died."
No signs tell motorists that the
mausoleum is ahead on Ky. 97, a
two-lane blacktop that meanders to
the Tennessee line. Many probably
pass it, not sure what they've just
seen. Many, too, probably turn
around and drive back for another
look.
For years, the black wrought iron
door leading into the mausoleum
was kept open for visitors. Many
signed the guest book and helped
themselves to free picture postcards
that showed Murdock greeting a
group of kids at the mausoleum.
"Vandals got in, spray painted
the walls and stole the guest
book," Pritchard said. "So we've
had to lock the door."
Visitors can look through the
door and see the Murdock tombs.
Blue flower wreaths rest on the
white-painted vaults.
Outside, there were two picnic
tables; thieves made off with one.
So Murdock topped the remaining table with a thick slab of concrete. The mausoleum builder figured it would take at least six
strong men to swipe the half-ton
table.

The heated debate about assisted
suicide for terminally ill people is an
indicator of the public's outrage at
being made to endure unnecessary
suffering. But a new federal law going
into effect on December 1 is about to
change the face of the health care we
receive at the end of life. Under the
provisions of the new Patient SelfDetermination Act (PSDA), people
entering health care facilities will be
informed of their rights to refuse
treatment and their right to formulate
advance directives such as a living
will or health care proxy.
'Nothing we've seen recently is
going to have the impact of the PSDA,
not the publication of FINAL EXIT,
not Dr. Jack Kevorkian's 'suicide
machine', not the recent Washington
initiative on aid in dying," according
to Fenella Rouse, executive director
of Choice in Dying (formerly Concern for Dying and Society for the
Right to Die), the nation's largest
right-to-die organization. Despite the
attention surrounding those other
events,relatively few people will ever
be confronted with making a decision
regarding assisted suicide. On the
other hand, the PSDA will effect
almost everyone entering a health
care institution.
"The PSDA is going to go a long
way toward educating more Americans about advance directives," said
Ms. Rouse who is an attorney. "Education is going to mean more people
will decide to prepare advance directives. We presently distribute about
250,000 free advance directives each
year to people all across the country
and we expect that number to grow.
The law does not require that
people fill out advance directives, or
even the facilities make them available. "The mandate is to educate, not
dictate policy or bchavior," said Ms.
Rouse. What it does require is that all
people entering hospitals, nursing
homes, hospices, HMOs or home
health agencies receiving Medicare or
Medicaid (about 95%), must be informed in writing of their rights under
their state's law to accept or refuse
treatment and their right to prepare an
advance directive.

Under the new law, institutions
must maintain policies for handling
patient requests and make those policies available in writing, document
whether or not a patient has an
advance directive, and provide community and staff education about
advance directives. The law also
states that health care providers can
not discriminate against an individual
based on whether he or she has an
advance directive.
Since the law was passed in
November 1990, facilities have been
preparing for the December 1, 1991
deadline. In response to requests for
assistance from around the country,
Choice in Dying has been providing
materials and, guidance. T. Patrick
Hill, Choice in Dying's Director of
Education said, "in working with
institutions to establish protocols and
policies, we have found a real willingness on the part of institutions to
address the needs of patients and not
just the requirements of the law."
"The number of people with living
wills and medical proxies is going to
go up," projected Ms. Rouse."As
more people are exposed to these
tools for maintaining control of decision making powers, more will prepare their own advance directives."
Choice in Dying is the nation's
largest patient advocacy group dealing with end-of-life issues. The notfor-profit organization,formed by the
merger of Concern for Dying and
Society for the Right to Die, is funded
by the support of over 150,000 members and over 200,000 additional
contributors. Choice in Dying educates the general public, health care
professionals and lawmakers to the
needs of dying people. It advocates
for protection of individual rights at
the end of life.

Fuchsia & White
White & White
Pink & White
Sale Price Good Through Sunday Dec. 1, 1991
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Thanksgiving at the Lake
Thursday & Friday, November 28 & 29

Variety of Styles
and Colors
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Children 4-12 years...1 2 Price
3 Years and under
Serving Hours: Thursday, November 28 - 11:30 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday, November 29, 11:30 a.m.-9 p.m.

Family Thanksgiving at Paris Landing fun and easy. Reservations for parties of 8
or up to 300. Call 901-642-4311, ext. 450. (Tuesday-Friday 8 til 4).
ii2111
Chef Carved Buffalo & Steamboat Round
Turkey & Dressing w/Giblet Gravy
Baked Ham
Southern Fned Quail
Catfish Fillet
Fresh Cranberry Salad
Cole Slaw
Pasta Salad

Lgatables
Italian Green Beans
Creamed Potatoes
Sweet Potato Casserole
Sliced Baked Apples
Chuckwagon Corn
Broccoli Casserole

Basic 4-Piece Bedroom Suite
Double Dresser, Hutch
e299
MIFTOr, 4 Drawer Chest, *
Queen or Full HB

Salads
Potato Salad
Cranberry/Orange Relish
Crabrneat Salad

Fresh Fruit Ambrosia
Plus Full Salad Bar

D2112n1
Homemade Chess Pie
Cookies'n Cream Pie
Apple Pie

Peach Cobbler
Dietetic Desserts
Cheese Cake
Chocolate Cake Square
Friday evening menu will also Include some of our most popular seafood items.
(Register for Fre* Weekend at One of Tennessee's Resort Park.)

Pumpkin Pie
Hot Fudge Cake
Caramel Pie

Pecan Pie
Banana Pudding
Granny's Punchbowl Cake

Located 16 miles East of Paris, TN on
Hwy. 79 on Beautiful Kentucky Lake

' 202 S. 5th

Solid Wood 3-Piece
Hardwood Dinette
$169

Choice of Finish
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JO'S DATEBOOK

Wednesday, Nov. 27

Jo Burkeen

National Scouting Museum/closed
today for repairs.

"My Girl

(PG) 1:30
3:25

Starring Dan Aykroycl,
Jamie lire Curtis ilk start, Ai/u
7 9:00
Macaula Cutlass

@ 1:3
"CAPE FEAR (R) 4:00
Starring

7,00
9:30

Robert War%
Jenks laller

Murray Today editor

Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5:15 p.m. and
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community
Center.

The Murray Woman's Club will open the holiday season with its annual musical program and open house on Sunday, Dec. 1, from 2 to 4 p.m.
Special entertainment will be presented by the Calloway County High
School Mixed Chorus, directed by Nell Earwood, and by Murray High
School Mixed Chorus, directed by Rachel Walborn. The club house has
been decorated for the holiday season by the Kappa and Music Departments of the club. Refreshments will be served in the downstairs area by
members of the Sigma Department and other hostesses from the Alpha,
Creative Arts, Delta, Garden, Home, Kappa, Music, Theta and Zeta
Departments. Eva Morris, first vice president of the club, invites the public to attend this special event heralding in the holiday season.

Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-4
p.m
Bible Classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

Linda Bidwell visiting here

Grace Baptist Church events
include Youth Choir/6:15 p.m.;
Children, Youth, College-Career
and Adult Bible Studies/1 p.m.;
Weekly Workers' meeting/8 p.m.

A :::erican Tail 2 1,30
Fevel Goes
3'15
7:05
West (G) 9:05
Bargain Matinees
Sat. 8 Sun. Only
There will be matinees
November 28 8 29

.• ewierlossa
In December —
"Hook"
"Star Trek vr•
"Beauty and the Beast* "The Last Boy Scout"
Father of the Bride"
* —Coming

We Now Have

4.

RIM NINTENDO
El?EIrAlawi.l

.
stsrtit

thr man
•
• nent tour motir••at
• MOH C Issint nut • 753-331s
Optin

•

Linda Bidwell of Carrolton is the Thanksgiving holiday guest of her
mother, Mrs. Louise Bidwell of Murray.

Thanksgiving service Thursday

Memorial Baptist Church events
include GAs. RAs and Prayer
Service/1 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.; Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:30 p.m.

Dale and Madeline Bankes of Almo will celebrate their 38th wedding
anniversary on Thursday, Nov. 28. They were married in Freeland,
Pa., but have been residing in Calloway County for the past 31/2
years. Their children and grandchildren expressed a special congratulations to the couple.

Pets available at Animal Shelter

Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Brotherhood, Baptist
Women, Actecns, RAs, GAs and
Mission Friends/7 p.m.

Society service on Thursday
The Christian Science Society, located at 1634 Main St., Murray, will hold
its Thanksgiving day service on Thursday, Nov. 28, at 10:30 a.m. This service will include readings from the King James version of The Bible and
from Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy.
There will be no collection and child care will be provided. The public is
invited to attend, a society member said.

Westside Baptist Church events
include mission organizations/7

Coats for Kids Drive in progress

(Coni'd on page 114)

ti" inpM

WOcraft eVe--TivA
Want really clean carpets
for the Holidays?
For clean, beautiful carpets
this Holiday Season, rent
our lightweight, easyto-use Host' Machine
Paint & Decorating
and get
Southside Shopping Center
753-3321
COUPON
$3.00 OFF
Coupon good thru February 8, 1992

II
NO
TENSION

WITHDRAWA,

NO
WEIGHT GAIN

These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East
Sycamore Street off-South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane
Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, top row, "Jim Dandy," a male black./white Pointer, and "Simon," a shorthaired Tabby
with white neutered male; bottom row, "Perkins," a longhaired grey
neutered male, and "Dade," a spayed female Chow/Retriever mix.
"Simon" and "Perkins" were raised together and shelter officials said
they hope they can be adopted together. Animals who do not find
homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are
12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday.
The Humane Society is a member of United Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information call 759-4141.
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Holiday Inn Mayflower Restaurant,
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Special events at Lutheran Church
'Remember to Give Thanks will be the theme of the Special Thanksgiving Day worship service at Immanuel Lutheran Church, 15th and Main
Streets, Murray, on Thursday, Nov. 28, at 9 a.m. A Thanksgiving dinner will
be served from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Fellowship Hall. The community is
invited, a church member said.

Joint service at West Fork

Aurora service Wednesday
The Aurora Area Ministerial Alliance will conduct a Thanksgiving service
on Wednesday, Nov. 27, at 7 p.m. at Aurora Christian Church. Aurora.
Member churches are Aurora Christian, Bethel Fellowship, Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian, Palestine United Methodist, St. Henry Catholic, Union
Ridge United Methodist, and Unity Cumberland Presbyterian. The Rev. Warren Robbins will deliver the Thanksgiving message. The offerings of food
and money will be divided between the Need Line organizations of Marshall
and Calloway Counties. A fellowship gathering will follow the service.

UI
SERVICE NEWS

LAC; E7-4 IVY LTD.

Thanksgiving Liturgy at St. Leo's

114 South 5th St
"On the Courtsouare"
Murray, Kentucky
753-3225

The Thanksgiving liturgy at St. Leo's Catholic Church will be Thursday,
Nov. 28, at 9 a.m. Fr. Larry McBride, pastor, asks that you bring the bread
which you will serve for your Thanksgiving meal which will be blessed and
sent home with the participants. Also persons are asked to bring canned
goods to be given to Need Line.

Singles' plan Saturday event

'Come See Our New Santa Collections And Our
New Exclusive Line Of'Kicker.'
*Heirloom Linens *Christening Gawns
*Bridal Wrgistry

Christmas Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 10 A.M.-5 P.M.
Fri. Till 8 P.M.; Sat. 10 A.M.-5 P.M.
Sunday 1-5 P.M.

The Murray-Calloway County Jaycees began their second annual Coats
for Kids drive on Monday, Nov. 25. According to Mike Irvin, local president,
citizens may drop their used coats into identified laundry baskets at WalMart and Boone's Laundry until Wednesday. Dec. 11. At that time the Jaycees will announce dates and times for the distribution of the coats. Last
year's response was enormous as 400 coats were donated and handed out
to Calloway Countains. The local organization expressed thanks to Boone's
Laundry for its help with this annual project, said Karen Belcher, Jaycees'
spokesperson.

A joint Thanksgiving service will be Wednesday, Nov. 27, at 7 p.m. at
West Fork Baptist Church at Stella. Other churches involded in the service
include Owens Chapel, Spring Creek, Kirksey and Coldwater Baptist Churches. The Rev. Jack Geurin, pastor at Coldwater, will bring the Thanksgiving message. There will be special singing from each of the churches. A
fellowship will follow the services. The public is invited to attend, a church
spokesperson said.
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A special invitation is extended to the public to join the Community-wide
choir for the community-wide Thanksgiving service on Thursday. Nov. 28, at
10 a.m. at First Christian Church. This will be sponsored by MurrayCalloway County Ministerial Association. Dr. David Roos, host pastor, will
preside. The Rev. Jim Alford, an associational officer, will be taking up the
offering for the Transient Aid Fund. Fr. Larry McBride will give the sermon.
Others will be participating. All those interested in singing in the Community
Choir are asked to meet in the Church Parlor located in the Educational
Building, first floor, at 9:30 a.m. just prior to Thanksgiving service to
rehearse. tt will be a special anthem that you will be able to prepare and will
probably know.

t
KING KHALID MILITARY
CITY, Saudi Arabia — Army Sgt.
Dennis Thomas wishes family and
friends back home season greetings
and a happy new year. He is the
son of Ken and Gloria Thomas of
LI New Concord.

KING KHALID MILITARY
CITY, Saudi Arabia — Army Staff
Sgt. Dwaine Musgrow wishes
family and friends back home season greetings and a happy new
year. He is the husband of Renee
Musgrow of Murray.

(The (Daisy

The Singles Organizational Society will spend the day on Saturday, Nov.
30, shopping in Nashville, Tenn., and enjoying the sights and sounds of the
city (including the Opryland Hotel Christmas light display). All singles should
meet at 9 a.m. Saturday at Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce. This is a nonprofit support and social group for single adults. The purpose of the group is to provide support and positive social interaction for
singles of all ages. For information call Pamela/753-7638, Jeanne/753-0224,
Sharon/1-527-9748, or Rebekah/1-247-5765.

Girl Scouts collecting items
Senior Girl Scout Troop 3093 will be collecting hats, scarfs, and mittens in
all sizes for those who need them here in the Murray/Calloway County area.
They have asked all Girl Scouts to pin in this effort. All donations of both
new and used hats, scarfs and pairs of mittens or gloves from everyone in
the community will be greatly appreciated. They may be dropped off at any
of the Murray City Of Calloway County Schools and at Calloway County
Public Library. The collection will run from Nov. 18 through Dec. 2. Please
help Calloway County's children and adults have a happy and warm Christmas this year, a Girl Scout said.

.(nith jutton,

Homemakers collecting gifts

After Thanksgiving Open Yfouse
with Storewiee Savings
Friday efr Saturday, November 29th
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

-

kto

Door Tri:es (mit Itt ,Ct,-,
ll•

.Save 'Up 'To 75(3i) on Selected 'Tall c'r 11 'titter Merchandise

KING KHALID MILITARY
CITY, Saudi Arabia — Army
Spec. Daniel Wall wishes family
and friends beck home season
greetings and a happy new year. He
is the son of Judy Wall and Dan H.
Wall of Murray.

Calloway County Homemakers will once again participate in the 'Christmas Gifts for Patients at Western State Hospital, Hopkinsville.' The homemakers have been having this project for many years. Karen Hicks, county
extension agent in home economics, said the gifts should be in her office in
the Weaks Community Center by Friday, Dec. 6, for delivery to the hospital
the following week.

Church bazaar on Saturday
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church will have its special dinner and bazaar on Saturday, Nov. 30, at the church. A Thanksgiving potluck
dinner will be served at 6 p.m. This will be followed by a bazaar featuring
craft and baked items. All members and interested persons are urged to
attend this special event.

11.111111111111111111PI

but 1 tablespoon. Brown onions
and garlic in fat, add tomatoes and
seasonings and cook until almost
dry. In buttered casserole, put a
layer of beans, sausage, turkey and
tomatoes, ending with beans on
top. Mix beef concentrate, stock
1/8 tsp. black pepper
and wine, pour over casserole. Add
3 c. cooked rice
enough stock to come to the top
1 - 3 oz. can chow mein noodles layer. Cover thickly with crumbs,
Sprinkle turkey with soy sauce drizzle with olive oil and bake,
and lemon juice. Add bean sprouts, uncovered in a 325 oven for 11/1
celery, mayonnaise, onion, water hours or until liquid is absorbed
chestnuts and salt and pepper, add but cassoulet is still moist. Sprinkle
rice, mix well. Pour into buttered 2 with parsley before serving. Serves
qt. casserole, bake uncovered at 8.
375 for 15-20 minutes. Sprinkle
with noodles, bake 5 more minutes.

BAKER'S STEW
By Drudy Baker
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Singers present programs
The Gospel Singers of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church made their
monthly visits to West View Nursing Home and Fern Terrace Lodge
on Tuesday, Nov. 19.
The first program was at 10:30
am. at West View and the second
program at 1:30 p.m. at Fern
Terrace.
The Rev. Dennis Nor-veil, pastor,
gave the devotions and read the
birthdays for November at each
place.

Louise Short is the director and
pianist for the singers.
Guest singers at Fern Terrace
were 12 Murray State University
students.

My second Thanksgiving in
Kentucky, I cooked dinner for a
Gospel singers were Sue Campgroup of 'orphans', mainly students
Bobbie Cook, Kathleen Green,
bell,
far
too
lived
who had to work and
500 N 4th sr. • 753-3251
Hughes, Helen Nance, the
Faye
distant to make the four-day trip to
Rev. Norvell, Robbie Paschall and
Wercome To Our World
their homes.
Muriel Wright.
of
prospect
the
about
Excited
Christmas Display
The group had lunch at Sirloin
fixing dinner for my friends, I
Ever changing Stockade.
began figuring out the menu for the
Corns by daily.
dinner, only to have a wrench
thrown into the works when the
Register for extra discount
hunstsman boyfriend of one orphan
and Gift Certificaus.
appeared on my doorstep, white
huge
a
donated
Refreshments served laity parcel in hand, and
Cassou let
venison roast to the cause. Every1 lb. country sausage
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
one assumed I knew, without ques3 med. onions, chopped
For alt your Gift
tion, how to fix such a lump of
2 cloves garlic, minced
meaL
I can (11/4 lbs.) tomatoes
and Flower rue&
Hating to ruin my image, I smilChopped parsley
callus...
Suprise her with a
ingly accepted, wondering all the
1 bay leaf
Bright's Gift
753-3251
while what to do with this large,
Pinch of thyme (or more to taste)
somewhat gruesome gift.(And sub1/2 tsp. salt
Certificate
consciously reconciling myself to
1 tsp. sugar
the fact that if this was, indeed,
1/2 tsp. basil
Barnbi, he was already dead, so I
Several dashes Tabasco
may as well cook him).
2 cans great northern beans
Monday - Saturday 9:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
I frantically searched for a recipe
4 c. turkey meat, chopped
Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
for venison roast, and after reading
2 tsp. beef concentrate
about soaking in a variety of diffe11/2 c. hot turkey or chicken
rent marinades, to remove the stock
gamey taste, I decided to crock-pot
1/4 c. white wine
the thing, since I'd gotten a new
11/2 c. dry bread crumbs
giant-sized slow cooker.
1/4 c. olive oil
I unwrapped the roast from its
Fry sausage, breaking up,
white butcher paper (which up til remove from fat and pour off all
then had given it some degree of
sophistication) to find a very unfamiliar cut of meat, with a 2 inch
tunnel running through the center
of the roast. This, obviously foreign and not something that anyone
I knew would eat, required a massive amount of surgery to remove.
In my final diagnosis, this had to
be the esophagus, so what was
this...a neck roast?
This butchering seemed so West
Kentucky-ish for this recently
transplanted suburban girl, it was
quite an indoctrination into cooking
"game". I went strictly by the
recipe, after that, not doing the
usual tasting and seasoning
throughout the roast's preparation.
We sat down to dinner with 7
LIst'7
as
earer eaters and one dubious cook_
seen
2-Way Speaker
on TV
I'd decided lots of side dishes were
in order in case the roast was inedible. Amazingly, soon everyone was
Includes
remarking about how delicious the
Online Software,
roast was, not a bit gamey. This
2400-bps Modem
excluded, of course, the vegetarians
Each Per Month.
And Mouse
040-4037
(who had protested the cooking of
MEMOREX
Woofer
10"
row
Long-Th
Big
•
any meat, let alone a woodlands
Camcorder
VHS
Wtraslim
•Liquid-Cooled 3" Tweeter
animal) who brought their own
Reg. 999 00
entree, then proceeded to eat all of
Low As $30
DUOFONE
relish
my side dishes with great
Per Month •
Telephone Answerer
and left their donation of a tofu
•12x Power Zoom Lens•1 -Lux Sensitivity
casserole untouched.
•Includes Case, Battery, and Adapters "6 827
Much relieved, I felt as if I'd
just passed through some ritual
Reg. 79.95
induction rite into the West KenLow As $15
lifestyle.
tucky
.43.398 POI Month•
Since that roast, I've cooked my
s Automatically Stops Message
share of vensison, one of my husWhen You Pick Up Telephone
band's favorites, but not for
Thanksgiving, again. I've decided
With Remote
Radio /hat*
that although I dearly love turkey
woo'.
Ev9rYdr1
FE4L IS11C
Personal Telephone
L cwe
p
with cornbread dressing and cream
get
Those
gravy (NEVER giblet!
With CD Player
120-Watat
Low As $40 Per Month•
cooked up for the dogs) the best
Monitor extra
025-4077
Reg. 999.95
part of the turkey is the leftovers.
•Tandy 2500SX/20•MS-DOS1 5.0•1MB RAM
Low As $25
Per Month.
INIth
Turkeys are. wonderful birds
le America Online' Prodigy' and DeskMate" Software
Wall
Reg. 19.95
(although somewhat stupid, I'm
Bracket
▪ Huge 15" Woofers 5-Band Graphic EO
Tone/poise iIal,ng 043-500
told), lots of tasty lowfat meat and
199.95
as
Little
as
for
•High-Speed Dubbing Cassette•Digital Tuner
Monitor
VGA
a
Add
•Handy One-Piece Design
although you get tired of turkey
120 wicr, min rrrts 8 ohms 40-20MH2 no more Man 094 THO 013.1244
Hangs Up on Any Flat Surface
sandwiches after a few days, just
pop the leftovers in the freezer and
pull them out a few weeks later.
MICROIVTA
L ISr7C__
Try one of these recipes with
Large-Digit
Stereo Headset
your turkey leftovers — something
you don't get with a venison roast!
LCD Watch
Radio
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Save 100 $899

31% Off

5495

Powerful 20MHz 386SX PC With
Built-In 85MB Hard Drive
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GREAT BUY!1299

Save '200 69995
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Turkey Rolls
1 - 3 oz. pkg. cream cheese
2 Tbs. margarine
1 c. cooked turkey, chopped
1/3 c. chopped mushrooms
1 tsp. lemon juice
Salt to taste
1 can refrigerated crescent rolls
1/4 c. margarine, melted
1/3 c. seasoned croutons,
crushed
1/3 c. chopped pecans.
Cream together cheese and butter. Fold in turkey, mushrooms and
seasonings. Separate crescent rolls
into 8 triangles. Place 2 Tbs. turkey
mix on each, roll up starting at
short side of triangles and roll to
point. Tuck sides under to seal.
Place melted margarine in one
bowl, mix croutons and pecans in
another. Dip each roll in melted
margarine, then roll in pecan mix.
Place on a cookie sheet and bake at
375 for 20 minutes. Serve hot.
Turkey and Rice Casserole
2 c. cooked turkey
1 Tbs. soy sauce
2 Tbs. lemon juice
1 - 16 oz. can bean sprouts,
drained
1 c. finely chopped celery
3/4 to 1 c. mayonnaise
1/4 c. finely chopped green
onion
1 - 8 oz. can water chestnuts,
drained and sliced
112 tsp. salt

30% Off

Cut 45%
LISt/C_
2195

AM/FM Cassette Player

Reg. 9.9$

Reg. 39.95

33% Off 3995

Is AM/FM
•Weighs Just
6 oz. 012-146

Reg. 9.95

Reg. 59.95

•30x Power•Light•With Case

•Compact-Design Stereo
014-752
Portable

at Calendar
•24-Hour Alarm
063-5064

063-851

Most Stores Open Late
Nights Until Christmas!

VISIT OUR ELECTRONIC TOYLAND

Radio /hat*
Handheld Rap Mike for Kids

WRAP IT UP! 1995

27% Off 795
Low As $15 Per Month •

•AC Charging Jack

060- 2211

060 4086

27 MHz

r as

•With Built-in Amp and Speaker

seen
\...on TV

Check Your Phone Book for the Rodeo Shack Store or Dealer Nearest You
e.cludes batteries. SWITCHABLE TOUCH-TONE/PULSE phones work on
MS.DOS hamsoo horn Micr0110,1 Corp Most bettory,powered
requiring Ions. FCC regist•r481 Not 'Or
Poth ton* and pulsw tins, TherlirOrrr. in areas hiking only pules (rotary 040 lines, you can still WO SikrviCira
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BUY HER A ail AND
SHE'LL BE SEW HAPPY
HOBBYMATIC 905
-Push Button Stitch
-Extra high presser toot lifter
-Push Button easy Buttonholing
-Converts in seconds from tree arm
to flat bed
Sug. Retail $679
Christmas Special
Introducing The Lowest-Priced Hobbylock
From PFAFF
THE NEW HOBBYLOCK 774E IS LOADED
WITH EXTRA VALUE FEATURES
-Extra-wide three or tour thread overlock stitches up to 7 5mm wide
-Color-coded threading paths
-Sews a rolled hem
-Powerful motor plus electronic foot control
-Backed by Ptaff's 5-year limited warranty & more

'399
•••

Compassionate Friends plan candlelighting service
The Murray Chapter of Compas-

sionate Friends Support Group will
host its annual candlelighting service and potluck dinner on Thursday, Dec. 5, at 7:30 p.m.
This will be in the board room at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The potluck dinner will follow the
service. Beverages will be
provided.
Those attending the service are
asked to bring candles to light during the ceremony in memory of

loved ones.
Compassionate Friends is comprised of those who have lost an
infant, child or young adult through
accident, illness, sudden death syndrome, stillbirth or miscarriage.
This group allows people to
express feelings and offer support
to one another. It is a safe, informal setting in which families can
share thoughts and deal with feelings of grief, anger, guilt or
depression.

Compassionate Friends' regular
meetings are usually held on the
fourth Thursday of the month at
7:30 p.m, in the MCCH board
room, but no meeting will be

gat;
MCCLURE'S TROPICAL FISH::
•nit

'449
NG MACHINE CO
Eiaa68 NearSEWI
1-24 (Exit 16) Reidland, Ky

Pardue named or publication
Jennifer M. Pardue, daughter of
Debbie and Keith Pardue of Almo,
has been named to appear in the
25th anniversary edition of Who's
Who Among American High
School Students.

MURRAY. KY 42071
622 Soo us 4TH STREET
TELEPHONE 759-9513
10 A M TIL 5:30 P.M.
MONDAY-FRIDAY
HOURS
(LOCATED NEXT DOOR TO BUNNY BREAD)

NEW!

SPECIAL Our Prto•

tt

Small Aladde

Hwy.

Male Belted

898-7301 or 1-800-599-USEW
$2.00

$ 1 75

MURRAY TODAY

1 "41
SIM MOS I I 29 96
23.

41 *ME

Thursday, Nov. 28.
For more information, contact
MCCH Chaplain Rebecca Church
at 762-1274, or the group's chapter
leader, Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.

She is now eligible to compete
for one of 75 scholarships of
$1,000 each which will be awarded
this year.
Pardue, a junior at Calloway
County High School, is a member
of the Junior Varsity Cheerleading
Squad, Beta Club, Future Business
Leaders of America, and Students
Take A Responsible Stand.
Her hobbies include reading,
music and taking care of her pets.

Jennifer M. Pardue
She is a member of Glendale Road
Church of Christ, Murray.

liEltAIR cENIIE
Candy making Supp::::

andslittleHelpers

Nc‘,. Ava;abie at

The Rinhandler

Great Gift Utz tinier $20
Mrrk Norman helps you criebrair ihr season with a collection of
gifts that will mak:cu)body happy Including you, because
all under SAY
Thrrr'sa SpeCIII gift set kx es,lips and cteeks. 1 hett's also one for
ragrancr, MrrIr Norman's unixgetufir Decoliete
Su roar in«)Mak Ni)(nun Ind sun ciAlcoing somc gift ideas of

753-5679

Bel-Air Center

•

Quarter Pound Burger,
z Fries & Reg. Soft Drink 0
11 a.m.-4 p.m.
a
Please present coupon to
99 cashier before ordering.
$2

SPOKE & PEDAL

,1.11.11 0%11
)

Be! Air Center

Good through Dec. 31

E noRmAn.
MERL
CCI,5ML TIC STUDIG.,
7534926

Center

Bel-Ax

Bel-Air
Center

EXTENDED HOURS
FOR
HOLIDAY SEASON

Bel-Air Center

GT & Raleigh Mountain Bikes
Freestyle and BMX for Kids
GT - Dyno - Mongoose

9111111P°

753-0388 PAI
LAYAWAYS
WELCOME

l's
Kee
Vacuum

SATELLITE TV

753-0932

Y**

Sales & Service

WARD'S
CHRISTMAS WISH LIST
Shop and choose several choices and add
your name to our Wish List book - Tell your
family and fnends to sign

$145.00

Come

•

•

•

•

•

o

Bedspreads, Comforters
Curtains & Drapes

OFF

Southern Style
Laundry & Cleaners

•

•

••

• Fosters Candy
ts s
Gif
• *Fine &
*Truffle
tes

•

•

SINGER SERGER SALE
•

•

Sing*. Ultslock"•
Machina Model 111U32
sin&
3 thread ovanock and flat lod;
a
•Skwultan•ously adp•-1.1ms Next as
ovistadg• astwIng
""101, Waked
ninvie
pot
•Saks up to 1300 stitches
.E sc'wive Ives atm

Chocola
*Hard Candies
*Homemade Fudge
• *Peanut Brittle
*An Assortment of Sugarless Sweets

•

Open Mon.-Fri.
9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. Noon-8 p.m. •

••
41111.

•

•

fier

•AV:
.
t:t
r
.
•••-,

•

•

1.:14.flt•

•

•

,

Mfg. Suggested Retail

LAYAWAY NOW!

Murray ewing Center

wi• •

-••••

Sint*, Utts•latelt"
Machin* Modal
4U34
Sews 3 ihntad osatnock
and dal lock stdch plus
dread mock &misty Pilch
-irupinn3Cr
•• Saws
sitklkas per mauls
• Singer aclustv•fro•
arm and lay in ••••ding
• St•th Wool miclusimers
contiois•Norrow Mead
hem plate Included
• Carrying hands

New Age & Instrumental Tapes
Banners • Balloons
Stuffed Animals

•

'Wash & Fold Service Available"
7-8, Sat. 7-1, Closed Sun.
753-5242
Center
Bel-Air
Under New Managenteni
o
o

MURRAY, KY

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

• OPENS FRIDAY
„
Saturday and Monday
Special

our showroom to see complete line of home

P-6
145MA
7S.
12th ST.

753-2706

•

viStt

Satellite system fully installed
by SEARS. Merchandise
qualifies for Sears Credit Plan.

SEARS BRAND CENTER

Visa • MasterCard
Hours 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Numerous leather items - coats, belts, boots.
buckles, gold, Black Hills gold, sterling silver.

odaV

entertainment Items. SALE IN PROGRESS

to service what in soll today."

Happy Shoppers—Happy Christmas!!

your
m,ntsWe
there5.'„isc::::fro;:u
It orbmoorenee
t
nterta

753 231°

* We sell NEW & REBUILT vacuums,
have carpet care products, vacuum parts and
do repair in our own repair
shop.
lv• will be here tomorrow

759-1616
Bel-Air Center
Sunday
1-5
9-6 Daily
Join Our

Up to 150 channels right at
your fingertips. View sports,
movies, late
blockbuster
breaking news and more. Your
home entertainment options
can be virtually unlimited with
a Satellite TV System.

ip

* Send your out-of-town Christmas gifts through our
UPS shipping service
* They travel safely, quickly at the lowest cost, anywhere.

LEATHER & JEWELRY

753-0440

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
AM
-SE
THE ULTIMATE HOME ENTERTAINMENT!

Tom Gaines of Murray
Florist, Inc. has completed FTD Interior Design Workshop Series for
the Academy of Contemin
porary Education
floral design.
Looking forward to better serving our customers.

NOW IN STOCK FOR CHRISTMAS

0
R AL EIGtr

•

4

WE DELIVER!
Bel-Air Center
759-9838 •

Bel-Air Center
753•5323
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FREE
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RED/GREEN/WHITE PLAIN OR PEANUT

FARLE'Y'S
DY CANES CANDY BUTTONS
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------

Your Choice
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ZACHARY

KHOCO•MINTS
BU1T1R COOKIES *THICK MINTS
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BAG OF BOS
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GIFT TAGS
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2 PACK COOKIE SHEET, ROASTER/
BAKER PAN, CASSEROLE/
LASAGNE PANS

',7
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4 OZ 6950Z

FOIL PANS
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i

INVISIBLE
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GIFT' . 4r." .
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WRAP ioo (T.• MUSICAL. OR 140(1 (HASER
40 SO. FT.
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LIGHT SETS
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CRYSTAL GIFTWARE

,

JIFFY POP ANDERSON
TAPE CARAMEL CORN PRETZELS
2 00
4 FOR1
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BONUS PACK
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'Good on any new or transferred prescription 'Not valid for any insurance program
prescriptions transferred from any other
"II prescription is under 55.00, Its FREE
i1/1e920rug Store
/
"One coupon per person per visit.
*Void thruRell

REG. 39.95 I 7

SHEER TO WAIST
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Starks-McElyea wedding
vows will be said Jan. 18

GOBBLE UP
THE BARGAINS!
Fri. & Sat. Only
Selected Fall Dresses
& Sportswear

0
0
..k•Ite
$ 4
&n:1111Vi 1

Sizes 2- 14

;
Y
4
1 4
.
1
I2

Selection of
Boys Dress
& Sportswear

c•C.

tt.:m
.•
vt
se"

....--.

,

1/3

• 4-111 •A

A.,;(

OFF

Southsid• Manor Shopping Center. Murrev

Does Your Heart Good,

American Heart
Association

Mrs. Kerry Paul Jacobson

Wells and Jacobson vows
said at Burritt Museum

Seasons
Greetings
from

THE EDGE
WOMEN'S APPAREL

406 S. 12th

Murray

753-7435

Open Mon.-Sat. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 1-5 through
Christmas

)

Den ita Jo Starks and
Richard Mark McElyea to marry
nt
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Starks of Fairdealing announce the engageme
Mark
Richard
to
Jo,
Denita
daughter,
their
of
marriage
and forthcoming
Ala.
McElyea, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard G. McElyea of Athens, Hurt
Claude
Mrs.
and
Mr.
late
the
of
ghter
Miss Starks is the granddau
and of the late Mr. and Mrs. John H. Starks.
le, Ala.,
Mr. McElyea is the grandson of Mrs. Alice Hill of Rogersvil
McElyea.
R.
Ross
Mrs.
and
Mr.
late
the
and
Hill,
the late Joseph B.
and MurThe bride-elect is a graduate of Marshall County High School
r at
controlle
flight
Spacelab
a
as
ray State University. She is employed
Ala.
e,
Huntsvill
ing,
Engineer
Brown
Teledyne
UniversiThe groom-elect is a graduate of Athens High School and the
Spacelab
in
r
superviso
a
as
employed
is
He
e.
ty of Alabama at Huntsvill
e, Ala.
flight operations at the Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsvill
p.m. at
2
at
18,
Jan.
,
Saturday
on
d
exchange
The wedding vows will be
Ala.
Athens,
Church,
Midway Baptist
A reception will follow the ceremony.
the
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
reception.

Miss Danisha Kay Wells and Kerry Paul Jacobson were married on
Saturday, Oct. 12, at 2 p.m. at the Burritt Museum, Huntsville, Ala.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Danny Wells of Scottsboro,
Ala.
She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Keys Wells of Murray and of
Mrs. Marvin Palmer of Scottsboro and the late Mr. Palmer.
The groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul T. Jacobson of•Summit, N.J.
He is the grandson of Mrs. Erling Kvale of Bismarck, N.D.
The Rev. John Talbot of Summit, N.J., performed the double ring ceremony in the gazebo on the museum grounds.
Music was provided by Grady Bennett of Scottsboro.
The bride was given in marriage by her father.
She wore a gown of white satin and Alencon lace. The dress featured a
portrait neckline, a fitted bodice, heavily encrusted with seed pearls and
iridescents, and long detachable fitted sleeves of English netting overlaid
with Alencon lace.
The softly gathered skirt which fell from a basque waist into a gathered
train was edged in scalloped lace. Her waltz-length illusion veil was held
by a wreath of silk flowers.
Mrs. Deborah Hernandez and Miss Donna Wells, sisters of the bride,
were honor attendants.
Miss Nicole Jacobson and Miss Diana Jacobson, daughters of the
groom, were junior bridesmaids.
Rick Jacobson, brother of the groom, served as best man.
Groomsman was Brian Martin.
A reception followed on the museum grounds.
The bridal couple is now making their home at Haze!green, Ala.

Get Your FREE
1992 Farmers' Almanac,

Indiana Insurance
Congratulates
R.C. Riley!
tlS

Is your subscription
running out?

175
ears'

Anniversary,..Issix. e
FARNESS'
414AIN
of our
A•11 the

Would you like to subscribe to
the Murray Ledger & Times?

Lord

for

1 92
9

the
Intlrowsui.r.,, of

ol the.

STATES
KIEV
.1.4Wilitjau.,"014
1.01TaaraW4
to,••••••r,

lea,
lof 216th
VIII

tAkiherray

(While Supplies Last)

Ledger & Titres

Prirlistorri for ITS

R.C. Riley is the 1991-92 President of the
Independent Insurance Agents of America.
Indiana Insurance congratulates R.C. on this
fine achievement. We also recognize the
hard work, talent and dedication of the Peel
& Holland staff that has supported him every
step of the way. Indiana Insurance is proud
to be associated with R.C. Riley and the
insurance professionals at Peel & Holland
Insurance Agency.

If so, stop by our front office and
pay for a 6 month or 1 year
renewal or new subscription. And
we'll give you a 1992 Farmers'
Almanac FREE!

Ccossooasyr

Mtierray Ledger & Times

Ira.

1001 Whitneli Ave. Murray
•

YES,

Out of Town Subscription
O Six Months

I would like to have my FREE
1992 Farmers Almanac. Please
enter my subscription or renewal for (please check one).

U One Year

Local Subscription
•Six Months
O One Year

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

Peel & Holland, Inc.
100 North 6th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040

Indiana InsurancM

Murray, Kentucky

Nabors* Nedertanden North Arnenca
Property and Calualty Group

753-1916
•

..

$54.50
$64.50

42071

$28.50

$57.00
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Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wesley
Cochran will be honored at a
reception in celebration of their
50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, Nov. 30.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
The event will be at Mama Mia's
meeting, RAs and GAs/7:30 p.m. Restaurant at
Livonia, Mich.
The couple was married Nov. 21,
1941, at Charleston, Mo. Their
Thursday, Nov. 28
attendants were Frieda Rogers and
The Murray Ledger & Times will
Robert Lewis Burton.
not publish a newspaper today.
Mrs. Cochran is the former
Office will be closed.
Kathryn Marie Jones.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Cochran are
Calloway County Public Library,
former Kentuckians living in the
closed today.
vicinity of Lynn Grove and Edge
Hill schools.
Murray Post Office will be closed
Following their marriage they
today.
moved to Detroit, Mich., to make
Hazel Center/closed today for their home.
Their children are Mrs. Judith
senior citizens' activities.
Lorenz and husband, Allen, Livonia, Mrs. Paulette St. Onge and husWeaks Center/closed today for
band, Jerry, Redford, Mich., and
senior citizens' activities.
Ms. Cheryl Taylor, Clearwater, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Cochran have four
Chapter 50 of Disabled American
Veterans and Auxiliary/7 grandchildren and two greatgrandsons.
p.m./Legion Hall.
After the reception the couple
Singles Friendship of Paris, said "they plan a long honeymoon
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau (retirement) in the 'sunshine state'
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith fret from snow, ice, blizzards and
big heating bills."
Broach, 753-3580.
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Wednesday, Nov. 27
New Life Christian Center/prayer
and praise/7 p.m.

ws
rn

ied on
Ala.
tsboro,
and of

NJ.
).
g cere-

on the square

National Scouting Museum/closed
today.

20% Off
Ladies Dresses

San Souci Lingerie

50% Off
Children's
Name Brands
Other Ueaduertieed Specials
Throughout The Store

J.T. LEE
Jeweler
Custom-Made Jewelry
Is More Than A Dream

Order Now!!
T

Gold, Silver,
Diamonds, Colored Stones,
Mother's Rings, Men's Gifts, Cross Pens

THEy"

1 IF r

titOF THE

Open Saturdays In December
759-1141
Dixieland Center

PARTY!

LBL events include Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./Golden Pond Visitor
Center.

Ltured a
irls and
werlaid

Friday, Nov. 29
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

athered
,as held

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./for senior citizens' activities.

bride,

National Scouting Museum/open
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

CHESTNUT ST.

Selected Groups of Fall
and Winter Merchandise

of the
AA and Al-Anon/8 p.m./J.U. Kevil
Center, South 10th Street
Extended, Mayfield.

1, Ala.

753-9569

Nursing Home Gowns and Robes

Narcotics Anonymous open
meeting/7 p.m./Parish Center, St.
Leo Catholic Church.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
753-7663.

•

Up to

'Games/8 p.m./Murray Moose
Lodge.

so
todtallA or ctiestin,t4
l
5O

LBL events include Planetarium
Show/2 p.m./GPVC; Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homeplace-1850.

Many Holiday Gift
Cosmetic Specials

Off

THANKSGIVING WEEKEND SALE

Friday,
Saturday
& Sunday

To thank all our great customers,Murray's Pier 1 is offering for the first time a chance to purchase a Papasan chair,
rockers or a room full of furniture all at an additional 15% OFF already low sale prices.

3BIG D A YS• 15% OffSale Prices On All FurnituremStorewide!
Surival Rocker

Papasan Chair w!Pad

Reg $18999
Sale $14999

Reg $169.99
Sale $12999

Thanksgiving Sale $127.49!

This

Weekend $110.49!

Betsy Herndon

ieS

Murrayan is
named to serve
on school forum
Betsy Herndon has been selected
to serve on Freshman Forum at
Auburn University, Auburn, Ala.
This organization, a branch of
the Student Government Association, was created three years ago to
help freshman obtain leadership
positions.
The 12 members were chosen
Oct. 24 from a field of 193 applicants based on high school activities
and honors, an essay and interview.
The forum members attend
Cabinet, Senate, Budget and
Finance meetings, and will initiate
a new progam of quarterly Freshman Convocations this year.
Herndon is the daughter of Don
and Joyce Herndon of Murray. She
is a 1991 graduate of Calloway
County High School.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM
a

1-800-432-9346

PAGE 11A

ar-4o%0FF DENNISON-HUNT

20

Men's, Women's

SPORTING GOODS

All Warm-Ups

Children's Shoes

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"

Windwear

1203 CHESTNUT ST.

Mon.-Sat. 9-6 p.m.

NOW OPEN ON SUNDAYS 1-5 UNTIL CHRISTMAS

Mon.-Sat. 9-8

Sundays 1-5
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Hospital lists Monday dismissals

Grozv Cla .iii 1933
I.

Samuel Christopher Scott, Rt. 8,
Box 8, Murray; Mrs Lisa G Moseley
and baby boy, 721 Spruce St. Paris,
Tenn ;
Miss Angela Schwartz, 1709 Johnson Blvd • Murray; Mrs. Monica Franklin and baby girl, At. 2, Box 164,
Wingo

13illy Golden Howard, RI 5, Box 363,
Ataytiold,
W B McCuiston, 1504 I3eckett, Murray, Mrs. Melissa Cheek and baby
boy, P.O Box 87, Dexter;

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday, Nov.
25, have been released as follows:
Dismissals
Charlie Williams, 201 East Blythe,
Paris, Tenn , Mrs. Janie W Young,
412 South 16th St., Murray,
Luck Burt, RI 7, Box 374, Murray.

Miss Kathy Ruth Koehn, At 2, Box
38, Macon, MS.; Mrs. Terri Martin and
baby boy, 1628 Farmer Ave. Murray,
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SECTION B
High school students help teach elementary math skills
By KATIE CARPENTER
Murray Independent Schools

Until this year, Katrina Brivain
didn't know what she wanted to do
after she graduated from high
school.
Now she's sure. "I want to work
with children," she says. "I want to
be in a school, as a teacher or a
teacher's aide."
What gave the 16-year-old
sophomore at Murray High School
such confidence in her future was
an experiment that has paired high
school students with second
graders.
Since the first of September,
Katrina and five classmates in her
special math class at Murray High
have been visiting Robertson Center every Friday to practice "math
facts" with second graders in need
of a little extra boost to master the
standards for their grade level.
Cindy Clemson, their high
school teacher, says the students
are very enthusiastic about the
project.
"It makes math meaningful for
them," she said. "And it gives them
a boost of self-confidence to be
able to help the younger children."
As for the elementary students,
"they can't wait until the teenagers
get here," says their math teacher,
Tonda Thomas.
"They love the special attention,
and that helps them concentrate
more on what they're learning."
So everybody benefits — and
everybody gets to practice math
facts. The high school students
have found out their own math
skills are improving, so much so
that they have plans for math
review throughout the whole
system.
"We want to go on and work
with kids at Carter Elementary
after this," said Portia Alexander.
"And then maybe to the middle
school."
For the second -graders, Friday is

them know that math is important.
And he's reaching these youngsters
in a way their teachers really can't.

It's more than that. He's talking
their language; he knows what
makes them laugh, and he's letting

--MURRAY CITY

a day free of worksheets, drills,
and copy exercises.
"It's still math," says Tiffany
Jones. "But it's fun."
Do they like the teenagers as
teachers?
"Oh yeah," said Ashley Janow.
But not because they're funnier or
friendlier. It's because, in Ashley's
definitive word, "they're gamier."
He means they play games. In
fact, on Thursdays in their Murray
High classroom, the teenagers take
the whole class period to design
creative lesson materials.
They've come up with jigsaw
puzzles and board games like Sorry
or Parcheesi, only the players have
to answer a math problem before
they can advance their counters.
There's also a version of Concentration and one of Trivial Pursuit,
with computation problems rather
than a trivia question.
Last Friday, Katrina and Portia,
with Kim Scou and Melissa Holland, each gathered a group of kids
at a table to play board games.
Chad Fox, the only boy, went oneon-one with Kenny Suggs.
"Go ahead, try to ask one I can't
answer," he said.
"What's five plus six?" Kenny
asked.
Chad wrinkled his nose and
looked serious. "Is it three?" he
asked.
"No," was the stern response.
"Is it four?" Chad asked, putting
his finger to his chin, biting his lip,
and furrowing his brow.
"No," said Kenny, beginning to
giggle.
"Oh, I know!" Chad tried again.
"It's 37."
This answer made Kenny laugh
out loud. "It's 11," he said. "You
knew that all along, didn't you?"
Mission accomplished. One
seven-year-old who will never
forget that 5+6=11.
"I'm just a kid myself," Chad
told his teacher. "I like doing this
because I get to play."
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SEATTLE — Sunday was D.B.
Cooper's 20th anniversary. But was
it the 20th year of the legendary
skyjacker's death or 20 years SIIICC
he began a new life with a bagful
of stolen greenbacks?
As is their annual custom, Cooper fans from Seattle to San Jose to
Salt Lake City organized celebrations to honor their hero, who they
believe melted into society after
committing the perfect crime —
parachuting from an airliner over
Washington state with $200,000 in
ransom money on Nov. 24, 1971.
Two decades after the unique
exploit, which a retired FBI agent
calls stupid and almost certainly
fatal, Cooper's real identity is still
a mystery. Nobody knows if he's a
pile of bleached bones in the
mountains of Washington or the
guy next door.
Cooper's crime, in which nobody
was hurt, seems almost quaint in
today's violent world. And his
$200,000 in marked money — its
value ravaged by an inflation rate
of 337 percent over 20 years —
would hardly make him a rich man.
The story began Thanksgiving
eve, when a man wearing dark
glasses boarded a Northwest-Orient
Airlines Boeing 727 at Portland
International Airport. He used the

Sketches drawn in 1971 of a
known as D.B. Cooper.

Nothing Down
90 Days Same As Cas
with Approved Credit

name Dan Coopere to purchase his
name became
plane ticket.
popularized as D.B. Cooper after a
law enforcement official erroneously referred to him that way.
Once airborne, "Cooper" handed the stewardess a note saying he
had a dynamite bomb in his attache
case. The man, who chain-smoked
Raleigh filter-tipped cigarettes and
who appeared to be in his middle
to late 40s, demanded $200.000 in
used $20 bills.
He collected the money — provided by the airline — during a
brief stop at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, where the 36 passengers were released and the four
crew members were kept aboard.
Airborne again, Cooper parachuted into a freezing rainstorm at
10,000 feet near tiny Ariel in
southwestern Washington, wearing
only a business suit and loafers.
The temperature was 7 below zero,
not counting the wind chill factor
at the plane's speed of 200 mph.
"It was obviously not wellthought-out. You don't think his
loafers blew off in the wind, for
instance? It was stupid," said
Ralph Himmelsbach, the retired
FBI agent who spent nearly a
decade investigating the crime.
If Cooper didn't freeze to death
on his way down, he probably died
when he hit the ground wearing an
"extremely fast" parachute pro-

taverns named D.B. Cooper in Salt
Lake City and San Jose, and at a
little bar in Ariel, where, legend
has it, Cooper paid an anonymous
visit during an earlier party in his
honor.
At the Salt Lake City tavern,
where the celebration is set for
Wednesday, Thanksgiving eve, the
customers have a new explanation
of Cooper's fate, said bartender
John Nicolaisen. A recently published book argues that Cooper was
actually Richard F. McCoy, a Provo, Utah, man arrested and convicted of a similar hijacking in
1972. McCoy was later killed after
a prison escape.
"A lot of us think it was McCoy
now," said Nicolaisen, a touch of
pride in his voice that the mystery
skyjacker could be a fellow Utahn.
Folks in Ariel don't buy that
theory.
"We got a book here that says
something different and we don't
think it was McCoy," said Chris
Harding, who works at the Ariel
tavern. "And we don't think he's
dead either."
Harding said four skydivers were
planned for the anniversary celebration on Saturday.
And who knows? Among the
crowd could be a man in his
mid-60s, a man who launched a
legend, a man they call D.B.
Cooper.

vided by authorities in Seattle, said
Himmelsbach, reached at his home
in Redmond, Ore.
"And he came down right smack
dab in the middle of the woods in
really rugged country," he said.
"There are steep, up and down
ravines in really heavily wooded
country. It was a bad place to land,
and it is doubtful we would ever
find the body."
"This was a desperate act you
wouldn't expect from a normal
man in his mid-40s," he said.
"This was something you would
expect from somebody who had
nothing to lose."
The very fact that Cooper's identity has never emerged tells Himmelsbach the man was probably an
ex-con. "When guys like that
aren't around, they're not missed
because when they are around,
they're trouble."
Himmelsbach said he was further
convinced that Cooper was dead
after boys playing on the Columbia
River in February 1980 found
$5,800 in crumbling $20 bills that
turned out to be from Cooper's
loot.
He speculated that either Cooper
landed in the Columbia and
drowned, or died in the mountains
and the money was washed out.
As usual, Cooper believers are
having none of thai Each year,
anniversary celebrations are held at

Former Boy Scout being honored 59 years after deed
HUTCHINSON, Minn. (AP) — on the other side of the pit about
The Boy Scouts taught Ross Heil- 100 yards when one guy stepped
man the skills he used to save a off the drop-off."
Right away, 19-year-old Kenneth
fellow teen-ager's life but it
refused to honor him because his Foster was in trouble.
"They started hollering for help
troop couldn't pay its dues during
I didn't pay much attention,
and
Depression.
the Great
Heilman, now 75, will finally get you know, I thought they were jokhis Boy Scout Medal of Honor in a ing," Heilman recalled.
When Heilman realized it was no
ceremony Tuesday — 59 years
joke, Foster was several feet underafter he earned ii
The gold medal with a red rib- water. Heilman grabbed him and
bon goes to a Scout who has towed his older pal to shore, where
"demonstrated unusual heroism he used life-saving techniques he
and skill in saving or attempting to learned in the Scouts.
"He didn't fight me, he was
save life at considerable risk to
out," Heilman recalled. "I
already
self."
Heilman remains modest about pumped on his back and he came
to.,,
the event after all this time.
Foster wrote in gratitude to Heil"I don't think it was such a hero
man's scoutmaster, Dudley
job. I was happy I could do it, glad
DeLong, as well as to local newsI was there," Heilman said.
Heilman was 16 years old in July papers. DeLong applied for recog1932 when, after working all day nition from the Boy Scouts' nationon his uncle's farm, he went with al office, but was rejected.
friends to cool off in a water-filled
"Because of the Depression, in
gravel pit.
'32 our Scout troop didn't have
"I was the only one who could enough money to belong," Heilswim," Heilman recalled. "I was man said. "We were broke."

VCR Trade-In Allowance
Up to '50.00
Great RCA Features Including:
• Hi-Fi Stereo
• On-Screen Programming
• Indexing and more!

Boy Scouts of America.
The organization agreed to the
belated award.
"This honor is recognizing the
risk that he took in saving another
person's life," Boy Scouts spokesman Blake Lewis said in a telephone interview from Dallas. "It
shows a great deal of patience and
commitment to Scouting."

Heilman grew up to be a purchasing agent for a utility and he's
now retired. Foster was a retired
farmer when he died at age 75
three years ago.
The two men lost touch, but the
effort to laud the rescue was
revived last year after Heilman's
son Ross saw his father's clippings
about the rescue and contacted the

OLNEY, III. (AP) — The white
squirrels that are Olney's pride and
joy could become extinct by the
year 2015 unless they are given
more food and trees — and the cats
that prey on them are forced to
wear bells, a biologist says.
Olney Central College biologist
John Stencel said Tuesday the
town's white squirrel population
stands at 87, the lowest since he
began annual counts in 1977. The
total that year was 170.
This town of 9,000 is so proud

of its albino squirrels that it has
drawings of them on its police cars
and plywood squirrel cutouts in the
park.
Stencel said he will recommend
the town plant more trees, create
more feeding stations and pass an
ordinance to put bells on cats.
A similar plan was dropped two
years ago after cat owners rebelled.
A proposed $15 bounty on any cat
that kills a white squirrel also was
rejected.
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Church faces loss of building
in wake of fraud conviction
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Members of a Lexington church are
facing the possibility of losing their
impressive brick building with its
sweeping roof because of the
crimes of one of the church's former elders.
Steven Vannatter, a former associate minister of the church, used it
as collateral for $175,000 in
fraudulent loans.
Vannatter pleaded guilty to bank
fraud last week in U.S. District
Court. He faces penalties of up to
30 years in prison and a $1,000
fine when he is sentenced in
January.
The bank from which he borrowed most of the money — Bank
of Lexington and Trust Co., now
known as Liberty National Bank of
Lexington — has filed a lawsuit
against the church.
The bank argues that the church
owes the money because Vannatter
had the authority to sign the notes
and mortgages it holds.
For his part, Vannatter said was
driven by a compulsion to gamble
when he began taking out loans in
October 1990. He used the money
to play the stock market, following
a high-risk strategy that could have
brought in a fortune.
"You're powerless, you can't
control it," Vannatter said Sunday.
"It's just like drugs and alcohol.
It's a very powerful and insidious
disease."
He played the market until he
lost everything. Along the way he
also cashed some of the church's
certificates of deposit.
Liberty National's attorney,
David Franklin, said the bank

doesn't want to sell the church out
from under the congregation.
"But at the same time, you can't
just walk away from $175,000," he
said.
The church responds that Vannatter didn't have the authority and
forged signatures of the other elder
and the deacons who ran the
church. The bank should have
checked more closely, the church
says, before giving out $175,000.
"Our purpose is to spread the
gospel of Jesus Christ," said
church member Bart Rogers. "But
we feel very strongly it was the
bank's negligence that allowed this
to happen."
Court records show Vannatter
joined the North Lexington Church
of Christ in 1979 and became an
elder in 1980. He left his management job at General Motors Acceptance Corp. in February 1988
because he suffers from a painful
disease called neurofibromatosis.
Vannatter's attorney, Sam Manley, said the disease causes tumors
to grow along nerves. It may have
driven him to commit crimes, Manley said. Eventually it will kill him.
Vannatter's loan scheme began
when he met with Lela Jennings,
an assistant vice president for commercial lending, in October 1990.
He told her the church wanted to
borrow $120,000 for remodeling.
He later provided her with a
resolution from the church's deacons and elders that authorized borrowing the money. All the signatures except his were forged.
The "church" got the loan. A
month later, Vannatter was back at
the bank, saying the church needed
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$25,000 more for some final renovation touches, including
bathrooms.
In January 1991, he was back
again. This time, he said, the
church wanted to borrow $30,000
for a fund-raising campaign for the
worldwide Church of Christ.
He made enough money on the
market for a while to at least make
payments to the bank. His wife,
Mona, and two adult daughters
knew nothing of the deception.
But the scheme unraveled quickly. By March, checks were bouncing in the church's real account.
Vannatter confessed to Darryl
Brown, the church's other elder,
then to several other men in the
church.
Church members say they are
not sure how much Vannatter stole
from the church, but it was at least
several thousand dollars. They
hope to learn that from the FBI,
which investigated the thefts.
The church has changed the way
it governs itself. Now decisions are
made by all the men in the church,
not a group of elders and deacons.
It is a small church. About 200
attended on Sunday. The annual
budget is $100,000 to $110,000.
Vannatter is paying the church
$150 a month from his retirement
and disability benefits. The church
debt was excluded when he filed
for bankruptcy.
"We trusted him and he sort of
betrayed us," said the Rev. Charles
E. Moore, the church's minister. "I
told Steve I hated what he did, but
I loved him. And I think that's
pretty much how we all feel."
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late last week in U.S. District
Court in Lexington. Marye said
federal arson charges aren't divided
into degrees of severity, as on the
state level.
Rainwater faces up to five years
in prison and a $250,000 fine,
Marye said.
Rainwater's was one of only several arrests in connection with the
fires, most of which have been
attributed to arson.

ncy David A. Marye.
"The agent said Rainwater
would drive about 25 feet (on his
four-wheeler) and set another seetion of grass and forest on fire,"
Marye said.
The fire — one of 868 that have
scorched more than 30,000 acres
across Kentucky since July 1 —
damaged about 330 acres in
McCreary County.
The indictment was handed up

BED LINER

BUG SHEILDS

Whitley County man indicted for setting forest fire
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
federal grand jury has indicted a
Whitley County man for setting a
forest fire that damaged more than
300 acres of private and U.S. Forest Service lands.
Kentucky State Police and forest
service agents arrested Paul Kenneth Rainwater, 41, of Williamsburg, on Nov. 6. A forest service
agent allegedly saw Rainwater set
the fire, said Assistant U.S. Attor-
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introduction of United
Commonwealth Bank.

Dr. Tim Miller, Director
United Commonwealth Bank
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More competition means better banking.
And better banking is what United
Commonwealth is ale:bout.-

Stock #92049

List Price $9,192.00
All Prices Are After Rebate. Taxes, title, administrative fee additional.

)s!

Peppers

Z:C='
CHEVROLET

oicisrnobise

"The Only Deal In Town!"

600 Tyson Ave.-Hwy. 79 S.
642-3900
Mina

Paris, TN
1-800-325-3229

COMMONWEALTH BANK
A Federal Savings Bank In Formation

TOGETHER IT'S POSSIBLE.
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SAVE ON EVERYTHING FOR
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OPEN THANKSGIVING DAY 8 A.M.-4 P.M.

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!!
WO MAP C

ars.re

Williams Whole Rog

SAUSAGE

SLAB BACON

3 39'

Lb.

3.8 oz. 79

Sandwich
Breaded

Lbs. it

a oz. $l.79
1/4 Clitty Farm Packed As Milled Slices
Lb. $1.99
Country Ham
iitialitteAdsk0004zuitaldeilli

Shrimp Basket

E

BANANAS

3 Lbs. or More-

59
Classic Delight

Dole
Golden Ripe

/4

PORK I
LOIN

Florida Red

79
Beef Stew Meat
Grissom s

Corn Dogs

0 Lb. Bag_

2 Liters

Lb.
Extra Lean Boneless

RAPEFRUIT

EPSI
PRODUCTS

Sliced As Mixed Chops

Limit 3
Additional
Amount /19`

$2.19
16 01. $1.49
Lb.

Yellow

99'
Lb. $1.39

Onions
B
E7glish

3 lab. Bag

Walnuts _

11164,41001itati
Soft

BUTTIMILIK
1/2 Gal. Carton

B

1GA Frozen

ORANGE JUICE
12 Oz. Can

ItoOM
TISSUE
4 RoU Pack

Green Giant

SHORTENING
42 Oz.

Cl.

Assorted Varieties 10 Oz.

Sunflower

Why Pay More

Tea Bags
Igo

FROZEN
VEGETABLESBox

Why Pay More

Meal

$1.29

5 Lb. Bag

89c

CRISP CRUST

Party

Redeem this Coupon for
special savings on this week's
featured French Garden
Stoneware accessory:

Mugs(2)
Offer good 11-27-91 through 12-3.91.
Limit one coupon per Rem purchased.
Redeemable only at
participating IGA Stores.

Mugs(2)Only

$6.99
We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors.
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NYC schools hand out condoms
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condoms
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EVERYTHING REDUCED STOREWIDE

. Box

'3 - 25

LIGHTEN UP.

Up

$999 & up
1/2

Price

Some Items 75% Off

1.29
los
ZA
Box

cip

Liquidating Ladies Wear in Murray Store.
Liquidating Mens Wear in Mayfield Store.

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
10t.,
NANA D j
cCOm•C SAC•

Inquire at Both Locations
Olympic Plaza, Murray
Mayfield Plaza, Mayfield

753-1300
247-1500

0toi *
TO..0111•
-C

All Men's Wear 50% - 75% Off
Accessories Also On Sale

* right to
and correct
rrors.

The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receivc your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
of
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother
monthly collection.

Meirray Ledger & Times

We will continue to carry the largest
selection of tuxedos and formal wear in
j
Western Kentucky.

CALL ABOUT OUR
WEDDING SPECIALS!
REGISTER FOR:
1) A Free Wedding
2) 7 Day, 6 Night Vacation
3) Cash Give-A-Ways Weekly

To introduce you to the healing world of chiropractic, please
accept my special offer:

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
THIS MONTH ONLY

FREE

FREE

This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. I will include
a
a chiropractic orthopedic test, chiropractic neurological test,
ion
blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check, an examinat
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a muscle strengthness test, and a private consultation to discuss the results.
DISCLAIMER:Our office policy protects you:"The patient and
any other person responsible for payment has a right to refuse
to pay, cancel payment or be reimbursed for payment for dany
other services,examination or treatment which is performe as
a result of and within 72 hours of responding to the advertisement for the free service examination or treatment".

759-111B
Dr. Bennis L. 'Imhoff
Chiropractor
trOB,
Heskett Chiropractic Center
N. 12th St., University Square Suite H
Hours: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a.m.-Noon
For Accidents or Personal Injury
After Hours or Weekends, Call 753-4304
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SPORTS
Racers rout Illinois Tech
By DAVID RAMEY
away Lodger II Times Sports

Editor

It was the most disappointing
36-point victory in the history of
basketball.
The Murray State Racers opened
the 1991-92 season with a 102-66
victory over Illinois Tech Tuesday
night in Racer Arena, giving new
Racer coach Scott Edgar his first
career victory.
But the reviews coming from the
Racer locker room were more than
mixed. They were disappointing.
"It was one of those things
where we kind of looked at our
opponent and we didn't play up to
our full potential," said Racer center Popeye Jones, who tossed in 15
points and pulled in 18 rebounds
despite a mild sprain of his right
foot
"We accomplished what we set
out to do tonight," said Edgar, who
is for the moment perfect as a head
coach. "I think it's obvious that it
wasn't the prettiest game and we
didn't play up to our full potential.
But I would much rather play short
of our full potential and win, then
play to our full potential and lose."
The Racers faced a lightlyregarded 2-4 Illinois Tech team
after a 10-day layoff, with highlyregarded Southern Illinois visiting
on Saturday.
"I think being off for 10 days,
we might have lost the edge we
had," Edgar admitted. "And I think
we might have been looking towards the Southern Illinois game,
and that's something you never
want to do. That's why I'm stressing each and every day to play as
well as you can so we don't have
these highs and lows."
Edgar also thought poor practice
sessions caught up with the Racers.
"We've not had good practices
the last couple of days, and we
brought those to the floor tonight,"
he said. "Our guys know we
haven't been on all eight cylinders
the last couple of days, and we cer-
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tainly didn't do it tonight. We've
had a couple of good games so far,
and a lot of people are patting them
on the back and telling them how
great they are.
"We have a chance to be a very
good team, but we're not a great
team right now. If we were a great
team, we would be one of the
teams on television right now."
Still, the Racers forced 33 turnovers, shot 81 percent from the
free throw line (where they had
struggled), outrebounded the overmatched Hawks 69-28 and put
seven players in double figures.
Murray fired up 104 shots, but
missed a lot of open ones (including three dunks) and was a terrible
1-of-13 from 3-point range.
"We missed a lot of easy,
'gimme' shots tonight," Edgar said.
"If we make our layups and our
dunks, we probably break the
school scoring record. That wasn't
our main goal tonight, but the more
you score, the better you get your
defense going, you get momentum,
you get the crowd into the game.
Sometimes, you loose a lot more
than just the two points you don't
get.
"It just seemed like there was a
lid on the basket," Jones said.
"We had three or four missed
dunks, and a ton of missed shots,
myself included."
"Any tream that has a 10-day
layoff is going to have trouble,"
forward Rafcal Peterson said. "We
just have to rebound from that."
Murray opened the game up 5-0

with a 3-pointer from Maurice
Cannon, and a Jones score. But
with MSU leading 8-7, Illinois
Tech ran off six straight to take a
13-8 lead.
But behind the play of Jerry Wilson and Rafeal Peterson off the
bench, the Racers took off on a
25-6 run to tale command of the
contest.
Wilson sparked the Racers with
10 points and five rebounds in the
first half, on his way to a 10-rebound night.
"That's my role. I'm supposed to
come off the bench, get some
boards and give the team a spark,"
Wilson said. "I'm just trying to
help the team get beuer. I felt the
team wasn't playing up to their
ability and needed someone to be a
catalyst. And it was up to me to
come off the bench and get
rebounds and get the outlet going."
A 13-2 run late in the first half
behind Wilson and Maurice Cannon put Murray up 48-24. The Racers led 52-35 at halftime, and were
never threatended in the second
half.
Cannon and Jones cached tossed
in 15 to lead the Racers, while
Peterson pitched in 11 and four
players — Craig Gray, Jerry Wilson, Darren Hill and Jamal Evans
had 10 points each. Scott Adams
and Bo Walden had eight points
apiece, with Adams also pulling in
10 rebounds and blocking three
shots.
Michael Murphy had 22 to lead
the Hawks, while Marshall Morgan
pitched in 16.
Murray will now turn its attention to Southern Illinois.
"We're still learning each other.
It's going to take us a little time to
get to know each other, and it's
going to take us a little longer to
get used to Coach Edgar," Jones
said. "He's brought a new system
in, and we're still trying to get
adjusted to it. We've just got to
concentrate on getting closer to get
(Cont'd on page 78)

INSIDE
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David
Ramey
Lodger & Times sports editor

Wilson makes
mother and
Edgar proud

Jerry Wilson had had enough
of Murray State and basketball
this summer.
The Spartanburg, S.C. native
went home for the summer, and
wasn't coming back after seeing
very limited playing time as a
freshman.
"Basically, I was feeling
burned out," Wilson said last
night after having his finest
game as a Racer with 10 points
and 10 rebounds. "I felt like
my abilites weren't being shown
here, and I thought I would go
home and get back to the basics of basketball and play junior
college ball. I had to get the
game back in my heart."
But while Wilson wasn't coming back, Scott Edgar was coming in with a big problem — a
shortage of players.
"I made a lot of phone calls
to Spartanburg, S.C. When I
came here, I didn't have a
whole lot of players eligible.
Acaedmically, Jerry was eligible,
and I talked to a lot of people
about his character, and everyone told me that he was a
good kid. The day I took the
job, Popeye (Jones) and (Scott)
Sivills were the only players
over 6-6 that were eligible. I
really didn't have many
Stag photo by Coady Mather*
options."
But he wasn't getting a symMurray State's Rafael Peterson goes up for a score in second half
pathetic ear from Wilson.
action of Murray's 102-66 victory over Illinois Tech. Peterson was
"When Coach called me, I
one of seven Racers in double figures in the win. The Racers will host
specifically told him I wasn't
Southern Illinois Saturday night at 7:38 p.m.
coming back," Wilson said. "I
told him I was going to junior
college for a year. He kept
calling me and being persistent,
and I was being persistent in
say no. Really, I was being
stubborn."
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Actions& Reactions

Michael Blakely received
the Black But in Shotokan Karade. Michael has
trained at Karate Elite In
DratfenvIlle for the past
three years, and Is the
14-year-old son of Ronny
and Shirley Blakely.
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DETROIT (AP) — Mike Utley, the Detroit Lions offensive lineman paralyzed from the chest down, has been moved from Detroit's Henry Ford Hospital to the Rehabilitation Institute of Michigan.
Utley sustained a spinal cord injury while blocking on a fourth-quarter
touchdown during the Lions' 21-10 victory over the Los Angeles Rams on
Nov. 17.
He underwent surgery the following day at Henry Ford. Dr. Philip Mayer,
the physician who performed the operation, said Utley never will walk again.
DETROIT (AP) — Desmond Howard was awarded the Walter Camp Trophy, the first of what promises to be a harvest of postseason awards for the
Michigan wide receiver. The trophy is given annually to the most outstanding player in balloting by coaches and sports information directors of Division I-A schools.
Howard finished the regular season with 1,749 all-purpose yards and 23
touchdowns. Michigan faces undefeated Washington in the Rose Bowl on
New Year's Day.
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) — Terrell Buckley of Florida State, Dale Carter of
Tennessee and Troy Vincent of Wisconsin were named finalists for the Jim
Thorpe Award, given to the nation's top defensive back.
The winner will be announced Dec. 7 at the College Football Hall of Fame
in Kings Island, Ohio. The award is presented annually by the Jim Thorpe
Association of Oklahoma City.

Penguins ...
(Cont'd from page 68)
the man most responsible was Badger Bob Johnson.
"He taught us how to win,"
Lemieux said. "We're a very tough
team to coach, a team that was
known for offense but he taught us
how to play defense. He was the
main reason why we won the Stanley Cup.
"Nobody thought we could win
... but Bob made us believe that
anything was possible. This team
struggled for so many years, but
with Bob we won the cup in one
year. That tells you something
about Bob."
The Penguins may wear a uniform patch in tribute to Johnson,
but goaltender Tom Barrasso hopes
they honor him in a different way.
"Bob wanted us to go on and
win another cup," Barrasso said.
"He talked of wanting to be part of
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Offered By
Local Businesses
Pagliai's
Peoples Bank
(North Branch)
Thurman's Furniture
Shoe Tree
Republic Savings Bank
Boone's Cleaners
(Main Street)
Bank of Murray
(Downtown)
Cook's Jewelry
Carolyn's Corner
Pier I
Corn-Austin
Dennison-Hunt
"Great Stocking Stuffers"

V

Family
YMCA
759-YMCA

Jane Rogers 753-9627
How Ma top 25 Warns In the Associated Pram co:
Wogs Witalbsfl poll farad Tuesday
1 Duke (1-0) Ad not play Mort vs Harvard
Saturday
a Mumma (2-01 teat Charrinade 99-64 Now
Charponsksp of Ms: Inntabonal Wednesday
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okilu Friday
4 UCLA (1-0) tad not play Non vs Long email
SUM. S•urday
5 OW State (1-0) beat Marl Oho 9441 Nral vs
Chkago Stale, Saturday
6 Nora Carolina (1-0) did not play Nen at Houston
Wednesday
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19 Oklahoma (2-0) toe South Carolina 6140 Nen
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Oklahoma State at Now York. Widow:lay
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PRO BASKETBALL
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laidwav Division
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Seattle
9 400
LA Clippers
9 357
Photon,
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Monday's Game
Boston 121, Washingion 108
Tuesday's Gomm
Nom York 96. lAlarri 81
Cleveland 95, Philadslphia 91
Noce 103. Atlanta 93
LA Lantos 96. Orlando 87
Houston 118. Raw Jersey 109
Demi: 103, Charlons 97
Pottlatuf 107, Mivrauliso 96. OT
Seat% 136, Gowen Slats 130. 07
Cheap 116. LA CIppors 79
Sacramento 104, Phoartz 89
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Jane Rogers Insurance
305 N. 12th (Nut To Century 21) 753-9627

PAMILOAl
IketOut Of14•11

Beautiful, Frost White
or Apple Red

1992 S-10 Pickup
V-6 Engine, Air Conditioning, Overdirve Transmission,
Tahoe Equipment, Power Steering, Power Brakes, AM/FM
Radio with Cassette Tape, Chrome Rear Step Bumper,
Radial White Letter Tires, Sliding Rear Window, Rear View
Mirrow with Reading Lamp and More.

Youth

Like a good neighbor, State Farm Is There

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
PlOOD SUGAR Sit MAGIK

to the
Membership Fees:

State Farm Insurance companies
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois

SPECIAL

Stock #145862

YMCA

The taping itself has caused an
uproar since it was disclosed earlier this month that Booke authorized it in an effort to either confirm
or disprove allegations that practices were being conducted prior to
the official Oct. 15 start of
practice.
Booke said he ordered the taping
because of repeated reports of
illegal practices and because doors
to the gym were locked during the
class.
The tape in question, made OcL
8 from an air conditioning vent
above a university gym, clearly
shows UNLV players and assistant
coaches running defensive drills
without basketballs, at one point
defending an imagined inbound
pass.
It also shows a player running
the full court and simulating a
dribble while another player
defends him and others sprint down
on a fast break.
NCAA regulations forbid coaches from instructing or running
basketball formations, even without
a ball, prior to the official Oct. 15
start of practice.
"Obviously we're very concerned there are infractions
involved," Booke said. "That is
what this is all about."
The conditioning class was open
to other students, but officials said
the tape showed only current
UNLV players along with three
assistant 'coaches participating in
the drills.
The tape was released after a
public hearing where regents
sought comment from both supporters and opponents of Tarkanian

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th
(Next to Century 21)

(Cont'd from page 6B)
together as a team."
"Coach has told us a lot about
SIU already," Peterson said. "I
know a lot about SIU because they
tried to recruit me. It's going to be
a war Saturday.
"It'll be a war," junior Jamal
Evans echoed.
Measuring themselves against
the preseason favorite in the Missouri Valley may be just what the
Racer need right now.
"I don't know about that," Edgar
laughed. "It's going to be a war.
It'll be my first war, and their first
war. This has become a heated
rivalry, and anytime you have a
rivalry, you're always going to
have a competitive game."
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a dynasty here. If we go out and do
anything but play hard for him, it
will be a disservice to Bob."
"Bob's goal was to win more
Stanley Cups in Pittsburgh," Patrick said. "I hope we'll have Bob's
memory in the back of our minds
at all times."

Racers

PAGE 7B

SCOREBOARD

UNLV releases tapes
LAS VEGAS (AP) — A week
before official practices were to
start, UNLV basketball players
were shown on a secret videotape
practicing defensive tactics and fast
breaks during what was supposed
to be a conditioning class open to
all students.
Three assistant UNLV coaches
were seen on the tape running players through basketball drills, in
apparent violation of NCAA rules
that forbid organized practices
prior to Oct. 15.
The tape, publicly released for
the first time Tuesday by the University of Nevada regents, clearly
appears to back up contentions by
UNLV officials that the class was
being used for early basketball
practice — in violation of NCAA
regulations.
It's also a major setback to supporters of coach Jerry Tarkanian,
who had used the taping issue as a
platform to try and keep him on
after his planned resignation at the
end of the season.
"I don't think there are any winners or losers in here," said university legal counsel Brad Booke,
who authorized the taping. "I think
it's good there has finally been a
complete public disclosure of the
matter, including release of the
tape itself."
Tarkanian declined to return a
phone call from The Associated
Press.
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As Welcome Wagon Representatives, we call on brides-to-be, neviparents
and movers with a basket full of useful gifts. We'd like to call on you!
Welcome Wagon. An American Tradition.

Pleas* Call
Kathryn Outland, 753-3079

Ingeborg Kin, 492-8348

Check please

Donta appeals conviction
to pay $57.50 in court costs and
$1,937.50 in District Court jury
fees earlier this month.
Gardner convicted Donta in
abstentia following a non-jury trial
last month of second-degree official misconduct, a misdemeanor.

CATLETTSBURG, Ky. (AP) —
Former Boyd County Schools
Superintendent Delmis Donui has
appealed his official misconduct
conviction, Boyd Circuit Court
records show.
Ted Amshoff Jr., a Louisville
attorney representing Donta, filed a
notice of appeal on Friday. The
case was assigned to Boyd Circuit
Judge Kelley Asbury.
Special Judge John A. Gardner
fined Donta $250 and ordered him

The judge accepted the recommendation of Special Prosecutor
Bob Miller not to impose any jail
time. Donta could have been put in
jail for 90 days.

eirr

Contract Bridge

OR SALE

Don Roberson Building Contractor
offers 2 Houses for Sale.
.0\

One established home in Canterbury in like
new condition (reduced for quick sale).
One under construction in South West Villa.
NOW is the time to buy with 8.5% interest.

BUY NOW - Be in by CHRISTMAS
CALL 753-3343

WE GUARANTEE TO HAVE A LOWER GAS PRICE
•

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

Why do you own your home and cars,
but lease or rent your gas tank?
Doesn't that sound fuelish!

Lake Region Propane Gas
Hwy. 80 East, Hardin, KY
(1) 354-8011
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Steeplechase
East dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
*J

.743
•J 7
•AK75432
EAST
WEST
•K Q 8 5 3
•1094
J6
•A 10 8 5 2
• 10 98 6
•Q 5 4 3
•Q 10
•6
SOUTH
* A 76 2
V K Q9
•A K 2
•J 98
The bidding:
South West North
East
3 NT
1 NT
Pass
Pass
Opening lead — five of hearts.
Everyone is familiar with the
story of the Trojan horse, and the
adage about what not to do with a
gift horse Then, too, there is the
horse of a different color, and just
plain horse sense. All of these apply
in one way or another to today's deal.
North-South would have been
better off in five clubs, which was a
shoo-in, but North very reasonably
raised his partner to game in
notrump. All would have been well

had South had the queen or six of
clubs. As it was, though, a natural
block in the club suit prevented declarer from running the suit.
After taking East'sjack of hearts
with the king, South paused for
thought. If he ducked a club and
East won the trick, a heart return
would sink the contract if West had
started with five hearts.This did not
appeal to South, a man who did not
like taking second money.
So declarer decided to try to enlist West's aid in resolving the club
dilemma. At trick two, he crossed to
the king of clubs and returned a
heart to the nine, losing to West's
ten. South expected West to now
cash his good hearts,on one of which
he would discard a club from his
hand to unblock the suit.
But after West took the ten and
cashed the ace, he also paused to
think things over. He was well-versed
in horse stones, and he thought this
smelled suspiciously like at least a
couple of them.
So instead of cashing another
heart, he shifted to the ten ofspades,
and South's well-conceived plan bit
the dust. Regardless of how he continued, he could not score more than
seven tricks,so East-West ended up
plus 200 — and that ain't hay!

West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
* K 95 2
V Q6
•A 7 53
K 64
EAST
WEST
+763
+4
KJ 974 2
•10 3

•—
• K Q J 98 4 2
•J 98 7
•Q 10 5
SOUTH
•A Q J 108
V A 85
• 106
4 A 32
The bidding:
South
North East
West
3*
3•
Pass
Pass
4+
Pass
Opening lead — king of diamonds.
"What can defeat me"'is a dominant theme in the play of many
hands. Here is a striking example of
how the principle is applied.
South reached four spades as
shown and West led the king of
diamonds. Declarer covered with the
ace, ruffed by East, and East returned a club, taken by South with
the ace.

For

Nothing Down
90 Days Same As Cash
with Approved Credit

our tomenience Nm$ Oilers

p
UPS Pick-Up
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a.m.lb” h4l

II
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X p.m..it.

J.111.-
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p.m. Sun 1-5 p.m.

Olmru, P1414

753.2380

SALE
FRI. - SAT. - MON.
Our Annual Storewide

Great RCA Features Including:
• Stereo Sound

Police confiscation of
marijuana ending for year

After drawing two rounds of
trumps, South led a low heart to
dummy's queen,hoping to find West
with the king. In that case, after
West took the king, South would
later have been able to discard one of
dummy's clubs on the ace of health.
But the queen lost to the king and
South had to go down one, losing a
diamond, a heart, a diamond ruff
and a club.
South would have made the contract had he applied the -What can
defeat me- principle. He should have
ducked the king of diamonds lead,
realizing that East was probably
void of diamonds in light of the bidding. He could then also duck the
queen, as well as the jack if West
persisted with the suit.
By ducking the first three leads,
South would have preserved the ten
winners he started with — five
spades, two clubs, the two red aces,
and a heart ruff in dummy. All he
had to do was to recognize that he
might go down by playing the diamond ace from dummy at trick one,
and that he couldn't go down if he
withheld the ace until it could be
played at a more propitious moment
later on.

PRE-CHRISTMAS

Console TV Trade-In Allowance
Up to '200

Pack 73 Webelos Scouts of Southwest Elementary recently visited
Kroger to purchase a Thanksgiving dinner for those in need. Front
row, from left: Chris Jones, Lamont Copeland, Bryan Meurer and
Joel Hall. Second row, from left: Alan Forrester, Christopher Jones
and Brad Walker.

Maintaining the Status Quo

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

TRADE-1N SALE!

1
•
•I'• lie,

0
11 00/
OFF

ENTIRE
STOCK

Custom Blinds

50% r), F

• Remote Control That Works Most
VCR's and Murray Cable Boxes

REEVES DRAPERY

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Marijuana harvesting has for the most
part ended, but state officials are
happily counting their coups from
this year's intensive effort.
Before the onset of frigid temperatures curtailed the growing season, efforts by federal, state and
local officials working together as
the Governor's Marijuana Strike
Force destroyed 823,088 plants,
enough marijuana to make 202
marijuana cigarettes for every man,
woman and child in Kentucky.
Officials said 536,262 plants
WIC eradicated in 1990.
The number of marijuanagrowing arrests almost doubled this
year, 428 compared to 250 in 1990.
Gary Faulkner, chairman of the
Governor's Marijuana Strike Force
Committee, praised the cooperation
of various agencies involved in the
busts.
"It's just unbelievable," Faulkner said. "The amount of cooperation is incredible. I think the numbers really do demonstrate what we
can do with the program."
But the state's most prominent
marijuana-legalization advocate on
Tuesday called the eradication
effort a tragic waste of tax money.
"I think it is obscene to count
any of that as a victory," said
Gatewood Galbraith, a Lexington
lawyer who finished last in the
Democratic gubernatorial primary
in May. "It's well known that
where marijuana is accessible, hard
drug use goes down."

1-800-748-9342

There were two counties in
which officials found no plants and
made no arrests — Campbell and
Bracken, along the Ohio River in
northern Kentucky.
Galbraith said the statistics show
how much money is being pumped
into the marijuana eradication
efforts that could go to education,
health programs and human services. But he said that's only the
tip of the iceberg.
"There's a hell of a lot of
money in those hills, folks," Galbraith said. "Instead of burning it
we ought to be taxing it and spending it."

Arson blamed for fire at
bottler hit for abuses
LITTLE HULTON, England
(AP) — Arsonists set a blaze at a
bottling plant for Lucozade, a soft
drink involved in an animal rights
group's contamination scare earlier
this month, fire officials say.
The fire Tuesday severely
damaged the bottle storage area of
the plant at Little Hulton, in the
Manchester area of northern England, 170 miles northwest of
London.
The national news agency Press
Association quoted an unidentified
senior fire officer as saying: "It
was certainly not caused by
accideni"
The plant is owned by Smith-

Kline Beecham PLC, Britain's
second-largest pharmaceuticals
group.
On Nov. 13, the company
ordered the withdrawal of 2 million
bottles of Lucozadc because of a
contamination plot by animal rights
activists.
The Animal Liberation Front
claimed responsibility for the tampering scare. The company said it
believed it had been singled out by
the group because it uses animals
in laboratory tests for its drugs.
The nature of the contamination
threat was not disclosed for fear of
action by copycat publicityseekers.

7

Dr. Ronald L. Kelly, M.D.
is pleased to announce the
association of

Dr. David Gilliam, M.D.
Specialist in child, adolscence
& adult psychiatry
Appointments may be made
by calling Kelley Clinic

554-1928

204 N. Brewer
Downtown, Paris, TN.

Of Kentucky's 120 counties,
8,380 plots of marijuana were
located and destroyed in 118 counties, more than doubling the number of plots found and destroyed
last year, state officials reported. In
1990, 4,107 plots with were found
scattered in 104 Kentucky counties.
Mark Powell, a spokesman for
the task force, said the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Administration ranked
Kentucky fifth in number of plants
destroyed in 1990. Although the
new rankings won't be released for
a _few months, Powell said Kentucky is expected to place even
higher this year.
Officials said 129,516 were
destroyed in Leslie County, in eastern Kentucky's Daniel Boone
National Forest, the highest number of any of the state's 120
counties.

Located

Lone Oak, Ky.

Hopkins prepares
for next campaign
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- U.S.
Rep. Larry Hopkins, vowing never
to run another under financed campaign, is planning fund-raisers as
he prepares to run for re-election
next year in the 6th District, his top
aide said.
"He's getting ready for whatever may cane his way next year,"
Larry Van Hoose, Hopkins' administrative assistant, said Tuesday.
"He's running."
The Republican congressman,
who already has a $700,000 congressional war chest, is planning to
have fund-raisers in the 6th District
and Washington early next year,
probably after the Jan. 28 filing
deadline, Van Hoose said.
Asked how much more money
Hopkins wants to raise, Van Hoose
answered that the congressman
"said he's never going to be under
financed again."
Hopkins saw Gov.-elect Brereton
Jones outspend him by about $4
million to $2 million in the Nov. 5
gubernatorial election.
Hopkins' plans have been a subject of intense speculation since he
lost to Jones. The speculation has
been fueled by the huge war chest
he could pocket by retiring next
year ($665,739, one of the largest
of any House members elected
before 1980) and the huge margin
by which Jones whipped him (65
percent to 35 percent, one of the
largest ever).
Despite widespread talk of his
political vulnerability and need for
a retirement nest egg, Hopkins for
months has insisted he would seek
re-election to Congress if he didn't
beat Jones.
Hopkins has plunged back into
his congressional chores and begun
sounding out his re-election prospects with longtime supporters,
Van Hoose said.
"He's doing some groundwork,
and I think he's encouraged at what
he's hearing," Van Hoose said.
"They want a conservative, probusiness, anti-deficit fellow to represent that district, and nobody has
a record to compare with
Hopkins.-

Three-week hunt
for escapees ends,
without success

Read the
want ads daily
Compare
Interest Rates!
You're looking for an organization, with
a rock -solid financial record, that offers
competitive interest rates on annuities.
Look to Woodmen of the World. Were
a 101 -year-old fraternal benefit society
that offers single premium and flexible
premium deferred annuities. But best of
all, you can earn an initial guaranteed
interest rate of

c.ory ennohly

MEMO

Wild Turkey 101 - 750 ml
Maker's Mark - 750 ml
George Dickie #12 - 750 ml

•

Hoene Office: Omaha, Nebraeka

Come Dine With Us
At Lacy's
On Thanksgiving Day

14.45
12.35
12.73

A NT
AAMUI Y
FT
y s RES
ace'

319 N. Main

527-7275

St. Benton, h

Ili $3699
FREE ADAPTER
Bunn

3off

25.96
15.32
1 5.06

COFFEE MAKER
.$3999

NINTENDO
13.99
17.28
17.49

11.45
8.81
9.69
12.34
8.82
11.46
9.08
11.45
333.46

1224 W. WOOD STREET PARIS, TENNESSEE
OPEN MON.-SAT. 8:00 AM -11:00 PM

POWER PAD POWER GLOVE

GAMES

1/3

Off

'39" $4995
Reg. $69.95

Reg. $89.95

'CHECK OUT OUR LARGE
SELECTION OF CHRISTMAS
TREES AND DECORATIONS

.
%4

p,s1 HOME

rr
642-7714

L

POCKET KNIVES

EST
OOD
INES
VV & LIQUORS

DISCOUNT BY CASE OR MIXED CASE

Serving from 11 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Parties Over 10 Please Call Ahead

01)

1 0.19
16.99
1 0.16

RECOMMENDED WINES FOR THANKSGIVING
Georges DuBoeuf Fleurle - 750 ml
Georges DuBoeuf Moulin-A-Vent - 750 ml
Georges DuBoeuf Beaujolais Nov. - 750 ml
Adeisheim Vineyard Pinot Noir - 750 ml
Honig Sauvignon Blanc - 750 ml
Monticello Cabernet Sauvignon - 750 ml
Glass Mountain Quarry Chardonnay - 750 ml
Piper-Sonoma Champagne - 750 ml
Opus One 1988 - 6 Bottle Selection

$7.99

11/2 Price

GIN-VODKA-RUM
Gordan's Gin - 1.75L
Smirnoff Vodka 80° - 1.75L
Bacardi Rum - Light & Dark, 1.75L

Beef, Baked Ham, Turkey carved on
the line. Also Fried Chicken, Variety of
Vegetables & Salad Bar. Pumpkin Pie,
Sweet Potato Pie, Mince Meat Pie included
in our 30 item dessert bar.

Roast

PRICES

SCOTCH
Pinch 15 Year - 750 ml
J&B Scotch - 750 ml
Dewar's White Label - 750 ml

Featuring.

FRIDAY, SATURDAY ?ft SUNDAY ONLY!
Dirt Devil
Toys
of
Group
ed
Select
Hand-Held Vacuum

CANADIANS
Canadian Club - 750 ml
Crown Royal - 750 ml
Seagrams VO - 750 ml

Her paper is an outgrowth of
research she did on a trip to Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, in the summer of
1990.
Representatives of criminlogy
programs at colleges and universities
across the United States attended the
meeting, which was focused on a
"Crime and Inequality" theme.
Ms. Culliver, who joined the faculty at Murray State in 1987, holds
the rank of assistant professor in the
Department of Political Science,
Criminal Justice and Legal Studies.

Lacey's Offers
Delicious Dining
For A Deal!

SP

PRICES GOOD NOVEMBER 20-30

no suonlb sod ann
cer. km locked a kr one v..

Woodmen of the World
Life Insurance Society

Ky.

NKSGIVI G

REMEMBER: DON'T DRINK & DRIVE

over $5,000.

Jim Crick
Office 753-3932
Home 489-2322

Dr. Concetta Culliver, director of
the criminal justice program at Murray State University, was on the
program of the 50th anniversary
meeting of th American Society of
Criminology in San Francisco Nov.
20-23.
She served as the chair of a panel on
"International Studies of Crime Victims and Fear ofCrime" and presented
a paper titled "The Role of the Crime
Victim in Yugoslav Criminal Proceedings" as part of the panel program.

of the Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals. "It's strictly
makeshift"
"The big problem is they're 100
years behind the times," added
Jessie Pierce, with People for the
Ethical Treatment of Animals.
Gregg said he welcomed the visit
and hopes it will help persuade the
county's fiscal court to provide him
a decent shelter and enough money
to do the job properly.
The county pays Gregg $462 a
month to be dog warden. Gregg
said he must pay for gas, provide a
truck, pay for dog food and buy
bullets to kill the unwanted dogs.

_dinar/ ylopow

„4<0T

7.25%*
for nun
m.o

OLDTOWN, Idaho (AP)- Burglars stripped the home of an Idaho
March of Dimes poster child of everything from furniture to clothing
- and even took his poster, the famliy says.
Dan and Mary Shepard returned from a trip Nov. 13 and found they
had lost appliances, tools, a boat, a wood-burning stove, hunting gear,
beds, clothing, homemade jam, family albums and financial records.
The burglars also vandalized 10-year-old Nicholas' bedroom,
damaging his TV set and taking his Nintendo game.
There is not much else Nicholas can do except play Nintendo. The
one-time Idaho March of Dimes ambassador has spina bifida and cannot talk. He was a state poster child, and the thieves even took the
poster.
"Nicholas was very proud of that,'.' Mrs. Shepard said of the poster.
"To do it for money is one thing. But this is different. This is vicious," she said.
After the family's plight was reported by a radio station Tuesday,
businesses offered to replace the television and the computer game.
And the state March of Dimes office found another copy of Nicholas' poster and was sending it to him.
The Bonner County Sheriff's Department was investigating; the
deputy handling the case was out of the office Tuesday.
The loss is only partially covered by insurance. "We're virtually
homeless," Shepard said. The family is staying with his parents until
they can refurnish their home.
Shepard said the burglars appeared to be professionals because the
door locks were picked and counters were wiped clean of prints.
The Shcpards are running newspaper ads seeking information that
could lead to the crooks.
They started off offering a $1,000 reward, but friends and relatives
helped them raise the ante to $2,000.
"Somewhere, somebody is bragging about this," said Shepard. "We
need somebody who knows something, who has heard something."

Animal-right activists
dismayed at conditions
at Pendleton shelter

A
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
- The three-week search for two
Oklahoma jail escapees has ended
in Kentucky.
Kentucky authorities on Saturday
called off the search for Dennis
Reese and Michael St. Clair, who
escaped from the Bryan County
Jail in Oklahoma in September.
The pair were sighted Nov. 2 in
eastern Tennessee, leading to the
manhunt.
Two men meeting their description were seen later in the Lake
Malone area in Muhlenberg County
in western Kentucky, but a Kentucky State Police dispatcher said
that sighting was never confirmed.
The Kentucky search had
included a helicopter equipped with
an infrared sensing device.
St. Clair and Reese are suspects
in a series of murders in New Mexico, Kentucky and Tennessee since
their escape.
St. Clair had just been convicted
of two counts of murder when he
escaped. Reese was awaiting trial
on a murder charge.

Culliver presents paper
at American Society
of Criminology meeting

'Vicious' thieves rob everything from
poster boy's home-even his poster

Prominent 6th District Republicans and coordinators of
Washington-based political-action
committees that closely follow
Hopkins' committee work said this
week they had not received fund
appeals from Hopkins.
A potential Democratic opponent, Lexington Mayor Scotty Baesler, said he "doesn't really care"
whether Hopkins is in the race.
"Whether he's in the race has
nothing to do with whether I get
into it," the mayor said.
Baesler, who finished second to
Jones in last spring's Democratic
gubernatorial primary, said only an
unacceptable redistricting plan
would stop him from running.
Baesler and others have said
Hopkins will raise new money for
next year's race, while preserving
his ability to pocket what's left of
his $665,739 in old money if he
loses.
Van Hoose tacitly acknowledged
such a possibility when he joked
with a Courier-Journal reporter:
"Protect his retirement account?
Well, I guess that's an idea."
Under a loophole in federal
campaign-finance law that will be
closed in January 1993, House
members elected before 1980 may
convert campaign money they had
on Nov. 30, 1989, to personal use.
But they may not •do so if they
remain in the House after next
year. Nor may they pocket money
FALMOUTH, Ky. (AP) raised after Nov. 30, 1989.
Northern Kentucky animal-rights
Van Noose said a challenge by activists visited the Pendleton
Baesler wouldn't faze Hopkins. County shelter and came away
Van Hoose said Baesler would be appalled. The county's dog warden
vulnerable to criticism that he pre- agreed that conditions at the pound
viously had no interest in serving are dismal.
in Congress and only wanted the
The dogs are kept on a concrete
job as a temporary base to plan
another bid for governor in 1995. slab surrounded by a chain-link
fence,. the activists said after the
But Baesler said he is undaunted
Monday. The animals have
tour
by Hopkins' $700,000 lead in fund
protection from the outdoors.
little
job"
raising. "I think I'd like the
it comes time to destroy
When
of being a congressman, Baesler
them, dog warden Darrin Gregg
said.
them once in the head with
Baesler noted that he carried 11 shoots
pistol.
.22-caliber
3
of the 6th District's 16 counties
shed with some
little
a
"It's
Hopkagainst Jones, who defeated
That's the aniit.
around
fencing
ins this month in all 16. of those
mal shelter," said Marilyn Murphy
counties.
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Now Open
Sunday
1-5

Chestnut St.
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HARDWARE STORE ®

Hrs: 7:30-5:30 M-F; 7:30-5:00 Sat.

4
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Now Open
Sunday
1-5
753-2571

or 753-4110
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Association director speaks
to Alzheimer's support group

Tie Nap Powell. Collection
- A Perfect Gift For Anyone -

e. f

Woodta nd Casanova
1414

Dogwoods and Cartfinds

$15

I1,,14 $

15

by Western Kentucky Artist Phillip Powell
- Buy As A Pair or Individually

State Bird, Dogwood Blossoms in Calloway County settings.
Available framed or unframed. Other prints available.

Ben Gra%es (center), director of the Calloway County Public Library,
spoke on award-winning children's books at the October meeting of
the Murray Area Council of the International Reading Association.
Also pictured, from left, are association officers for 1991-92, Barbara
Larson, secretary; Yancey Watkins, treasurer; Bonnie Higginson,
president; and Margaret Gibson, %ice-president.

Contact Phillip at his frame shop
Susanne's Custom Framing

Ross Insurance Agency

753-5819

100 So. 13th St.

Auto - Home - Farm
Business - Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
753-0489

6th & Main
•

* Kelley-Wiaqins
Benton & Paducah & Paducah * *

Benton & Paducah * * * Fleming — Benton & Paducah

Karen Ring, executive director of
the Louisville chapter of the Kentucky Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association, was recently guest speaker at the 6th anniversary meeting of the MurrayCalloway County Alzheimer's support group. Ring praised the efforts of
the local group in its support of local
Alzheimer's patients and their families during the meeting at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Alzheimer's, a brain disease, most
often occurs in people over 65, but it
can strike those in their 40's and 50's.
It involves an irreversible, progressive memory loss and currently af-

fects about 55 thousand Kentuckians.
As part of Alzheimer's Awareness
Month in November,the local support
group will be donating Alzheimer's
handbooks to local law enforcement
agencies. The books will be used as
an educational tool to inform and train
officers about Alzheimer's and prepare them in dealing with victims of
the disease.
The Alzheimer's support group
meets monthly on the second and
fourin Tuesdays of each month at 4:30
p.m. in the MCCH board room. For
more information, contact Cindy
Ragsdale, L.S.W., at(502)762-1108.

Lawmakers unveil proposals
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
state lawmaker from Louisville and
Jefferson County Judge-Executive
Dave Armstrong both unveiled
proposals for mandatory seat-belt
laws on Tuesday.
Democratic Rep. Mike Ward was
joined by National Highway Traffic Safety crash dummies "Vince"
and "Larry," for the announcement that he planned to introduce a
proposal in the 1992 General
Assembly to require seat-belt use
statewide.
Armstrong also said he would
support a countywide seat-belt
ordinance. Both said their proposals would be similar to safety-belt
ordinances already on the books in

Louisville and Lexington.
Under both proposals, failure to
use seat belts would be a secondary
offense, meaning police officers
stopping motorists for another reason could also write citations for
failure to wear seat belts.
The proposed fine under the
state and the Jefferson County
proposals would be a $25 fine for
each violation.
Ward said he has spoken with
legislative leaders and other lawmakers and has found no opposition to his proposal. He said the
fact that he and Armstrong both
offered their proposals on Tuesday
was "coincidental."

"2nd Annual"
Help Feed The Needy Contest
by voting for your Favorite Christmas Tree in either Paducah
area school Al
or Benton Location. We abng with our pined
together to
have
Councils
Student
and
Departments
make this year a Very Merry Christmas for our communities
needy and help the winning Art Department or Student C,ou not
with a special prize. To vote for your school, bring in canned
food... one can equals one vote. The food you donate will be
distributed by the Needline & Family Services back to your
areas' needy. If you prefer to use cash„. 504 equals one vote.
The money will be spent to purchase even more food for the
needy in your home town Marshall Co.. Ballard Co., Graves
County, Calloway Co., McCracken Co. middle & high schools,
all have trees - ovr 14 to vote on.Support your school and
the hon. . Contest ends Dec. 22nd,1991.

IP
TIN
RUS
COR
24-HOUR SHOPPER'S
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
ONLY

o•ke

C

UREEII

)
Extra Savings
Storewide!

Not 2.29g. Not 1.1% ... but 0.0%
Interest Charges for 36 Months FREE!

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS:* Make Any Furniture Purchase
Over $499 And With Approved
Credit...

3 YEARS INTEREST FREE!

Alexander Julian*

Suits & Dress Pants

Sportswear

30% off

•
Casual Pants
starting $2500
at

•

Large Selection

30% off
FREE TIE
with Dress Shirt
Purchase

Sweaters

Jeans 20% off

Cardigans & Crews
only $2095
u ea

*reatshirts & Wovens

Leather Coats
$i9c195 Great

- N.- $20°°E_Goroekast,

Colors!

Stocking_ Stutters!

Nylon Warm-Ups
New $=e1g5
Arrivals! JU ea

Great Gifts for

1

'5 -15

(BOY'S DEPARTMENT
20% - 50% OFF
December Store Hours: Monday Through Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
eigrolort ftt.al
Sunday 1 00 - 5-00 p.m.
Se•;014•• 10t Non
- St.

••• • -•

MOH

ea •guo•

ea• Is•

• ••

fl

I

Open Friday & Saturday
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
"Corn-Austire...Everyone's Favorite Store!"

tommile
DOWNTOWN•MURRAY
VISA, Mastercard, American Express, Corn-Austin charge
• Division of K•Iley-Wiggins
BF WON KY
BiNTON KY
K akatWiggins
305 N Mom
527 3689
577 3.461
1-800-599-6224
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Dr. Harold G. Gish, 73, of 1520
London Dr., Murray, died Tuesday
at 10:30 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He had retired from his practice
of dentistry in Murray.
Dr. Gish was a member of First
United Methodist Church, American Dental Association and Kentucky Dental Association.

Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Virginia L. Pickren Gish, to whom
he was married on July 1, 1948;
one son, Dana W. Gish, Murray;
one grandson, David W. Gish,
California; one brother, J.C. Gish
and wife, Floann, Palm City, Fla.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Ralph Howard Myers, 67, died
Tuesday at 12 noon at his residence
on Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Pearl Koch Myers; one son, Ralph
William Myers, Chicago, Ill.; one
stepdaughter, Mrs. Linda Palma,

Wisconsin; two stepsons, Lloyd
Duncan, Wisconsin, and James
Duncan, Chicago, Ill.

The funeral for Mrs. Lonah B.
Maisel will be today at 2 p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church. The
Rev. Clarence Helmich will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White will be
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Richard
Maisel, Jeff Jones, Eric Rayburn,
Todd Harrison, Ricky Harrison and
Brian Harrison.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
is in charge of arrangements.
Mrs. Maisel, 79, of Almo died
Monday at 9:55 p.m. at Murray-

Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband,
Charles Earl Maisel; two daughters, Mrs. Jackie Harrison and husband, Dan, Almo, and Mrs. Nell
Jones and husband, Bob, St. Charles, Mo.; two sons, Larry Maisel
and wife, Cathey, and Darrell
Maisel and wife, Darlyn, Effingham, Ill.
Also surviving are two brothers,
Walter Harrison, Port Charlotte,
Fla., and Russell Harrison, Alamo,
Texas; 12 grandchildren; one greatgrandchild.

County Memory Gardens.
Mrs. Penn, 49, Ri 10, Benton,
died Sunday at 6:58 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include her husband,
Clifford Berm; one son, Shawn
Penn, Benton; her parents, Herschel and Aline Stalion, Benton.

Legislator says he will form
different political party
FRANKFORT, Ky. — State
Rep. John Harper sees in the
Democratic and Republican parties
a lousy legacy — squandered
wealth, crushing debt, neglect of
the environment and no promise
for the future.
He thinks the parties have something else in common — disregard
for the people at their centers, the
American middle class.
Harper's answer — his protest of
the system — is the formation of a
political party that would appeal to
the disaffected. He said Tuesday he
believes it could catch on.
"From acorns, mighty oaks will
grow," Harper said in an
interview.
He said he had "talked to a
number of colleagues ... from both
sides of the aisle ... that feel the
time has come."
None has rushed to join him,
however, Harper conceded.
Harper's brainchild is the United
Party of Democrats, Republicans
and Independents for a Better
America.
United Party of America for
short.
So far, he is its only member,
and that's only in concept. Harper
said he would run for re-election as
a Republican next year because

Kentucky law makes it difficult to
change party registration.
But if re-elected, he wilrtnake
the switch, Harper said.
The General Assembly has not
had a member from outside the
Democratic and Republican parties
since 1984, when Rep. Sam McElroy of Waverly won a special election as an independent after being
denied the Democratic nomination
in a factional fight.
McElroy returned to the fold and
has been re-elected each time as a
Democrat.
Harper has represented the bulk
of Bullitt County since 1984 and
was the Republican nominee for
governor in 1987. He is a conservative and an environmentalist with
a reputation in the House for thoroughness, intellect and curiosity.
In a manifesto Tuesday, Harper
said it was "time for the American
people to engage in some serious
introspection" about where they
stand on economic, moral and
political issues.
"The economic and political
needs of the American people are
not being met by either major party, Republican or Democrat," Harper's statement said.
"There are lots of disaffected
people out there in both parties,
who feel they have nowhere else to
go, and I'm one of them," he said.

•••

p.m. Dec. 10 at MSU.
Marshall defeated Calloway in
the first round while Murray eliminated Livingston Central. Marshall
then defeated Murray in the finals.
The West Kentucky Academic
Tournament was originated by
Edwin Reid, who headed the West
Kentucky Academic Consortium
before his death in October.

Program Car Close Out Sale Of '91 Models
Car
91 Caprice
91 Beretta
91 Cavalier
90 Cutlass
91 Cavalier
91 Corsica
91 Prism
91 Metro
91 Lumina
91 Cadillac Sedan Devine
91 Cadillac Sedan DeviIle
91 Old's Cutlass Supreme

Serial #
95288
27317
84430
03151
82705
44379
42378
35195
65590
236170
282336
346663

Was
15,900
11,900
10,900
12,900
10,900
11,900
10,900
8,900
14,900
24,900
24,900
14,900

Now
13,489
9,946
8,476
10,921
8,487
8,984
7,939
6,941
12,881
21,889
21,889
12,989

Nth

Acting Mayor Chuck Foster (seated at left) and Calloway County
Judge/Executive George Weaks proclaim Dec. 7 as the 15th anniversary of the bombling of Pearl Harbor Tuesday. A program to observe
the occasion has been scheduled with details to be released at a later
date. Pictured standing are Arlie Scott and Wayne Williams, cochairmen of the mayor's committee in charge of the event's
promotion.

Burley sells
higher Tuesday,
averaging $182
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky burley sold Tuesday, on
average, at 41 cents higher than
Monday, when the market opened.
The average price statewide
Tuesday was $182.69 cents per
pound, according to the FederalState Market News Service.
So far, 45,770,148 pounds have
been sok; in the two days of the
burley season, with an average
price of $182.66 cents. That compares with 48,121,086 pounds sold
in the first two days of last year's
burley season. The average price at
that time was $174.16 cents a
pound.
The highest price Tuesday was
$183.94 cents for tobacco sold in
Glasgow. The lowest price was
$180 in Paducah.

Seven injured
in one-car wreck
Saturday night
A one-car accident Saturday sent
seven people to the hospital,
according to a report from the Kentucky State Police.
Angie M. Schwartz, 16, of Murray, was northbound on Gordon
Road one mile north of Murray
when she apparently lost control of
her vehicle on a curve, left the road
and struck a tree around 11 p.m.,
police said.
She and six passengers, Chris
Gilliam, 18, of Rt. 1 Kirksey, Danny Warren, 30, of of RL 4 Murray,
Jeff Holmes, 21, of Murray, Julie
Pritchard, 17, of Rt. 5 Murray, Linda Thweatt, 17, of Rt. 7 Murray,
and Chris Scott, 20, of Rt. 8 Murray, were taken to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital for injuries, police said.

Murray, Calloway eliminated
from academic competition
Murray and Calloway County
high schools were eliminated by
Marshall County in the District 4
competition in the West Kentucky
Academic Bowl at Murray State
University Tuesday.
Marshall County will now join
district winners Hickman County,
Lone Oak and Graves County in
the regional championship at 2

struction to curriculum guides.
Interested teachers, parents and
education majors are invited to attend.

Folene-Stsie Market Nem Service November 27,
1991 Kentucky Purchase Ares Keg Market Report
includes 4 Buying Stallone Receipts: Act. 479, M. 209
Serrates & Gilts 29.75 higher Sows .39.2.1111 loose
US 1.2 230239 lb..
S.14441-34.341.
US 1.2 219.239 lb..
S33.911-32S9 •
Li 2.3 234-244 lb..
$3544.34.4111.`v
,*
LS 3.4 2141-27* lb..
S34343539 •
Sovn
It
US 1.2 271.344
WASS-24M .
US 1.3 1011.411111 lbs.
$34.1141.1.3941
US 1.3 4912525 lb..
9.34.90-23.30 •
LS 1.3 523 sod up
$27.00-34.40
US 2.3 349.5941 lb..
SaS-2359
Soars $17211.24.941

Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Doris (Dodi) Penn
Services for Mrs. Doris (Dodi)
Penn are today at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home,
Benton.
Officiating are Dr. William Sullivan, the Rev. Joe Johnson and the
Rev. J.T. Parrish.
Burial will follow in Marshall

The Murray Area Council of the
International Reading Association
will meet Thursday,Dec. 5,from 3:30
to 5:30 p.m. in room 341 of the
Special Education Building at Murray
State University.
Following a 30-minute social Dr.
Sandra Brady, assistant professor in
the Department of Elementary and
Secondary Education, will speak about "Holidays and Whole Language,"
which will deal with the whole language appproach to reading instruction,
Ms. Brady will also address the
issue of relating whole language in-

Podiatrists specializing
in the medical and surgical
treatment of foot problems.

753-4563

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES
"Check Us Out."

Dow Jones Ind. Avg............-337
DJ1A Previous Close ........2916.14
Air Products
+ 3/4
A.T.C. Class A..-- 5314B 531/2A
.
A T &T
Bank of Murray* ......200B 240A
Bell South
4614 • 14
Briggs & Stratton............. 41 unc
Chrysler---113/4 unc
Dean Foods
301/4 unc
Exxon
unc
Fisher Price
......
unc
Ford Motor.....—....- 2414 + 'Is
General Electric .............653/4 unc
General Motors........ 9134 unc
Goodrich
373/s + 14
Goodyear
-4854 • 14
9614 - 13/4
I B M
Ingersoll Rand
4554 + 1/r
K-Mart..........
-391/4 unc
Ky.
Kroger ...... .....----IV/4 - 1/1
LG & E
+ 1/4
McDonalds ....................3374 • 1/1
J.C. Penney...............-- 4934 Peoples First"
24B 243/4A
Quaker Oats
+ 1/1
Schering-Plough
• 'Is
Sears
3674 - 1/s
571/4 • 7/1
Time Warner
831/4 • Vs
UST
53/
1
2 - 3/s
.......
49'4 + 34

possible price
Thefor best
the best possible
hearing aid

goAluoi ,se.44/4
bcensed Audiologist
Nose & Throat Physician
on premises
502-759-4815
300 South 8th Street • Suite 304
Medical Ms Building • Murray, Ky.

GREAT GIFT IDEAS
*Thanksgiving Potpourri *Holiday Afgans
*Yard Santas *Scented Candles
*Christmas Baskets *Picture Frames
Only At...

1-1illiald Lyons is trading agent for this stock.
— 1-tilfard Lyons is a market maker in this stock.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Addtuonal
Information
Avatlable
Upon Request

Our licsl hit eslment

Monuments • Markers
Mausoleums
"Compare Our Quality, Service,
Workmanship and Prices."

U.S. 641 N.

759-1333

:
:
r 3
1 0331171
atEl
+
BEAR'S AUDIO
Formerly World of Sound
irs 0 Years Sale, Seyice and Installation ig
1
4
j

1111

CAR CD PLAYERS
ARE HOT!

Table Top Model TV
Trade-In Allowance
Up to '150
Great RCA Features Including:

1.311‘ $299258, Up
lilt

• Sony • Craig • Pioneer • Clarion
• J.V.C. • Phillips • Hitachi

a • Sherwood

O
131

NO DISCOUNTER CAN BEAT OUR PRICES AND WE
KNOW THEY CAN'T BEAT OUR SERVICE

"8°1 Home Stereos "They are the finest" I
111
MCNISA • Layaway for Christmas
222 S. 12" St.
753-1107 OR 753-5865A

• Remote
• Sleep Timer
• Alarm, Stereo and More!
"We Service Our Sets."

.1
,
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Pig*
wiggly

Prices good thru
December 3, 1991

Quantity Rights Reserved

Open 'til 6:00 p.m. Thanksgiving Day

lAtti4w00

VALUE PRICED GROCERIES

QUALITY MEATS
Fischer's Festival
Fully Cooked Whole

Boneless
Ham

Pride of Illinois
17 oz. Can

Piggly Wiggly

Golden Corn

Paper
els
Tow
Jumbo Roll

Or

Plggly Wiggly
16 oz. Can

Green Beans

3FOR $I
Chuck Roast

Lb.

Prairie Farms • Y2 gallon

2 Lb
/
2.31
/
21

Lb.1.49

Rib Eye Steak Lb. 5.99 Pork Loin End Roast
Pork Steak

Lb

1.29

Sliced Bacon

Lb.

1.1

Chili w/Beans

Campbell's
Soup

65S8222ati
KING
COTTON ak

Smoked
Rasmisevoausage

2 gal.
1
Old Recipe./

Ice Cream
Hellman's 32 oz

Mayonnaise

Musselman's

10.7 oz.

101SSELAA
hopw
ermossio

99c

Turkey Chub

Lb.

Butterball, 12 oz.

Turkey Bacon
King Cotton, 1 Lb.

Plump'n Tender Franks

1.7u
1.29

Plggly Wiggly - 29 oz.

Cool Whip • 8 oz.

Turkey Bologna

1.19

Whipped Topping

Butterball, All Varieties

Skippy • 18 oz.

Turkey Breast Chub Lb.2.99

Peanut Butter

Maple Leaf, All Varieties, 4 oz.

2 oz.
/
Lay's 61

Foldovers

99;

FRESH PRODUCE
Red Seedless

Wash. State,
Extra Fancy,
Red Delicious

Grapes

Apples

9C
8

Potato Chips

99;
1.69
99;

Peaches
Mazola • 48 oz.

Corn Oil
Big Sea • 15.5 oz

Pink Salmon

Celery

Parkay

Crisco

Vegetable
Shortening

1 Stick
_...-----i,.E 'Margarine

With One Filled Thrifty Savor Card

With One Filled Thrifty Saver Card

Plggly Wiggly

Oranges
Fresh, Large Bunch

Large, Fresh

Coconuts

69;

09c

1 Lb.

3 Lb.1•59

Florida, Jumbo,Seedless Navels

49;

99;
1.89
1.49

THRIFTY SAVERS

4,,9solf
Fresh, Crisp, Jumbo Stalk

303 Size Can

3FOR $1
Butterball, 1 Lb.

Springbrook Farm

Apple
Sauce

••

1.29

1 Lb

89;
1.99
1.99

Crackers

Cream of Chicken or Mushroom

King Cotton
Regular or Cajun

Lb

Buttermilk
Armour • 15 oz.

Ohse, Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab

Lean & Tender

69;
99
79;

Cream Cheese

1.1U Spare Ribs

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Krispy. 16 oz

Hyde Part • 8 oz.

Small & Lean

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless o%

9C
2FOR8

Broccoli

Lb.59

Orange
Juice
12 oz.

99;

39`

With One Filled Thrifty Saver Card

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Caffeinesfree Pepsi,
Caffeine•Free Diet Pepsi or Mt. Dew

l
rep
me)

2 Liter

Wilson

Honey Turkey Breast
or Roast Beef

12 Pack Cans

24 Pack Cans

89c 2.99 5.79
•

I

Apt
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SECTION C
Demand for holiday
aid steadily increases

Habitat project

By POLLY ANDERSON
Associated Press WrIter

The Murray-Calloway County Chapter of Habitat for Humanity, Inc.
recently completed a seven-day work project tearing off five old roofs
from a home located at Third and Calloway Streets in Hazel and
replacing them with new sheeting and a shingle roof. Our thanks goes
to John Bejester, chairman of the pledge class of Sigma Chi fraternity, Mark Wallace of the Lambda Chi fraternity, John Payne of the
MSU Student Construction Association, to churches and Habitat
board members including John Rolley, building chairman; Col. Dan
Farris, Dr. Bill Lalicker, Bro. Charlie Bazzell and David Roos.
Almost 30 people participated in the work project.

Convicted jailer can't
approve replacement
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Warren County Judge-Executive
Basil Griffin said Monday that Jailer Bobby Bunch won't have any
say in choosing his successor.
Griffin said the Warren County
Fiscal Court probably won't meet
formally to consider a replacement,
if one is necessary, because the
appointment is his to make- He
added any appointment would be
made based upon a person's
qualifications.
'The appointment will be someone who we think is appropriate for
the job" not who Bunch will
approve, Griffin said.
"There is really no use to get
too involved in this until he resigns
because we have no appointment to

make until then," Griffin said.
Bunch, who was sentenced Nov.
26 to 18 months in a federal prison
for assaulting an federal prisoner at
the Warren County Regional Jail
and then denying him medical
attention, has said he will resign if
a suitable replacement is found.

Whether you call it a recession,
a double-dip or just a MOW recovery, the weak economy is boosting
requests for charity this Thanksgiving and forcing organizations to be
more creative with fund-raising or
make do with less.
"It's very difficult to raise more
money because many of the people
who used to give are now receiving," said Kay Wallick, executive
director of the Mid-America Assistance Coalition in Kansas City,
Mo.
Bill Thompson, 47, has been living at the Open Shelter in Columbus, Ohio, since July when he lost
his job at a racetrack. Though he
found work at a paper company
this month, he will be spending
Thanksgiving at a shelter.
"It'll be something new for me.
I have to put up with what I can
do," he said.
Many charitable organizations
said their caseloads are rising, and
they cited the recession.
"I've had a 30 percent increase
in the first 10 months of this year
over all 12 months last year," said
Ruth Shecter, executive director of
the Housing Information Center in
Kansas City, Mo. "Don't tell me
that the recession is over. President
Bush needs to walk with the people
and find out what it really means."
"Many people who were barely
making it at the beginning of the
recession are getting to where
there's nothing left and they have
to ask for help," said Susan Stewart, administrative director of the
Atlanta Community Food Bank.
Many charities are trying new
strategies to boost donations.
In Columbus, Ohio, the MidOhio Food Bank enlisted the local
letter carriers union, whose members collected about 60,000 pounds

of food during their rounds Oct. 26.
That helped make up for a drop in
donations from restaurants and
other traditional sources, said
executive director Matt Habash.
The group also received a government donation of rations left
over from the Persian Gulf War.
In Lewiston, Maine, Bill
Blodgett of the Good Shepherd
Food Bank said donations are
steady or even up from last year
because the state's largest supermarket chain, Hannaford Bros.,
asked suppliers to donate damaged
goods. Good Shepherd, Maine's
only food bank, distributes 3 million pounds of food a year to 400
agencies.
In suburban Cincinnati, developers of the Kenwood Towne Centre
mall donated use of a vacant store
to the St. John Social Service
Agency. Customers come to The
Miracle Center, not to shop but to
drop off food, clothing and
toiletries.
Habash said the recession has
both hurt and helped fund-raising,
making people more understanding
of the poor but wary about their
own situation. "They realize they
could be only a paycheck or two
away from that situation," he said.
"There's a myth out there that
everyone on public assistance is a
fraud or a cheat, and that's changing as people's friends are losing
jobs," Habash said.
Kathryn Davis, a volunteer helping interview those seeking
Thanksgiving baskets at the Community Stewpot in Jackson, Miss.,
said the experience "tugs at your
heart."
"You feel like they're stripped
of all their dignity. Everyone
seemed so humble," she said. "It
makes you realize, except for the
grace of God, you could be in that
situation."

-Beech will begin his prisea-term
after Jan. 2, and he will remain
jailer until he resigns or until the
governor removes him from office.
State law provides that the sheriff
take over the jail in a jailer's
absence.
If Bunch does not step down,
Griffin could not make an appointment until the governor removes
Bunch from office.

The jury also recommended a
separate 20-year sentence for a
first-degree robbery conviction in
connection with Lail's slaying. She
disappeared from her Hopkinsville
home on Dec. 1, 1990, and her
decomposed body was found near
the Western Kentucky State Fairgrounds in late February.
Bussell showed no emotion
when the verdict was read by Judge
Edwin M. White. Formal sentencing is scheduled for Jan. 7.

Come visit with Santa Claus at the
Woodmen of the World Youth Camp
Hwy. 641 North - Schwartz Road in Crady Hill
Saturday, Nov. 30
10:30-Noon
For More Information
Contact:
753-8113
James Jackson
753-5234
Faye Childress
753.4377
Tim Scruggs.
Robert 1)uncan
Jim Crick

753-6050
753-3932

Parents Must Accompany Children
Pictures with Santa
will be available for a small fec

Sponsored by Youth Lodges 808, 810, 729, 814 and 817

!
SALE
E
RAR
YOU WON'T FIND THESE
CARPETS FOR LESS!

1st Quality Plush from
1st Quality Sculptured from
1st Quality Trackless from

$2.99 sq. yd.
$4.99 sq. yd.
$6.99 sq. yd.
FHA Specs

$3.99 sq. yd.

Berber from

"ALL HAVE A STAIN TREATMENT!"
A PRICE TO FIT ANY BUDGET

LARGEST STOCK OF THE FINEST CARPETS
You Cannot
Stain This Olitin Carpet
70

$10.99 sq. yd.
WE HAVE IN STOCK ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS.

1/2 PRICE ON SHORT ROLLS
OPEN TILL 5:00
MON. - SAT.
C
MASTERCARD L
VISA ACCEPTED

Hopkinsville man sentenced
to die for murder of woman
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A Christian Circuit Court jury has
recommended that a 36-year-old
Hopkinsville man die in the electric
chair for the choking and beating
death of real estate agent Sue
Spears Lail in December 1990.
Charles Wayne Bussell was convicted of murder and first-degree
robbery on Thursday and the jury
of nine women and three men later
returned the sentencing
recommendation.

Verne Visit ¶Janta
0
at Vamp W.69.1

8 mi. S. of Murray or 14 mi.
N. of Paris on Hwy 641
Puryear, TN

"Opportunities for Senior Citizens" was the theme used by Verona
Grogan during her speech at the Nov. 21 meeting of the Murray Civitan Club. Grogan is the director of senior citizens activities in the
Weaks Community Center. Grogan welcomes senior citizens and volunteers to contact her in Room 111 or at 753-0920 to inquire about
events and services. The Civitans next meeting will be Dec. 5 at 7 p.m.
at the Homeplace Restaurant.

PARTY CATERING MENU

Nothing Down
90 Days Same As Cas
with Approved Credit

Were ready to help you spice up your next party, meeting, or
picnic with our famous Creole Fried Chicken, Buttermilk
Biscu its made from scratch, and a choice of great side orders.
Let us save you time and money!

MENU PLANNING GUIDE...
Customize your party menu with this Planning Guide to determine
the right amoun of food for the hght number of people. There's no
guess work or leftovers
By the Piece CREOLE FRIED CHICKEN (MIXED)
•
2 pieces per person X
(People)
(Pieces)
By the Dozen BUTTERMILK BISCUITS OR DINNER ROLLS
+ 12 •
1 5 Biscuits per person X
(Dozens)
(Rolls)
(People)
By the Dozen
CREOLE FRIED CHICKEN NUGGETS
+12 •
5 per Person X
(Dozens)
(People) • (Nuggets)
or
SALAD,
POTATO
By the Pint COLE SLAW,
MACARONI SALAD
(4 oz Serving per Person)
+ 4 servings per pint =
(Pints)
(People)
By the Pint CREOLE RICE .
(4 oz Serving per Person)
+ 4 servings per pint
(Rice)

(Pints)

By the Dozen CREOLE FRIED CHICKEN UVERS
.12.
•
6 per Person X
(Dozens)
(Livers)
(People)

Call 24 hours In advance and
we'll give you the best price for
the best chicken In town.
Delivery also available.

4TH & CHESTNUT
753-8575
OPEN 24 HOURS
4

Jr

FOOD MARTI

0
.911
Biggest Sale of The Year
Special Hours:
Fri. Nov. 29 8am to 8pm
Sat. Nov. 30 8am to 5pm

Every Item On Sale!

Because The More You Buy The More You Save!
(Receive Special Sale Coupon at the door)

1" Quality Suits - As Low As'104"
1" Quality Sportcoats As Low As'49'
Save an additional 20% OFF your
total purchase if you come in
between 8am and 10am
Holiday Hours
Mon. thru Thurs. 9-5
Fri. 9-8, Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5

Wholesale Stores, Inc.
Mavfie4

17 S. 7th

Court Square

Large Screened TV
Trade-In Allowance
Up to $400
Great RCA Features Including:
• Remote
• Picture in
• Sleep Timer and Alarm
Picture
More!
and
Guide
• Channel

34'
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JC Penney
!
S
R
E
T
S
U
B
R
O
O
D
Y
A
D
FRI

3 HOURS ONLY!
8 A.M. -11 A.M. FRIDAY

TO REGULAR OR SALE PRICES.
AFTER DOORBUSTER HOURS - PRICES WILL RETURN

OFF 40% OFF 33% OFF 33% OFF
14 KT GOLD
CHAINS AND
BRACELETS

ALL DIAMOND
PENDANTS AND
EARRINGS

ALL FASHION
JEWELRY

ALL LADIES'
SLEEPWEAR
& ROBES

OFF 33% OFF 33% OFF 33% OFF
ALL SHEER
CARESS
HOSIERY

41c0c % OFF
ALL
HANDBAGS

ALL BRAS,
BRIEFS & BIKINIS

33% OFF
ALL LADIES'
CASUAL SHOES

ALL LADIES'
BLOUSES

ALL LADIES'
SWEATERS
SALE $88

JUNIOR LEATHER
BOMBER JACKET
Reg. S149

33% OFF
ALL LADIES'
SMALL LEATHER
GOODS

% OFF 33% OFF 33% OFF 33% OFF
ALL MEN'S
DRESS SHIRTS

ALL HEAVYWEIGHT
SHIRTS FOR MEN

ALL MEN'S
UNDERWEAR

ALL MEN'S
SWEATERS

(Excludes Jockeys)

12.99 33% OFF 33% OFF 33% OFF
CABIN CREEK®
SWEATERS
Reg 1 9. 95

ALL DRESS &
CASUAL SHOES
FOR MEN

ALL MEN'S
LONG SLEEVE
SPORTSHIRTS

ALL MEN'S
ROBES & PAJAMAS

OFF 33% OFF 33% OFF
ALL CITY STREETS& HUNT CLUB®
LEATHER JACKETS

• BOYS BLAZERS &
PANTS
• ALL CHILDREN'S
JOGSETS

INFANTS' &
TODDLERS'
FLEECE SETS

EXTRA 10%

OFF

ALL BLANKETS
ALL PILLOWS
ALL PILLOW PROTECTORS
ALL MATTRESS PADS

OFF 33% OFF 33% OFF 33% OFF
SELECTED NIKE®
SHOES FOR
CHILDREN

ALL GIRLS' DRESSES
BY AMY TOOf!
AND BYER'?

ALL CHILDRENS'
UNDERWEAR,SOCKS
& COORDINATES

ALL TODDLERS'
PLAYVVEAR SETS

R
U
O
R
O
F
R
E
P
A
P
S
Y'
DA
TO
IN
K
O
LO
E
T
E
L
P
M
O
C
R
U
O
R
O
F
RT
SE
IN
Y
DA
LI
HO
AFTER - THANKSGIVING SALE
NOW THROUGH SUNDAY.

,

in this ed are offering prICAPII only
Recheer Prices aPpeering
been made at regular prices.
have
not
may
or
Sales may
JCPanswyl

ages off represent
1st. unless otherwise noted Percent
Sale prices detective through Dec
diate nwrirdowns may have been taken
Interme
prices.
original
or
prices
savings on regular
Is
priced merchandise effective until stock
on original prices Reductions on original
'Mow' prices represent savings on
Values.
Smart
ey
JCPrann
exclude
deffleted. A salmi
regular prices

DILI!

clan JCPertney Company. Inc.

Holiday Hours:
Fri. 8 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
*
Sun. 12:30 p.m.- 6 p.m.
This Weekend Only

Chestnut Hills • Murray

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

Catalog Phone:
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

Office Phone:
759-1400

Model
800 JEAf2710,71
watts,.8
EaSy to
cu. ft.
oven
tro/s withuse
Vy.
eiectronic Cait
much
Automaticdigital display
conand
Cooking
Popcorn, Auto
Controls clock.
Reheat.
Defrost
White on
and include
Quick
white
styling.

cooktop.
ildriAGT4
upswept
Calrode
Model
plug-in
t..asv-to clean
6"
oven
two
Automatic
and
oven
Iwo S" units.
Slack glass
surface
lock.
drawer.
c
timer and størage
large
door.
•

$899
• Downdraft Ventilation
• Indoor Grilling
• Grill Assembly
Included
• Self-Cleaning Oven
• Electronic Clock
with timer

Buy a GE TV or VCR,or both,
and get up to $150* in U.S. Sayings Bonds.

Model GSD580P
4 cycles/7 options. POTSCRUBBER
cycle. Energy saver "heat-off"
drying option. 10-year full warrant‘
on PermaTufs cub and door liner,

• Free-standing or
Slide-in
Installation

•Offer good on purchases made between August 29
-November 30.
Ask your dealer for details. Savings bonds will be
worth $100 or
$50 at maturity. To receive a $100 bond,you must
purchase model
46GW952,46GW951 or 31GT656.To receive a $50 bond,you
must
purchase model 27GC804, 26GC751, 27GT612, VG4012
or
VG4218.
Model 1432
•Powerful Motor
•Carpet Height
Adjustment
•Dual Edge Kleenerin
•Power Driven Beater
Bar Brush Roll
•Top Loading Large
Capacity Disposable
Dust Bag

Floor Samples &
One-of-a-Kind
VCR's
ws
VG7675-Stereo Remote
VG7510-Remote-On Screen
Display
VG7685-Hifi Stereo
Remote OSD

VHS CAMCORDER
MODEL CG650
• Variable High Speed Shutter
• 2 Lux Low Light Performance

Your General Electric, Jenn Air & RCA Appliance Dealer In Murray

212 East Main Street

Murray

753-1586
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TASTE
GIFTS OF GOOD
Interesting Store
Only At Paducah's Most

(41/4 IS4
PHILOSOPHY
PRINORCIAI
RULED OUR WORLD HAS
BEEN
CAPTURED IN PERP
LAVA IS THE#0MENT
ITS EVER
C&INGING PATTERNS ARE
IlYPNONGrI
(AVA IS AN ARTFORM,
CLASSIC 4NO
AT THE SAVE NE
PROGRESSIVE
LAVA IS PREHISTORIC ANO
POST4ODERN,
LOIS HERE TO STAY,

CHAMPAGNE

CHILLERS

WINE &

REBECCA RUTH

BOURBON WHISKEY
CHOCOLATES
$569

GREAT GADGETS
WITH
reeetatite Peeler win von/0 matte
Your grvp is as unoquo as
your fingorprint, even

GOOD GRIN
aniek3

we hands won't slip oif,
Dtsitwashor safe

Illerroing (ia

TRIPLE TUBE
SAVINGS BANK

Famous Maytag

Goatfully Yours!

BLUE CHEESE

*11
$195
From

with chain,
padlock and
2 keys

‘ir
12" TALL

The "Gourmet"
,Ltaka
16 Oz.

MONEY CHEERFULLY
REFUNDED IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED. COME
SEE OUR FULL LINE OF
GOURMET FOODS AND
UNIQUE GIFTS. YOU WILL BE
PLEASANTLY SURPRISED,

$669
Great for a gourmet treat or in your
fcworite recipe.

PADUCAH'S MOST INTERESTING STORE

The

PRICES GOOD THRU
NOVEMBER 30

Brass-plated
?natal.
Emit comes
boxed.

UPS

509 Lone Oak Road
-00

Hannan Plaza

1

95

Open 8 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Fri. & Sat. 'till 11 P.M.
Closed Sundays

party Mart
=

WE SHIP

Watch your
nickels, dimes L
quarters
stack up
to over $50.001

WE SHIP

UPS
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NO CHARGE
FOR LAYAWAY!
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 28
01991 Kmart• Corporation Layaway Not Available In AU Stores
Regular Prices May Vary Due To Local Competition
Our Pharmacy and Auto Service Dept. will be closed Thursday.
Some stores in Maine, Massachusetts, New Jersey and Rhode Island
closed Thanksgiving Day in compliance with local blue laws

8 A.M.3

ONE DAY ONLY

1.99

3.97E.

Save 1.98
Our 3.97 Pkg.
make a great snack
cashews
Classic whole
anytime! Salted or unsalted variety. 10 oz.*

Miturr sperintens dump Mummy Steck had 5.a.d Coatis Arailablw
Onli, In Stott,. With Chroise Center

Lama 3 pito. .1.44.1 wt.

1 pots with fesLive Christmas poinsettias in 6
tive covers. Great gift or holiday decoration.

KSCIVIING 11 1

3.99pkg.

Whitman's chocolates. 1-14.-net-wt. Sampler
- of assorted chocolates makes a grnatgift!

880

Ea.
Pepsi products. Choose 2-liter Pepsi, Diet
Pepsi or Mountain Dew. Stock up and save!
•et.. olepo.11 wohtn• appltrable

2'lifelike tree

3.97

trio
•

,

34-tip tree in burlap
with bow.
bag tied
Ideal for apartments, condos.

.41114T

$3 OFF
Your Choice

• Our 9.47 And Up. CD's, Cassette Tapes.

• Our 9.97 And Up. VHS Movies.

Available at Your Murray Area
Ii-Mart Store
1121 (1-6 £741131 151 16-20)

110,r red .11 wnil tampon
Low 1
Coupon Good 1118/91 Only
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Classified

r

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
y 10 a.m.
Saturda
Tuesday Edition
3 p.m.
Monday
Edition
ay
Wednesd
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

".•

zt
••

1„ti"

re-ve

*

••••

No,

ANNOt'NeEMEN'I'S
......Legal Notice
.....
010..
Notice
020
Personals
025
Card of Thanks
030
In Memory
040
Lost & Found
050

•T•44y;
4*" ;lee

i-14,4itstv,
,••
-

Ill ;o„

wAti
tts,t.-e

•,,

'

•

if
S

060
090
100
110

F NI PLOYMEN
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

190
370
390
400
550

FARMERS MARKET
Farm Equipment
Li‘estock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
Produce
Feed & Seed

•

-r

•

130
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
200
210
220
260
380

NIEltellANI/ISE
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
. Musical
TN. & Radio

Pawnee

$ 20% OFF $

AURORA PiZia LB*. Deloious hold-tossed pizza,
‘Paghetb Across from
Hitching Post. Dine in or
carry out Open all yew at
5pm. Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues.
1400-646-3804.

WITH THIS AD s
e 12th & Olive c
753-9231
$SSS
UNSECURED Loans. Your
job is your credit Call
1-800-622-2196

VCR Service

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

All Brand-

Available Meru Age 64.
Ow most comprehen
nve policy pays for
Skilled, Intermediate or
Custodial Care. With
Medicare a new guidelines for confinement,
N Urging Heine 1/1114f SO= II more important
than ever. For free infix -

753-1713
AS SEEN ON T V

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR -TRAILERS
NO

4PERiENCE
SEEDED

ALLIANCE

Mandl

t.-1-01111G COMM
T5.., • a..
LAMA/Kit T

call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
•low• local dam ••••••'

1-800 334 1203

* EXPERIENCE *
* PREFERRED *
The Pnidontaal expose% is
CURRENTLY L1CSED AND

tom& IF YOU ARE

FUL WE MAY BE
00KEs•G FOR YOU!! Clad est aar qualificaaaer!
EXCELLENT IRADANG ALLOWANCE PROGRAM
2) 10a 'EXPRESS COMMISSIONS' ON PRE-PAR) LEE!
3). TWO YEAR TRAINING PROGRAM'
41 PATENTED COMPLIELIZED SELLING sITTEin
5) S30.000.000 RETENTION war
6) EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS PACIAGE!
I-OR A CONFIDENTIAL INTERVIEW,CALL: RICK
MARTIN, MGR. 1-800-264-0950 OR SEND RESUME
P 0 BOX 9500 PADUCAH, KY. 42002-9500
Be a part of The Rock. An equal opportunity employer.

TheProdential

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors oven at 6 001

Knights of Columbus Hall

.5.

south

TT 94 wort to Johnny Robertson Road
to So Haas ,at. right on So Haig Road

Tie

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
Mum' ty
153 0466 P0 Eli, l ]

Tomorrows

Heirlooms
from

MAXINE'S CHINA CUPBOARD
Hand Painted Lamps, Limoges,
Hutschenreuther, and Japanese
China plus Porcelain Collectable.
by
Open Ho
December Hours
Nov 29, 30, & Dec. 1
Fri. & Sat. 10-4
Sunday 1-6

o
- •.

•

CHILDLESS loving couple
wishes to adopt white newborn We we committed to
being the best parents
Exp paid CALL COLLECT
516-741-6618

1.14
Wanted

Ward-Elkins
'

•

280
285
300
310
320
330
340
360

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

Thur. Fri. & Sat- 10-4
Sunday 1-8

436-5833

From CourtSquare,1218 Smiles to Cherry Corner.
21/1 miles Olt on blacktop Watch for signs.

The Time Has Never Been Better
To Join Our Family
Sonic Is The Fastest Growing Drive in
Restaurant Chain in America
Sonic is now looking for a few good people for
positions as follows
Assistant Manager • Manager in Training

The Opportunities Are Endless!
Call Lewis For An Appointment

759-9885

AVON needs representa
Wes in this area for Christ
mas sales Call 7510171

Display Ads
40%

insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

TRANSPORTATION

480
485
480
495
500
510
520

Hs

OTR Drivers 12 months
experience, 23 years of
age Hornady Truck Line
Start up to 26 cents/mile.
tarp/vacation pay, safety
bonus spouse passenger
program. 401-K retirement
1 800-648-9664
SONIC ts looking for dayshift employees only All
positions available Apply
in person at 217 S 12th,
Murray Ask for Lewis
TRUCK Driver TraineesPoole Truck Line can provide training at a nearby
facility for you to drive professionally Tuition is low
w/financial aid if you qualify In 4 weeks you'll be
eligible to drive for Poole
Classes start soon Call
1-800-225-5000, ext 414
Dept BW-32

FILL or PART-TIME PSY
CHOLOGIST needed in
Paducah Area Ph D pre
*red or Masters level with
private practice expert
arcs. Send vitae for coral
dential consideration to
P.O Box 1040F, Murray
KY.
HOTEL HELP Housekeepers, Maintenance, Front Desk,
9aoki11elpers Sibiu Perfull-time
menent
1-1103-882-2969
LAB Technician wanted for
local doctors office Some
experience necessary Du
Des wdl include lab, pur
chasing, and nursing assrs
tance Please reply to P0
Box 1040-E, Murray
LICENSED Lute I Health
Agent Needed Quality pro
ducts, high commissions
with advance before issue,
teed system, and benefits
(Must qualify for benefits)
Cal 1400-252-2581

3"

LADY has been a sitter for
11 years in homes, nursing
homes and hospitals Day
or night hours 753-1086
Call Dr Fischer for reference at 753-6262
WILL do house cleaning
Call after 7pm 753-1016

24' ASHLEY fireplace insert iv/built-in blower $200
Excellent condition
753-0815 after 6pm

LEARN a career in the
horse industry' Contact KY
Equine Institute, 4089 Ironworks Pike, Lexington, KY
40511 (606) 233-4303 ext
263 Class starts February
3, 1992 VA approved
scholarships available

RJR ROME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement VVindows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford

(502) 753-0468

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?
-YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
'Medicare pays less than 2%
• Medicare supplement policies pay even
less
• An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
'In our area, costs average over $18,000
per year
• Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally Impoverish yourself.

MUNSON Transportation
now hiring OTR ItT Driv
ea. Experience only Secure ozmpany, benefits. bp
earnings $30,000 annually. Calf 000-423-7629

If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

SINGLE or husband and
wile learn to drive OTR
Must pass drug screen
have dean MVR and have
convictions
no
901-514-2264

HopkInsvIlle Fed Savings Building

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

8"

10"

8"

15.00 20.00

25.00 30.00 36.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

2

8.00 16.00 24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00 61.00 14.00 72.00 80.00

3

10.00 20.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00 70.00 60.00 90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90330 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

r.,0 extra

255 per word $5.00 minimum lit day
per day for each additional consecutive day.
for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
22 00 extra for blind box ads.
word

Appliances

Aiscellaneous

USED Hotpoint washing
machine Excellent condition, $125 753-6277 after
4Pm

FOR Sale, Console Piano
Cash or assume payments
on approved credit. Trades
accepted_ MCNisa See
Locally. 800-447-4266

Haw
Furnishings

PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661

Articles
For Sale

WILL do housework in Murray Have references
474-2276, ask for Wanda

Business
Opportunity

7"

6.00 10.00

$1

150

13' GE Color TV 2 years
old $125 753-9771

101

6'

I

Sc per

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, pistols, shotguns
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S Hwy 641, Murray.
753-1342

WILL do housecleaning
Excellent references,
753-4355

WILL do housecleaning in
Murray only. Call evenings,
474-2131 Ask for Betty

5"

4"

240

$10,000 REWARD' I am
WE'LL pay you to count looking for older Fender.
inquiries at home Earn Gibson, Martin, Gretsch,
$135 per 100 No expen- Rickenbacker guitars, and
once necessary Write: will pay up to $10,000 for
PASEP-187X 161 S Lin- certain models Please call
colnway, N Aurora, IL Crawford White at
60542
1-800-277-0949, Nashville, TN
040
ANTIQUES by the piece or
Situstion
collections Call 753-9433
Wesel
after 5pm
WANTED Alterations to do
in my home Experienced CASH for mobile home
alteration lady new to the tires $7-$12 each
527-2932
area 753-1379

DRIVERS -J B Hunt is
training OTR drivers to
drive flatbeds .1B Hunt is
currently seeking experienced OTR drivers who
want to become J B Hunt
Flatbed Division drivers
Our flatbed drivers enjoy
top pay. great benefits, and RETAIL Hobby Shop Exextra ways to earn money cellent location, well estabincluding tarping pay To lished. Serious inquires
only. Call (606) 573-3463,
find out more. call
1 800-325-1067 J B Hunt, 12-7pm, Mon-Sat
CTPA'S $600 per week sal where the driver makes
ary $700 per week con- more money EOE/Drug WOLFF Tanning Beds
tract pert-time. $20 a vast. screen Phone applications New commercial home unHardin and LaRue County welcome for experienced its from $199 Lamps
Home Health Send re drivers Call Monday• Lotions-Accessories
sume to The News Friday, 7am-6pm, Central Monthly payments low as
$18 Call today free new
Entormse. Box RR, 408
Standard Time.
catalog
color
West Dixie Avenue. Ek
9197
1-800-462zabefhlown. KY 42701
needs
office
DOCTORS
part-erne he Ming intuit
111
Road
tie
Over
DRIVERS,
ance Some insurance exVarVFlat 35 states 1 year perience helpful, but will
Instruction
expenence verifiable Start Van Salary based on ex24-28 cents/mile with 3 penance Send resume to BE A PARALEGAL Any
years Benefits Call P0 Box 1040-D, Murray, nstructed, Home Study.
1-800-444-6648
KY
FREE catalog 800-669-2555
EXPERIENCED Herdsman Once a day milking
Meese send resume to
Sandwood Farms, 25 Cardinai Circle. Cadiz, KY
42211. (502) 522-84-47

2"

1"

Yard Sale $7.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:

Want
To Buy

Wailed

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS NEED a fob? A
GE0" Hope tor the future?
You may qualify if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are
between the ages of 16
21 WeaieanEOE This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council JTPA
Call JTPA Out Of School
9 3 7 8 ,
7 5 3
8a m -11 30a m

Cassawalty College Program Facillator: Twelvemonth full-time staff position
within the office of Community Development_ Bachelor's
degree in business, public relations or related area and (me
year of related experience rewired. Responsible for atoning Busied/ & Industry Liaison and Coordinator of Community Relations plan,
schedule and implanent continuing education and business and industry programs.
$18,600 plus depending upon
credentials. Competitive
heakh and retirement benefits.
Deadline Deo:nil:xi 20. 1991.
Said letter of application and
tesume to Dr. Robert Dcgcr,
Dean of Acadanic Affairs;
Attn: Melanie Daley, Personnel; Madisonville Community
College, 2000 College Drive.
Madisonville, KY 4243) An
EO/AA employer.

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470

Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penod
$I NO per column inch extra for Tuesday

1-10
Help
Wanted

MIN

L L

,EfTective Jan 2. 1991)

Days

N, Fut

TRANSFER your home
movies to video tape
Makes a great Chnstrnas
gift Call Donna Darnell at
Video Productions Specialties, 7551-9246

Classified Ad Rates

SERVICES

IF

040

l

s
Items
-Xmas
Gifts
. . s
s

'
.•

I

Rental
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Want To Rent
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
For Rent or Lease

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

410
540
560
570
240

ssssssss
n's s
ss Caroly
corner

•
•

ItEAl.

Pets & Supplies
MISCELL

ADJUSTMENTS
The
Adiiertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error
error
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any
sh.uld he reported immediately so corrections can be made

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

INK
Notice

J/c,r

753-1916

,44k!id!'

• ••-••
•-•

•••O

.

TO PLACE AN AD CALL

5 CAVALIER wall heaters,
$50/all Comforter, bedskirt, 3 pillow shams, one
pair curtains and 2 throw
pillows to match, blue, like
new, $50 753-7777

*Christmas
Open House
Nov. 30 & Dee.

1
SHEMWELL'S
ANTIQUES

200
Seeds
EaulPalent

CAMOUFLAGE clothing
for men and boys Insulated
work boots Insulated
cover-alls Motorcycle helmets Camping supplies
Jerry's Sporting Goods, 6th
and Walnut, Mayfield, KY

870 REMINGTON 12
gauge Model 11 Remington 12 gauge Fox automatic 12 gauge Two 44 magnum Smith 8 Wessons
9mm Browning automatic
753-2816

CHRISTMAS Trees,
Scotch Pine beauties UPick 1 or 100 Wholesale or
retail, will hold for Chnstmas 436-5400

"PING Look-Alike Men's
pro-line golf dubs, three
iron through pitching
wedge Also one iron, excellent price! For more information call 753-3895.

CHRISTMAS Tree 6ift assembied w/built in electrical
outlets. $70. Cal 753-4167
between 1m-7pm.

TITLEIST golf dubs, 3 thru
PW, lyr old, square
grooves, $225 Bullet golf
dubs, 3 thru PW, new,
square grooves, $200
75%1059

CURLY maple, up to 16
quarter Also buds and walnut logs 759-4420 after
TOTAL gym exerase sys5Pln•
by West Bend,
tem
GLASS for Sunrooms or
753-0618
Room Enciosures 50% be50x56
low retail
Thermopene-$49 95
Many other sizes available
Amiss/
Clear, bronze, and Low-E
Free information, AlA FIREWOOD, Sea1-803-841-9842
soned oak, delivered or
pick-up. 492-8254.
with
IBM XT Computer
2-3601< Soppy drives, 20 DON'T wait until winter to
meg hard disk drive, color get wood. We will cut and/
monitor and external or split your wood for you
modem Office/home desk, now. Ask for John
30's60' Both items in like 759-9710_
Call
new condition
FIREWOOD Delivered,
753-9236.
$30 Pick-up, $20
436-5598
KONIE electric winch,
FIREWOOD 436-2744
in
Hous12,000 lbs Made
ton, TX w/cable. Contact FIREWOOD for saki, Oak
Johnny Garland, 753-4790 and Hickory Cut to order
or 753-4641.
474.8086, daytime
LARGE dog house, 753-9808 after 5 30pm
shingled roof, yellow pine
FIREWOOD for sale
Excellent condition
759-4401
436-5410.
MILLIONAIRES MIL- FIREWOOD. Delivered,
LIONAIRES, PANG. $30 Pick-up, $20
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK 436-5598
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
A FIREWOOD for sale
Safe-T Pharmacy.
437-4667
ONE piece used steel gar
FIREWOOD, green or seaage door 4Wx7'H
soned 753-5476
753-5554
POST Frame Buildings, OAK, no bait $20 picked24'x40's9' erected, 54,596, up Murray 436-5560
plus freight Other sizes FIREWOOD, Seasoned
available Blitz Builders Oak and Hickory.
1-800-628-1324
753-9745
TANNING Beds: Wolff System. Factory direct. Top
guilty units' Home, cornbald
Roma'from $995 Immediate delivery Save big Call BALDWIN Electric organ
today! 1-800-223-6743
wt2 keyboards and foot
W000 stove. 436-2667

FABRICS•JEWELS'SEOUINSTAINTS. For your
holiday shirts, lots of new
seasoned fabrics Country
Remnants. Hwy 68-641,
Draffenville, Marshall Co.,
Ky,, Mon-Sat, 10am-5pm

2 GREY/tan easy chairs,
240
$40/ea Dresser w/6 drawers and mirror, $50 Bunk
Miscellaneous
bed set, $200 753-2136
and stamps make
COINS
after 64:im.
wonderful presents, invest2 TWIN size comforters, ments and hobbies. We
dust ruffles and pillow also feature proof scats,
shams Framed movie silver dollars, coin and
posters Decorative pil- stamp supplies, foreign
lows. West Bend total gym. coins and paper money
Chair and footstool. See our fine selection today
753-0618
in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center) and Treasure House
(Southside Manor), also at
Antiques
Toonerville Trolly Antique
ANTIQUE oak table with Store, (in Hazel, formerly
center leg, $250 753-6277 the Ox-YoKe), Mercantile
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
after 4prn
and Antiques (Fulton). We
VICTORIAN style walnut buy coins and stamps and
furniture. 753-4320 before appraise estates CHRIST5pm, ask for Vickie
OPHER'S COINS,
759-9684 after 5pm
753-4161.

Hwy.641 S. Hazel, Ky.
APPLE Computer Coffee
table, end table Card table
Lamps RCA TV Brass
bed. Western bar w/3
chairs. 753-9469

kilawlisnoous

pedals, $450 759-9439

GATLINBURG SummitBreathtaking mountain top
views Fireplace, balcony.
kitchen, indoor pool, Jacuzzis Honeymoon and
Weekend Specials! Free
brochure 1-800-242-4853,
(205) 988-5139.
HEARTLAND Make your
wedding special Mountain
Chapel by river, romantic
horse and carnage Wedding dresses, photography,
video, music, flowers. accomodations. No tests/No
waiting 1 -800-264-VOWS
TIME Share Units and
campground memberships. Cheap! Worldwide
selections Vacation Network, U.S and Canada,
1-800-736-8250/305-5662203. Free rental information 305-563-5586

Attention
Mobile Home Owners!
Now is the time to winterize your home before cold
weather seu in. Among the many parts that need to be
checked before winter are:
Antifreeze
Storm Windows
Hoiuserype Doors
Flex Ducting
Vinyl Skirting
Heating Thermostats
Roof Coating
Furnace Filters
Starks Mobile Home Pans and Supplies carries a full
line of furnace parts for Coleman, Intenherm, Miller
and Duatherrn furnaces.
For pricing or any other information that we can help
you with, call 527-3108 or 753-2922.

Starks Bros. Mobile Home
Parts and Supplies
Two Miles North of Bottom Om Hwy. 641
Hours: 8-4:30 M-F; 8-12:00 Sat.

Approximately 278 acres
with approximately 100
acres being tendable. If sold
before harvest crops will go
with purchaser. Call Roberts
Realty Today!!! MLS 3581

Roberts Realty
414 So. 12th

753-1651

,4furray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee, announces
the ft-Among job openings
REGISTERED NURSES
Intensive Care Unit. 11-7 full time and part time
Progressive Care Unit. 3-11 part time
Surgery. 7-3 fuN time temporary, 1-6 p.m full time,
PR N
Obstetrics 11-7 fuirandripart time
Long Term Care Unit PRN
Medical Units: 3-11 full time, 11-7 full time
Orthopedic/Surgical Unit. 11-7 lull time, 3-11 part
time
Urology/Surgical Unit 3-11 full time
Home Care Services: full time days
For details contact:
Lyn Ryan. K N
Nurse Recruiter
(1302) 762-1319

MURRAY
CALLOVAY
COUNTY
EIDSPITAL

1403 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 42071
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CLASSIFIEDS

rust-

tor

-Ell
For Rent
hicek
Homes

TOP Sod, good rich dirt
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828, 753-2446
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc

1.00

(1.00

3.00

0.00

SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br, 1BR apartment New carelectric or gas Walking dis- pet, mini-blinds, walltance to college 753-5209 paper. large kitchen
$275/mo., includes all utiliSMALL 2br, water turn
ties. Extra nice, 759-1987
ished 436-2332
1BR, small, easy to heat
300
Near University $185 plus
Business
deposit Coleman RE,
Rentals
753-9898

BEAUTIFUL, wooded lots FAMILY room and large
located approximately 2•A
master bedroom exits to
miles from city limits, reaso- deck walk in closet, 2
nably priced; mobile homes baths, all major appliances,
accepted, owner financing drapes, timberline roof,
available to qualified buy- brick with vinyl trim central
ers Call John Downs at H/A
Calloway Ave
MTG, 753-4000
753-1152 or 753-3526
FALL Special All lots in &62,000
Lynnwood Heights Subdivi- HOUSE to be moved or
sion 3 3 miles west of Mur- torn down Butterworth
ray Hard surfaced roads, Road 435-4263
city water, natural gas, ca3br, 2 bath, energy
blevision, reasonably re- NEW
home (central H/A)
efficient
stricted Priced from $4500
near Barkley
to $6500 Noce wooded lots on 4 acres
$48,500 Twin
included 753-5841 or Lodge
Lakes Real Estate and Buil753-1566
ders Tripp Williams,
Broker 753-0563
460
Homo*
470
For Salo

TOY 'AS COST LESS
I1LFRAY
CARS

Services
Offered
‘
•

BEAR'S Audio, formerly
World of Sound Why settle
for less than the best? CD
players are HOT High
power tuner and CD indash, $299 95 Shop and
compare, 30yrs of sales
and service. Repair on all
cat stereos Lay-a-way for
Christmas. 222 S 12th,
Murray. 753-1107

75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor. Excellent
Condition $700 Call
James at 435-4425
530
Services
Offered

v.

•
,a.
' / •.
.ii",; ;'

•Ie

, .•'./

Vaughan Sign
Painting Service

'
•
'
• ;:f l'''
.;•. fr.
.;•;‘, ',.17'
'.
:
'
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-
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Truck and Van Lettering
Murals and Wall SignS
Call

14 Toyota Carry $10,987
Al TREE Service. Stump
436-2387
removal and spraying Free
436-5464
or
$1987
....
DX...........
'90 Corolla
estimates 753-0906 after
1 or 2BR acts near downPRIVATE Investigator
ion
5
Installat
6,
753-049
Stereo
759-981
CAR
$8,987 753.011.3. Sunset Boulevard 5pm,
town Murray Also 3 to 4br
'90 Pod TalIVS L
D B A Confidential Invesb
1900 sq. ft. of storage
f3ACKHOE Service ROY
house 753-4109
gations, Southside Shop
shop.
work
or
space
Music Murray's Alpine Car ANY remodeling, painting HILL Septic system, drive$7,487
.
Lena...
10
Chevrolet
ping Center, Suite #102
Electricity, gas heat,
2BR,$275/mo., water furnAudio Specialist, Dixieland & roofing References
ways, hauling, foundations,
Murray, 753-2641
restrooms and loadished. Located on College
10 Ford Taints
Center, I block from MSU 759-1110.
etc 759-4664
ing ramp.
Farm Rd 759-1449
'19 Tolots Cressida__ $14,487 dorms.
270
Call Allison Photography
mo
$275/
apt
2BR
CHRYSLERS, BMW's,
Mobile
753-8809
....$7,217
DX
Corot
Toyota
19
6
759-440
Fords, etc. 1987-1991
REAL ESTATE AUCTION
Sale
For
Homes
no
domestic
and
Foreign
281:1 duplex at 1409B Hill19 Toyota Camry $10,987 money down, no credit
Sat. Dec. 14, 10 a.m.
wood Dr. Central H/A, ap1989 REPO, 3 bedroom, 2
310
check. Buy the car, truck,
Wgn
kits
Dodge
hed,
11
furnis
es
plianc
bath. Free delivery. FireWant
2 bedroom, 1 bath apt.
van, or 4-wheel drive vehi$300/mo. 759-4406.
2-3 BEDROOM home, 2 ful
place, new carpet, vaulted
Motorcycles
To Rent
regardchoice
$6,787
your
...
of
cle
Nuima......
Nissan
17
1 bedroom, 1 bath apt.
baths. Located in Almo
ceiling with fan. $798 down,
less of past credit historyDELUXE duplex; 2br,
Approxi1 OR 2 Bedroom unfurn
area
Kids?
Heights
for
$47.98 per week
LERS
11,987
4-WHEE
17 Mazda
at 200 Pine St.
guaranteed Only require2bati, central gas heat, apshed house in county
mately 5 miles North of No problem. The new Yel
1-800-397-2241.
ment is your ability to pay
pliances, garage. Available
1 bath home at 212 Ash
m
bedroo
2
753-1106, leave message
swim987
27ft.
____.$5,
464.
on
are
Civic
17 Honda
low Jacket Fun Karts
1-800-877-5868
12/1/91. Coleman RE, Murray
1991 SOUTHERN Livin',
wi
shop
28x30
ming pool,
now in stock with a low
Both in Murray
753-9898.
14x70, 3br, 2 bath, well
17 Toyota Corolla FX -.43,917 SPORTY 2-DOOR
concrete floor and drain
introductory price at Town
separate, then together
Selling
insulated, low utilities. On
COUPE I 1981 Audi, 5cyl
NICE, new 2br duplex. Fenced in backyard, deck, & Country Yamaha. Call
Am
Gr.
Pont
of sale, possession with deed
17
day
lot w/pebble stone patio,
20% down
Central gas H/A, stove, re black-top driveway, sitting 753-8078 for more details.
5-speed, under $2000
gazebo, and building
0
436-581
6
753-611
frigerator, dishwasher furn- on approximately 3 acres
$1,987
17 Newry
$16,000. 753-7941.
Wilson Realty
1, 2, Of 3 BEDROOM furn- ished. W/D hook-up. North- w/33x44 barn. 753-6475 LAY-AWAY a red, black,
at
pink
scooter
or
near
green
nts
apartme
,417
after
ished
Sub....15
Wass
Olds
17
wood Subdivision. daytime, 753-9918
IS
UNIQUE mobile home.
‘‘a‘ne SIlsOl1 - Ilrokttr
or $400/mo. plus deposit. No 5pm
Town & Country Yamaha
1986, 14x72, 2br, 2 bath In MSU. 753-6111 days
Used
lay-away
$4,787
for
8
124
753-807
Critter
Call
16 Chevy
753-3263 • 302 S. 12th
753-0606 nights.
pets. Days 753-1953,
Mayfield, 247-5917
Trucks
2BR, 1 bath, newly remod- details today
nights 753-0870.
$1,287 1981 GMC Ram $6000
10 Mazda
eled. Central H/A, 1 car
Dan Miiler Associate
e-Bush
TAKING applications for garage, now renting Lynn SEASON Clearanc
Hog. 10 gal. spot sprayers
1$ Pontiac Gr. to
1984 FULL size Ford
section 8 rent subsidized Grove, 753-6633.
& Auctioneer
with free mounting kit. Save
Bronco. 78xxx miles.
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed
Chrysler
1$
LeBuon
up$2,111
carpet,
today
new
yours
brick,
Reserve
$M.
753-0305 after 5pm.
rooms. Apply Hilldale Apts. 2BR
storage, walk-out at Town & Country
$4,987
__.
Hardin, Ky. or call stairs
Cressida
Toyota
1$
1986 FORD, F-250. Heavy
t
basement, carpor
Yamaha. Call 753-8078.
502-437-4113 EHO.
duty, automatic, a/c Price
S39,500. Coleman RE,
$5,487
15 Toyota Camry
USED CARS
USA Made Swisher tow
$4300, Phone Frankfort,
New Homes
753-9898.
340
or
behind 40 inch mowers with
50
75-40
502-8
$3,787
gn
Centry
Buid
14
o3
$E1u3r,3
porl,
sno
Lumina
Chevrolet
Residential - Commercial
1991
Houses
3BR, 2 bath brick home on 8hp Briggs Engine_ Now at
502-875-1844.
For Rent
miles
1 acre with large 2 car $795 season ending price.
$4,987
12,000
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
Corolla
Toyota
14
1986 ISUZU pick-up,
workshop, satellite. Ap- Reserve yours at Town &
4BR, 2 bath, stove and proximately 3'A miles west
1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVille,
4-speed, good condition
$2,987
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
_,
in Murray
Sena._
Yamaha
Nissan
12
Country
refrigerator furnished. of Hardin. $37,000. Days,
$22,892.00
9
489-224
miles
.
753-8078
or call
PHONE:
$2,487 1987 BRONCO It, Eddie 10,000Chevrolet Corsica LT, 8,000 miles,
Available December 1. No 437-4505 After 5pm,
11
Route 1, Box 139D
Delta
Ohls
12
1991
WARNING, Don't buy any
pets Deposit, $475/mo
502-437-3026
Benton, Ky. 42025
437-4910
Bauer edition. Excellent
$9,416.00
12 Toy. Corolla
4 wheeler until you check
bag, sharp
air
753-2967
condition. $7500. 759-1263
NEW house under con- the amazing good buys on
1991 Chevrolet Camaro Z28,
11 Linton Tor Cu... $2,987 days, 753-3648 after 6pm
NICE red brick house. 4br, struction in Southwest Villa new Yamaha overstocks
2 bath, Whirlpool bathtub, Subdivision 3br, 2 bath, lust In at i,wn and Country
black, grey leather
1987 DODGE Ram 150
14 Nalda Prelude.-- $1,987 4x4
H/A, full basement. formal dining, cathedral Yamaha Call 753-8078 for
REPAIR central
air
318-V8,
red,
APPLIANCE
swb,
1991 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme,
1008 Main St. $600/mo. ceiling with beaubfulcurved lay-away information.
214
E
7$
11,4S1A3.VDO
Mercedes
cond. amftm stereo, lots
Seri:iLe. on all brands: window air conditioners
door, 12,000 miles
four
6,
753-060
days.
1,
753-611
in large great room,
Business
Servkes

1.00

Lots
For Sale

Apsrtments
For Rent

Boats
Motors

Used
Cars

Us•d
Cars

Homes
For Sale
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DAVID SMITH
Construction

refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - as & electric ranges

nights.

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

370
Livestock
& Supplies

Lpeelemillibritten, Inc.

Alfred Craig
Sawmill Co.
Puryear, Tennessee

a full
+filler
help

Pets
& Supplies
2 YEAR old Alaskan Malamute. Female, AKC registered, black and white,
436-5272.

Insure A Forest For The Flaw t
Manage Your Forest Wisely To,lu.

n

AUCTIO?)
10:00 A.M. REGARDLESS

res
100

JAMES BENNETT PRYOR: DECEASED

MACEDONIA RD. - MAYFIELD,KY
2 Blocks West Of 10th Street
3/4 Mlle East Of Hwy 45 Bypass

3old

1 go
erts
581

QUALITY ANTIQUES & PRIMITIVES

ALL FROM THE PRYOR HOME
IN EXCELLENT CONDITION

-,
• •

"" ul • ,

-1651

•S

time

time,

time
I part

•
•
AUCTION HIGHLIGHTS
T Mr. •:. t ittrung
-s rpm • •-t-. :

Table wl Chairs Ornate 'Beautiful' Matching Buffet-6 Walnut Cane
Drawer
Round Blm Chairs-6 New England Spindle Back Chairs-2
Walnut Table-Round Walnut Tavern Tabie-Walnut Dresser *Wishbone
Mirror 8 Marble-Walnut Slant Front Gentlemen s Desk-Walnut Library
Table-Walnut 1 Drawer Table-Walnut Column Front Jelly Cupboard-TwoWalnut Washstands W4 Spindle Towel Racks-Walnut Chest Of Drawers
*Ornate Pulls 8 Handkerchief Boxes-Walnut Spool Poster Bed-Walnut
Rockers-Oak Dining Table wiCenter Pedestal 3 Leaves-Oak
Bullet-Two-Oak Round Tables Cut Down For Coffee Tables-Oak Desk
w+Drawer-Oak Square Top Table-Ornate Ladies Desk-Cherry Pembroke
-Pine 1.111 Too
Table-Pie Safe-Primitive Meat Safe-Pnmitive Bucket Bench
Farm Kitchen Table w Country Chairs-Primitive Hanging Corner
ive
Cupboard *Old Paint-Pnrnitive Flour Bin-Pnmrtive Sack Rack•Pninit
Bottom
Blanket Chest-New England Bench -Wood Bookcase-Cane
8
Stools-Wood Commode-2 Door Bucket Bench-Old Sweetheart Chairs
Cream
Ice Cream Table-Old Childs Sweetheart Chairs 8 Ice
Table-Deacon Church Bench -Childs Rockers 8 Chairs-Old Toys
Fiower Box Games Doll Bed-Tin Pieces-Cast Iron Peces-Widter ChairDrawer
spice
Stack Chest Bassinet-Baskets-Cherokee Wall Basket-12
Cabinet-Shadow Box Mirror-Shadow Box Frames-Many Beautiful Old
al
Frames iS Pnnts-Cross Corner Picture Frames-Coffee Mills-Sever
Beautiful tamps-Sweetheart Lamps-Beautifui Old Gas Shades-Handle
Globe
Lamps-Miniature Wail Lamps-Ceiling Fixture-2 Hand Painted
-wood Pipe
Lamps-Primitive Wood Kitchen Utensils-Wood Handles
-Copper
Box-Wood Meal Bin-Waii Crank Telephone-Silver Pieces
Pieces-Stone Crock Items-Wood Bowls-Wood Butter Molds-Bavaria
Set-Blue Granite
Pieces-Hand Painted Germany Dresser
Pieces-Pressed Glass-Opalesent Glass-Pattern Glass-Preserve
Belly
Stands-Cake Stands-Mtsc Glass Pieces-Two-Old Clocks-Two-Pot
StovesTHESE QUALITY ITEMS ARE RIGHT OUT OF
THE PRYOR HOME IN EXCELLENT CONDITION
READY TO GO INTO YOUR HOME!
AUCTION HELD UNDER THE BIG TENT
R
MRS. NANCY PRYOR, OWNE
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE

JAMES R. CASH
1r
R%
)71

AUCTIONEER 8. REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 47039
507 673 R4600' SO2'' 623 6188
FAX • 502 623 8885

Auto
Services

AKC Golden Retriever puppies, 7wks old. $60.
247-2646.
AKC puppies. Various
breeds. 615-746-5355.

••

'
••

•

„ '4

Hazel, Kentucky

1991 Christmas Open House
pleased

The Hazel Antique Dealers Association is
to invite you to its 1991 Holiday Open House
Weekend. There's so much fun, food and fellowship, we have expanded it to two days!
Saturday, November 30 and
Sunday, December 1
1:03 to
Join us from 10:00 to 4:30 on Saturday and
..
4:30 on Sunday. Fine antiques from dealers you
can Will

AKC yellow Lab puppies
Ready November 25
753-5211

30, 1991
SAT., NOVEMBER OF
WEATHER
=•1,

at .•
14k;• ,

380

Buyers of Standing
Timber and Logs
498-8141 Office
753-8666 Home

41

TRUCKS

150

NEW and used tires. Key
NICE 3br brick in town. 1 Auto Parts Hwy 121S.
12 FEEDER pigs. Bath, kitchen, livingroom, 753-5500.
498-8669 after 5pm.
den, utility, fenced backyard, 1 car garage Call
490
heifers.
7 ANGUS cross
.
Used
Weight, 750Ibs 3 bred, 3 after 6pm, 753-5917
Cars
open Call 753-9778, 2BR, 1A bath house that
492-8302, 753-5890 after has been recently redecorCoupe, extra
5col.
ated. Especially nice yard 1977 FORD
clean inside and ()lit. Good
Call
carport.
detached
and
Sad.
HUDSON Company
trade.
4 for mechanically, will
dles, Bridles & Horse sup- 753-3903 or 753-310
.
759-1922
Call
ent.
plies. 753-4545, 759-1823, appointm
753-6763.

753-5341 or 753-1270

cold
to be

window
double garage, bay window
in breakfast room, plus
many other extras Phone
759-4586.

1
R

CONTACT AUCTION Co. HA DETAILED IMOOKME

BULL-Terriers, AKC, 1-5
years, make reasonable offer. Paradise Kennels,
753-4106.

Mathis Transmission
Service

DAISY Grooming. Saturday, by appointment
753-7819.

753-6374

HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home.
Classes or private lessons
Serving Murray for over
12yrs 436-2858.
PEG'S Grooming.
753-2915.
POODLES, AKC, $125.
Paradise Kennels,
753-4106.

Protium

RED sweet potatoes,
$10/bushel Call 753-6480
after 6pm or 753-3599
anytime

624 N. 4th St.,

Murray

Specializing in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic & standard
transmissions.
We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *
12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

-awl Smith
Masonry
Block, brick, stone, complete foundation,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.
15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

310

Pubic
SM
FARRIS Auction Company.
W. Dan Farris, Auctioneer,
P.O. Box 149, Hazel, KY.
(502) 492-8796/8795. We
appraise and sell it all.

Reel
Estate
BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1-800-251-HOME Ext.
711L.

RE 11. ESTATE :AUCTION
Sat. Dec. 14, 10 a.m.
2 bedroom, 1 bath apt.
1 bedroom, 1 bath apt.
at 200 Pine St.
2 bedroom 1 bath home at 212 Ash
Both in Murray
Selling separate, then together
20% down day of sale, possession with deed

Nilson Realt
itrukci
12111
S.
753-3263 • :411"
1‘a”ic %% limn] -

Dan Miller Associate
& ,ktictioneer

10 Nissan 412 P.
14 Ford Bronco II XL _.39,917
10 Toyota
11 Ford Ranger X11._.$5,917
11 Toyota
17 Prat Vopier
$7,717
17 Ford Aercetu
16 Dodge Ram 1)1..._.$4,987
16 Toyota Egab.$5,917
'86 Ford D154 414_.$6,917
16 Toyota 412
Ford Bronco 1LT
15 Dodge Ram P1J._.$3,487
1$ GlIC Cony. Yan, $7,487
15 Chevy Silgado__ $5,987
15 Cheri Bluer 44_ $5,987
14 by, Egab 4)/
14 Toyota 412....___ $3,487
14 Dodge Ram
'80 Dodge D50z

more. New 31/11.50X 15
tires on 8 aluminum
wheels. 40,xxx act miles,
bal. of factory warranty
available Asking $8500
OBO. Anthony, 498-8912
after 5:30pm.

1989 Cadillac Seville, leather
$14,983.00
interior, loaded
1989 Oldsmobile Delta 88 Royale Brougham,
$10,486.00
38,000 miles
1989 Chrysler 5,11 Ave., 1 owner,
$10,885.00
35,000 miles
1988 Cadillac Fleetwood, perfect car,
SAVE
27,000 miles
1988 Chrysler New Yorker, 1 owner,
$8,885.00
front wheel drive

1987 FORD Ranger XLT
extended cab 436-5619 after 7pm
1990 DODGE Dakota,
14xxx miles. Very dean,
4-cyl., 5-speed, a/c.
753-3840.

1988 Dodge Aries, 1 owner,
$5,410.00
34,000 miles
1988 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme,
$6,686.00
2 dr. coupe, 1 owner
m,
Brougha
e
Suprem
Cutlass
1987 Oldsmobile
SAVE
V-8, loaded
1986 Oldsmobile Cutlass Cierra, 1 owner,
$4,496.00
sharp car

IMPORT Auto Parts, new
and used parts. 'Datsun,
Toyota, VW. 1976 Datsun
pick-up, 1980 Toyota Celica. 474-0116
510

Campers
1975 AIRSTREAM. 31ft
rear bath, Michelin tires
alloy wheels, awnings all
around Road ready
753-0114.

1984 Oldsmobile Custom Cruise,
$3,683.00
64,000 1 owner miles, nice
exterior
biege
o,
1984 Oldsmobile Toronad
$3,968.00
w/leather, sharp

1989, 24ft MINNI Winnebago motor home. Garage
kept, practically new.
$26,000. 753-4389 or
753-5960.

Aubrey Hatcher
1311i Calved-Greg Bradshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus Mgr
Chad COchr;.ri, Gen Mgr

TOYOTA
<11;12To

TRUCKS

520
Boats
& Motors

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude 013 in excellent condition. $1000. Call James at
435-4425.
25FT Crest III Pontoon
70hp outboard, new floor,
carpet and top $5200
436-2834

1991 Chevrolet C1500, black
$12,348.00
with red cloth
1989 GMC C1500, blue wisilver $9,138.00
1988 Chevrolet S10, 4 cyl 5 speed...SAVE
1985 Chevrolet C10 4x4 LWB,
SAVE
sharp as any around
1985 Chevrolet, C10, biege with
SAVE
red two tone

Peppers
Chevrolet-Oldsmobile-Cadillac-Geo., Inc.
'Th. Only Dead kt Town!"
Paris, TN
600 Tyson Ave.-Hwy. 79 S.
1-800-325-3229
642-3900

1978 CHEVROLET Caprice Straight 6. 753-5233
after 6pm.
1980 FIAT Brava, 4-door, 4
cyl. Best offer. 759-9535.
1981 OLDS Cutlass Supreme. Body and interior
real good condition. Engine
questionable Asking $550.
753-1128.
1983 AMC Renault, $1200
080 759-9439
1984 CAMARO Z-28. Must
sel. 753-3532.
1984 FIERO. Air, tilt,
cruise, exoellent condition
Needs engine work.
474-0115.
1987 DELTA 88 Royale
Brougham. Fully equipped,
$5200. 753-5211.
1989 CHEVY Celebrity.
Black, grey interior, sharp
car. $3950. Cal Frankfort
or
502-875-4050
502-875-1844
1989 DODGE Daytona,
39xxx miles, local car, one
owner. 753-9553 after
0 11.
(
4
ALPINE AM/FM Compact Disc In-dash $399.99.
Sunset Boulevard Music.
15yr. Anniversary Special. Sunset Boulevard
Music. Dixieland Shopping Center, Chestnut St.
753-0113.

OSHKOSILISGOSH,INC.
OSHKOSH B'GOSH, INC.

•

has
An internationally recognized producer of quality apparel
Health
tional
Occupa
an opening at the Dover Division, for an
Nurse.
ping,
This newly created position will be responsible for develo
within
service
interpreting and administering the employee health
the facility.

•

Qualifications include:
nursing
BSN or RN with 3 years occupational health
experience
n
Audiometric certification with training in pulmonary functio
care
eye
or
injuries
eye
of
dge
testing and special knowle
Strong oral & written communication skills ability to set
priorities & work with a minimum of direct supervision, must
nt
demonstrate empathy,tolerance, and adaptability, excelle
organizational and record keeping skills.
Qualified applicants may submit a resume with salary require
ments to:
OSHKOSH B'GOSH, INC.
ATTN: PERSONNEL MGR.
PO BOX 280
DOVER, TN 37058

•

olko.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Nov. 29th, 1991 at 1 p.m. at the Riveria
Trailer Court on 641 North of Murray,Ky. Mrs.
Carmon Shelton had to go to the rest home.
Will sell her household items.
Set of nice twin beds - dresser & night stand- nice hide-a-bed
couch - coffee & end tables - color t.v. - rocker - electric sewing
machine - round breakfast set - straight chairs - recliner - nice
old lamp table - hanging light - table lamps - floor lamp - nice
mirror -.walking cane - nice electric stove - nice frost free
refrigerator - like new microwave - small rocker - old picture
frames- China bust pin cushion - small stool - some old glass &
china- Royal Seal fine china, tea set - pottery dishes & cast
ironware - pots & pans - flatware. small kitchen appliances linen - misc. items. For more information and your auction
needs phone 435-4144.

Services
°tiered

Services
Offered

Servkm
Offered

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mew
manufacturers Most parts
irs stodk, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753 2455

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310
for free estimate for your
needs

PAINTING Interior arid Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844

GALLOWAY Rooting 10%
Discount thru December
Specializing in new roots.
re roofs and tear offs
Guaranteed work Merry
Christmas' 502 753 7941

PAINTING interior and ex
tenor Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 759-4555

VINYL Replacement Windows siding, trim We install pay by the month
Co
Lbr
King
1 502 683 0690

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Auctioneers
'My Semler Drw,in't Crrs1 If l'uvr"

Estate Auction
Sat.,Nov.30t h. 1991 at 10 a.m.at the Dan Miller Auction Barn in
Lynn Grove,Ky.Selling the estate of Mr.Hollie Alderdice and
others.
Antiques and collector items. Also the Bank of Murray is redecorating
and will sell nice table lamps - nice pictures - lamp tables - 8 nice small
cubes - 4 nice small couches & chairs- 8 or 10 executive office desk
chairs -2large file cabinets - 2large 4x8 deposit counters -large lot of
Christmas decorations - nice original oil painting by Ken Holland other nice large pictures & frames - large flower planters - antiques oblong dough trays - large post bedroom suite - old china cabinet - 2
nice wash stands with racks -nice oak dresser - Bachelor chest with
bevel mirror- chiffrobe - fancy old secretary - treadle sewing machine
- beautiful old mantel with bevel mirror - old pictures & frames - quilt
box - old quilts - old wood cook stove - fancy old lamp table - old dining
tables - odd chest & vanities - chicken coop- 2 old upright pianos straight chairs - lot of good old glass & china - pink, green, blue &
amber depression - Weller pottery steno pieces, large & small some
cazne from the old Pottertown Pottery- western stone pieces - old fruit
jars with glass lid & wire bele - magazine rack - old kitchen cabinet small wood cabinet - Cedar chest. Furniture: maple table & chairs nice couch & chairs - odd chairs.recliner - microwave oven - large lot
of table cloths,bedspreads - linen - needlework - some very unusual
col!ector items.. Tools: Craftsman.10" radial arm saw - Craftsmen
ro:z••••.• & table- small 1.iiInd saw - wood lathe with bits -corn sheller air compressor - wrenches & tools - bicycles. This is only a partial
listing. Will be an all day auction. Lunch available. Not responsible
for accidents. Auction held rain or shine.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Auctioneers
"My Service Ihm•sn't

If l'ilvm"

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848

GENERAL Repair plumb
mg, roofing tree work
AAA Additions Decks, 436-2642
vinyl siding. carpentry
work, house and floor level GERALD WALTERS
ing, drive ways 40+ years Roofing, vinyl siding, paintexperience Free esti- ing Free estimates 18
mates Call collect years experience Local re
ferences 489 2267
901 247 5173
ABLE Services Carpentry - GUTTERING By Sears
we finish basements, attics Sears residential and corn
mercial continuous gutters
Do electrical, plumbing
installed tor your specifica
weather proofing under
bons Call Sears 753 2310
pinning chimney sweep
ing, hauling tree work etc for free estimate
(Odd Job Specialist
HADAWAY Construction
436-2868
Home remodeling, paint
ALPHA Builders Carpen
1^9 wallpaper, carpentry,
try, remodeling, porches floor covering No lob too
small 436-2052
roofing concrete, drive
ways, painting, mainte- HANDYMAN will do plumbnance, etc Free estimates
ing electric and carpentry
489-2303
Reasonable rates
BACKHOE service David
Burkeen Septic systems,
basements foundations,
driveways gravel, dirt,
sand mulch np rap placing 474 2103

753-9838
HAULING, yard work tree
removal, mowing Free es
timates 759-1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate

BLOCK brick concrete finishing Basements footings, garages drives,
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753 5476 Charles Barnett
BULLDOZING and back
hoe 354 8161 after 5pm
Financing available
CHIM chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts We sell chim
ney caps and screens
435-4191
R Us
CHIMNEYS
Licensed Sweeps Specializing in fireboxes. chimneys. dampers, general
home improvements and
repairs All work guaranteed Call Tim at 753-7350
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Con's
plebe installation arid serCall Gary at
vice
759-4754

WE do wallpapering, panting cleaning, etc Experienced and references Ask
for Mary 502-753-7941
WELL pumps pulled and
serviced Leave message
474-8826

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

ROGER Hudson rock hauling, gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill.
753 2674

Soiling Personal Property
of thy Estate of Mrs. Evolyn Wismar

GALLIMORE Electric
Licenced for commercial
and residential Free estimates No sobs too big or
too small 759-1835

T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Electrical Clean
mg Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753 0r)06 after 5om

LITWILLER Building Farm
and residential set up for
large proiects Our busi
ness is built on quality
382-2214

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licenced, insured Estimate available.
759 4690

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-325-4

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12. 1 5
Mon -Fn 753 0530

Due to the enormous quantity of personal property, the auction will be held at the
National Guard Armory in Camden. Tennessee The Armory is located lust West
of the Hwy intersection SIGNS WILL BE POSTED

LICENSED for electric,
gas refrigeration Installation and repair Free estimates 753-7203

Nothing Down
90 Days Same As Cas
with Approved Credit

RCA
CCM

Camcorder Trade-In Allowance
Up to '300
Great RCA Features Including:

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

FREE DELIVERY!

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
lp9 SUNBURY MURRAY J3ellincl By Bread
753-5940

Holiday Shopping Spree!
a.

Entire Dress Department
Take An Additional

Off
30%
To 109.99
Regular Price 32.99

Our Low Price - 25.99 To 79.99
EXTRA 30% OFF- 18.19 TO 55.99
Beautiful collection of
Winter & Holiday Dresses
in Junior, Misses & Halfsizes.

•
•

Alfred Dunner &
Cathy Daniels Coordinates
b.

•LiIiian Russell cherry bedroom suite w/2 night stands,dresser & chest of drawers
'Walnut Victorian parlor set (sofa & 2 matching chairs) 'Victorian fancy carvedback Setee' 'Victorian ladies rocker '2-Victorian parlor chairs 'Needlepoint
Victorian parlor chair 'Federal style mahogany end tables 'Duncan Phyfe drum
table 'Walnut marble-top Victorian parlor table •Marble-top coffee table'Chippendale Dale style drop-front secretary 'Mahogany Chippendale style bookcase/
secretary 'Brass/Marble top Victorian plant stand '2-Exceptionally fine cherry
corner cabinets (by Willet) 'Cherry china cabinet (Willet) 'Solid cherry jelly
cupboard 'Solid cherry gate-leg dining table w/c.arved spindle legs'Cherry server
'Antique tea cart 'Mahogany 4-drawer linen chest '11-Solid cherry twine bottom
ladder back chairs '4-Needlepoint seat carved rose back chairs 'Oak curved
giass china cabinet '6-Leg center table w/burt walnut top 'Fancy wicker parlor
chair w/heart design 'Wicker rocker & table 'Canopy bed w/dresser & chest of
drawers(by Finch)'Several nice original oils by Evelyn Wismer 'Beautiful framed
prints '2-Cranberry opalescent glass fluted vases 'Exceptional cranberry glass
basket 'Cranberry fluted bowl 'Roseville pottery 'Pressed glass baskets
'Pressed glass preserve stands 'Beautiful Epergne 'Blue Hobnail opalescent
shoe 'Fluted vase 'Several fine pieces of cut & pressed glass 'Fluted dish •Fan
ash tray 'Toothpick holders 'Blue opalescent swirl hat •Pink 'Cabbage Rose'
Depression glasses 'Green
pitcher 'Pink/clear etched crystal glasses
depression syrup 'Cruets 'Fostona 'American' square cake stand, Fostona bud
vases Fostoria mayonnaise dish wiladlo, Fostoria covered candy dish, Fostona
covered comport 'Occupied Japan collector plates 'Austrian & German handpainted plates 'hand painted serving trays 'Occupied Japan hand-painted
'Princess' china (8 place set) 'Imperial 'Seville' china set (W Dalton) 'Esco
China (Japan) Chocolate set'Lots of Japan & Occupied Japan figurines 'it Oil
lamp *Oid oil lamps'5-Gel glass waterlog 'Original Planters peanut*'Old soda
fountain glasses 'Otd restaurant creamers 'Tin lunch box 'Crocks 'Crochet
dollies 'And MUCH MUCH MORE.
Indoor Auction ivith plenty of seating lor your convenience
Refreshments will also be available

KENNON CO.

e4tedeme44 & save/

..ecuieuvety

SATURDAY'S AUCTION

/X AUCTION

753-1712

On The Square • Murray

1111110b.„40,110111111b...._....4.,
4

- FRIDAY S AUCTION -

a

• Two Lux Light
• Color Enhancement Light
• Two Hour Battery
• Carry Case and More!

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

2 Full Days of Soiling Fine Furniture, Antique.,
Glassware, Collectibles and MORE...
'G E Heavy duty washer •Frigidaire dryer •Kenmore side by side refrigerator
'Singer sewing machine wicabinet 'Zenith color T V 'Good hide-a-bed sofa •2Platform rockers •Maple chair *Mahogany bookcase/secretary (Chippendale
style)'2-Duncan Phyte drum tables'Maple coffee & end tables'Old gossip bench
'Wooden office desk 'Desk lamp •Table lamp 'Floor lamp '19301 Cannonball
bedroom set %sr/vanity & chest •French Provincial bedroom suite'Ng* Maple twin
bedroom suite '2-Odd chest of drawers •2-Chiffarobes •Maple (bring table w/4
chairs 'Sunbeam Mixmaster 'Pressure cooker 'Oster meat grinder 'Small
appliances •Lot of utensils 'Flatware •Misc dishes & glassware 'Wheat pattern
dish set 'Lots of baking pans 'Glass baking dishes 'Tupperware •Corningware
'Cast iron skillets 'Muffin & corn sticks skillets 'Old refrigerator dishes 'Canning
tars & supplies'Table linens •Bedspreads & linens 'Quilt tops • Cellufold dresser
set 'Oil lamps 'Nice gold-framed wall mirrors 'Hull pitcher 'Occupied Japan
figurines •Pink Cabbage Rose candy dish 'Milk glasses 'Hall 6-cup tea pot
'Occupied Japan salt & peppers '8 Place set Norttake 'Rose Lace china '16
Place set Japan 'Creative' china 'Pressed glass relish & searing dishes 'Picture
frames •Wooden easel 'Christmas decorations 'Figunnes Wreaths 'Hats 'Hat
boxes •Baskets'Umbrellas'Tins'Planters'8.50 Set vac 'Bissell carpet sweeper
'Singer vacuum cleaner —Ranger' exercise bike 'And MUCH MUCH MORE

lyr old cat Neutered, dedewed Litter box and food
included 753-1467

TRADE-IN SALE!

SHEETROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chnsman 492-8742.

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgrain formica. all colors Free esti
mates WuIft's Recovery
Murray 436-5560

DRYWALL, finishing, re
pars, additions and blow
'rig ceilings 753-4761

Free
Column
BEAUTIFUL snow-white,

W A [R
ELIO

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

S
Friday • November 29th • 10:00 a.m.
Saturday • November 30th • 10:00 a.m.

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

DAVIDSON Roofing and
Construction Special
winter rates 30 years experience Written guarantee Local references
753-5812

2-DAY ESTATE AUCTION

WILL do plumbing, installation and repairs All guaranteed 753-4355, 753-1134

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60tt aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower corn
petitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or nite, 753-5484

DAY care in my home 25
years experience References furnished 753-5145

Services
Mimed

Serv kris
Offered

Sambas
Offered

Public Auction
Fri.,

510

s-tn

510

5311

.53C

UI

JOE 0 KENNON • Auctioneer
Phone 901-642-3750
Rt. 5 • Paris TN 38242 • Firm Lic #1082

Take An Additional

30% Off
Regular Price- 16.99 To 119.99

Our Price - 12.99 To 89.99
EXTRA 30% OFF - 9.09 To 62.99
Choose from blazers, blouses, tops,
sweaters,skirts & pants in Misses sizes.
c. "Our Best Styles"

Full Length Wool Coats

89.00

Reg. To 159.99

"Our Best Styles"

Wool Pant Coats

59.00

Reg. To 119.99

Beautiful assortment of 100% wool and wool blend
Coats in fashion colors & styles. Junior & Misses sizes.
Victiiceety

* Viaidetif

* .3494.:01.4.9 .5ftectzti-4 * Veolcdett, Sittecieti4

Entire Stock Famous Name Jeans
Take An Extra

25% Off

NOVELTY • LACE'CUT OUTS'
CHIC • BASIC'
' L EE'
'STRIPES & MORE IN JUNIOR & MISSES SIZES.

43w.. 411 Central Shopping Center - Murray

RUGBY STRIPE SWEATERS

9.99

REG. 16.99
Colorful assortment of Stripe Sweaters in the best new fashion
colors S M.L.

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

753-7991
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Today is Wednesday, Nov. 27, the 331st day of 1991. There are
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On November 27, 1978, San Francisco Mayor George Moscone and
City Supervisor Harvey Milk, a gay-rights activist, were shot to death
inside City Hall by former supervisor Dan White.
On this date:
In 1839, the American Statistical Association was founded in Boston.
In 1901, Army War College was established in Washington D.C.
In 1910, New York's Pennsylvania Station — at that time, the world's
largest railway terminal — opened.
at the
In 1939, the play "Key Largo," by Maxwell Anderson, opened
Ethel Barrymore Theater in New York.
In 1953, playwright Eugene O'Neill died in Boston at age 65.
In 1973, the U.S. Senate voter! 92-3 to confirm Gerald R. Ford as vice
president, succeeding Spiro T. Agnew.
In 1978, 183 people were killed when a Colombian Avianca Airlines
Boeing 747 crashed near Madrid's Barajas airport.
In 1987, French hostages Jean-Louis Normandin and Roger Auque
were freed by their pro-Iranian captors in west Beirut, Lebanon.
In 1989, 107 people were killed when a bomb blamed by police on
drug traffickers destroyed a Colombian jetliner, minutes after the plane
had taken off from Bogota's international airport.
Ten years ago: Singer-actress Lotte Lenya, remembered for her role as
Jenny in "The Threepenny Opera," died in New York at age 83.
Five years ago: Published reports said the FBI was investigating
whether fired National Security Council aide Oliver L. North had destroyed papers from his personal files as the Iran-Contra affair began to
unravel.
One year ago: Britain's Conservatives chose John Major to succeed
Margaret Thatcher as party leader, paving the way for Major's appointment as prime minister. The Senate Armed Services Committee opened
hearings on the Persian Gulf crisis.
Today's Birthdays: Actress Mona Washbourne is 88. Broadway producer David Merrick is 79. Children's entertainer "Buffalo Bob" Smith is
74. Former Czechoslovakian Communist leader Alexander Dubcek
(doob'-chek) is 70. Former treasury secretary William Simon is 64. Singer
Eddie Rabbiu is 50. Caroline Kennedy Schlossberg is 34. Actress Robin
Givens is 27.
Thought for Today: "Love your neighbors, but don't pull down the
fence." —Chinese proverb.

Ten years ago
Murray High School Chemistry
Team took first place honors in the
llth annual Murray State University Chemistry Tournament. Lloyd
Hasty is sponsor for the MHS team
composed of Samir Mafoud, Erin
O'Brien, Mike Garland and Don
Moseley.
Dr. Hughie G. Lawson, associate
professor of history at Murray State
University, will speak at a meeting
of Jackson Purchase Historical
Society on Dec. 5 at Mayfield High
School.
Randy Dawson, Tony Hendon,
Craig Darnell, Tommy Workman,
Kirk Starks, Tim Brown, Kevin
Cornell, Rodney Hounshell, Don
Hargrove, Tim Pittman, Jeff Garrison, Bob Waters, Marty Harper,
Rolan Conoley and Roger Tibbetts
won honors at Calloway County
High School Football Banquet.
Rainey Apperson writes about

John D. French •ind a boy to Mr.
Lynn Houston of Murray who has
Arts
and Mrs. Dwain Ray Dugger, Nov.
Kentucky
to
been appointed
22.
and Crafts Foundation in her colThirty years ago
umn, "Rainey's Day."
The Murray Sanitation System
Twenty years ago
will inaugurate residential service
Two cars and a garage were
of
home
the
at
Dec. 1, according to a report by
fire
on
destroyed by
Maurice Crass Jr. at a meeting of
Mr. and Mrs. Dee Lamb, 213 Irvan
Murray City Council.
St., Murray, at 11:35 a.m. on Nov.
Calloway County High School
26.
Lakers beat North Marshall 57 to
Murray City Judge Betty Wilder
54 in a basketball game. High team
conducted the Murray City Court
scorers were Jimmy Wilson for
session this week in the absence of
Calloway and Gerald Barnett for
City Judge Don Overbey.
North Marshall.
Anthony Cuda, District Govunor
Mrs. Henry McKenzie talked
of 43-K of Lions International,
about "Thanksgiving" at a meeting
talked about "What is Lionism?" at
of Murray Magazine Club held at
a meeting of Murray Lions Club.
the home of Mrs. Hugh McElrath
Births reported include a boy to
Gorddrn
Nov. 17.
on
Donald
Mrs.
Mr. and
Richard W. Farrell, head of
Rhodes, Nov. 17; a boy to Mr. and
Department of Fine Arts at Murray
Mrs. David Driver and a boy to
Nov.
State College, represented MSC at
Bennett,
Brent
Mrs.
and
Mr.
the 37th annual meeting of Nation20; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Mrs.
al Association of Schools of Music
and
Capt.
to
girl
Lee Green, a

at Denver, Colo., Nov. 25 and 26.
Forty years ago
Gedric Paschall, Jimmy Cochran,
Martha Helen Dunn, Gene Steely,
Shirley Morton and Mary 0. Wilson are officers of Senior 4-H Club
at Hazel High School.
Murray High School Tigers are
winners of the West Kentucky
Football Conference this year. The
Tigers beat Grove High of Paris,
Tenn., 40 to 6, at Holland Stadium.
Memorial and Sinking Spring
Baptist Churches are holding a
joint mission study at Memorial
Church on Nov. 26 and 27. Mrs.
H.M. McElrath is the teacher for
the study on "Pilgrimage to Spanish America."
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Talbot Clark, Nov.
19.
Virginia Wilkinson Hewett and
John A. Gentry were married Nov.
22 at Memorial Baptist Church.

Dear Abby
DEAR READERS:Tomorrow
is Thanksgiving.So let us pause
for a moment today and make a
mental note ofall those blessings
for which we can be thankful.
How is your health? You have
a few minor complaints? Well,
thank God they're not major. If
you're reading this — you're still
here. You can probably think of
at least one person who isn't
around this year.(I know I can.)
Ifyou awakened this morning
and were able to hear the birds
sing, use your vocal cords to utter human sounds, read the

newspaper with two good eyes
(or even one) — praise the Lord!
A lot of people couldn't. (Say a
prayer for those who have perished —from natural causes,fire,
flood, earthquake or war.)
How's your pocketbook?
Thin?You're not alone.But many
people in much of the world are
a lot poorer and have far less
hope than we have in America.
Are you lonely? Well, the way
to have a friend is to reach out to
someone and try to be a friend.If
nobody calls you, call someone.
Go out of your way today to do

Daily Comics
THE FAR SIDE

BLONDIE

something nice for another per- without fear of retribution. And
son.It's a sure cure for the blues. for the first time, we are living in
Are you concerned about your a unipolar world free from the
country's future? Hooray! Our threat of impending nuclear disystem has been saved by such saster.
As a final thought I'll repeat
concern — concern for fair
treatment under the law. Our my Thanksgiving prayer. Percountry may not be a rose gar- haps you will want to use it at
den, but it is far from a patch of your table tomorrow — let one of
the children read it:
weeds.
"0,heavenly father, we thank
Freedom rings! Look and listen. You can worship in the thee for food and remember the
church of your choice (or not hungry.
"We thank thee for health and
worship at all if that's your
choice), cast a secret ballot and remember the sick.
"We thank theefor friends and
even criticize our government
remember the friendless.
"We thank thee for freedom
and remember the enslaved.
"May these remembrances stir
us to service,
"That thy gifts to us may be
used for others. Amen."
May the spirit of Thanksgiving be shared by one and all!
Have a wonderful Thanksgiving,
and may God bless you and yours.
— Love, Abby
P.S. Why not invite a friend
who lives alone to share a
Thanksgiving meal — or better
yet, call and say,"I'm coming to
get you, and I'll see that you get
home." Try it, and let me know
how your day was.

By GARY LARSON

Dr. Gott
CALVIN and HOBBES
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CATHY
AS SOON AS THANKSCAVINS GET
CLOSE, I START EATING. I EAT
BECAUSE I KNOW TM GOING
TO SEE 014 MOTHER.

THE MORE DETERMINED I AM
TO PROVE THAT I HAVE CONQUERED THE FAfAlL4 EATIN&
PROBLEM THE MORE I EAT.

I WANT TO SHOW MOM THAT
M4 WEIGHT -LOSS PLAN WORKS
BETTER THAN HER WEIGHT-LOSS
PLAN. THE PRESSURE MAKES
ME NERVOUS, 50 I EAT.

I'M HOME
MOTHER.

"Whoa! Whoa! C'mon, you guys! This is just a
friendly game of cards — ease up on those
acid-filled beakers."

Crosswords

ame1

ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
I OAS FE-EL tt. REALLY
AWFUL IN &-HOOL-

TOOPIY,MOM,AN'
I HAD A LONGTALK WITH MISS
F-DWARDS.

SHE.SA M Ryee_ I HAD
WOO SWINGS ALAEADy
8HE SAID ft WAS NCIRMOI16 Be DEFFF,CIFI)somETIMES SHE-5 CaX,

I CAN TRLK To HErc

TirafFrr,
Hot4E‘,/
L.F1D yeu Hf9vE.
SiotsleoniE_
LIKE- HER

TO CONFIDE_

PeCtir ANYTHING!

-e

dnirsamimm--Lalk

40.D3

GARFIELD
WHAT IS MY
PURPOSE
IN LIFE?

1 Priest's
vestment
4 Prohibits
8 Sprint
12 Beverage
13 Paradise
14 Lamb's pen
name
15 Make lace
16 Conceding
18 Theater
attendant
20 Aroma
21 Running
22 Shoshonean
Indian
23 Picnic pests
27 Aeriform
fluid
29 Ginger —
30 Tally
31 Hebrew
month
32 Poem
33 Still
34 Article
35 Move gently
2

1

13

15

16

27

REALLY? THAT'S INTERESTING

NEVER IN ALL YOUR YEARS
OF TEACI-IING, NUN ?

5

11

24

25

26

17

30
34

33

32

38

37

35•
39

41

40

45

44

43
50

48
49UUII

55

10

14

23

29

42

9

2o

36

52

8

7

22

28

31

47

6

auu

19
21

PEANUTS

footballer
5 Sum up
6 — control
7 Tricky:
slang
8 Take away
from
9 Fo merly

1 Aleutian
island
2 Meadows
3 False pathos
4 Chicago

12

18

TRES
WAN
BABE
RIDE
OBI
EBON
GE
BRID
ON
SEXT
EAGER
OTERN
TALE
RYOT
SOB
NOTED
WAS
OE
TON
ET
NEE
PAPER
BED
TUNA
AN I L
SATED
APRON
DE
STEll
LANDED
EVEN
IRE
ALEE
SENT
PEW
REDS

DOWN

4

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

and smoothly
37 Animal foot
38 Choose
39 Dispatch
40 Antlered
animal
41 Above
42 Female horse
44 Lock of hair
47 Samuel
Morse
invention
51 At present
52 Kind of
collar
53 Greek peak
54 Period of
time
55 Amount owed
56 Remainder
57 Lair

•

•53UUU
se

46

Clay
10 Transgress
11 Ugly old
woman
17 As far as
19 Printer's
measure
22 Rubber tree
24 Negative
25 Snare
26 Diskatched
27 Muffles the
sound of
28 Competent
29 Fruit drink
30 Use a needle
and thread
32 Something
left over
33 Asian ox
36 "— Living
Color"
37 Gratify
38 Unlocked
40 Mistake
41 Chaldean
city
43 Silver symbol
4.4 "— Girl"
45 Painful
46 "— Lake"
47 Spread for
drying
48 Summer • Fr.
49 Stroke for
Soles
50 Postscripts
abbr

51

i.

54

UI

57

DEAR DR. GOTT: My 20-year-old
son is in good physical condition except for an occasional bout of dizziness. An ear specialist has identified
the condition as vertigo/Meniere's
disease and has made arrangements
for him to undergo a balance test. My
son is reluctant to have this performed as each bout is followed by
nausea and a day in bed. Is there any
other way to confirm his diagnosis?
DEAR READER: Meniere's disease affects the inner ear, causing
vertigo (a sensation of spinning), loss
of hearing and tinnitus (ringing or
buzzing in the ears). The cause is unknown, but the condition may follow
head injuries or middle ear infections.
The attacks last a few minutes to several hours.
Specialists often order an MRI
scan, a test using electromagnetic
waves, to make sure that the symptoms are not due to a tumor of the inner ear. Sometimes, tests to measure
balance are used to confirm the diagnosis. Treatment of Meniere's disease
involves prescription anti-histamine
drugs to lessen symptoms, in severe
cases, surgery to cut the balance(vestibular) nerve may be necessary.
I can understand why your son hesitates to have a balance test, because
this can bring on violent vertigo. In
fact, such a test may not be necessary, if an MRI is normal. Because
Meniere's disease is largely a diagnosis of exclusion, I agree that further
confirmatory testing would probably
be redundant.
To resolve this issue, I suggest a
second opinion from another earnose-and-throat specialist. There is no
specific test for Meniere's disease, so
the second opinion could help your son
avoid an additional unpleasant medical experience.
To provide further information, I
am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report "Ear Infections and
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $1.25 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH
44101-3369.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been told
Wegener's disease is genetic. What
can you tell me about this disorder?
DEAR READER. Wegener's granulomatosis is not genetic. It is an uncommon, potentially fatal disorder of
the respiratory tract and kidneys,
marked by extensive areas of inflammation The cause is unknown, but the
disease is probably an autoimmune
disorder, resembling polyarteritis
and lupus.
The disease leads to ulcerations of
the nose, sinuses, upper airway and
lungs. Cough, fever, blood-spitting,
weight loss, pleurisy, joint pains, rash
and kidney failure are common. The
diagnosis is made by examining a biopsy of the ulcerations.
Cortisone or immunosuppressive
drugs, such as cyclophosphamide, are
used in treatment, which is usually effective if started before serious renal
damage appears. On occasion, kidney
transplants are necessary. Patients
granulomatosis
Wegener's
with
should, in my opinion, be under the
combined care of rheumatologists
and kidney specialists.

,
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YOUR

NDED HOUDAY HOURS
START NOV.29

Deep Dish
9' Plates
8 ct

Open Mon-S1 lin,Sun 04
arrnacies observe few* hours

1tSL

HoVCold
Cups
8 ct 9 oz

4fr

PARTY

16Vgai

m

DISCOUNTED
t;
EVERY
DAY
Deep Dish
7" Plates
8 cl.

1
0:4

PHAR-MOR
POWER
BUYING
GIVES YOU
FAR MORE
BUYING
POWER

1.1
krZLE:i0
"(1,--,D •

Decorative
Tabiecover
54" x 96'

irzig
Banquet
Napkins
16 ct.
17" x 17"

Beverage
Napkins
16 ct.
9-3/4" x 9-3/4"

Luncheon
Napkins
16 cl.
13-1/4" x 13-1/4"

DOUBLE COUPONS EVERY DAY

Original
New York
Seltzer

1 lir , Ginger Ale,
Club Soda or
tiva itc4;"--LeSiz. ; Tonic Water
'"` 11"
Lama

Planters
Dry Roasted
Peanuts

Anderson
Pretzels

24 oz
Salted or Unsalted

15 oz..
Bonus Bag

-•:
"i;
-

Pitar-Mor doubles
manufacturers'coupons
valued up to and including 50(
every day.See store for details.

Heinz
HomeStyle Gravy
12 oz., Brown,
Turkey, Chicken or
Chicken w/Mushrooms

99

YVL

‘IJIM211 111
•
Pusosposi in IA. MI OE and NY
Pius CA mAsmption vakA

Daily's
Cocktail Mixes
Bloody Mary.
Strawberry,
Peach Daiquiri or
Pine Colada
Asst s4zes

79

Power Buy
Potato Chips
16 oz.,
Reg. or Rippled

Bloomer Star
Chocolate Chips•

unit inium Inr•fitra•piA•to
,

12 oz

Fuji Super HG
35 mm
200 ASA
Bonus Pack
Film
3 pk.

Close-Up Toothpaste
6.4-oz. Tube, Reg., Gel.
Anti-Plaque, Mint or Tartar-Control

SHOP
KENTUCKY
PHAR-MOR .Ashiasi
IN:

I', the Cedar Knoll Gilleria

• painahIBIUSa
Ned to
Kentucky Oaks Mall

•anagasese
Behind Hamilton Place Mall

•
•2 IlmonrIlle Wager
•Claitselle
Morrie Station
Behind East Towne Mall
In ROM of
Kingston Towne Shopping Center
Governor's Square Mall

WEST VIRGINIA
•Perbenliere
In Front d the Grand Central Mall

Looking Back

Today in History
arc 33 days
Today is Thursday, Nov. 28, the 332nd day of 1991. There
.
giving
Thanks
left in the year. This is
Today's Highlight in History:
destroyed the
On Nov. 28, 1942, nearly 500 people died in a fire that
never offiwas
fire
of
thc
cause
The
.
Boston
in
ub
Cocoanut Grove nightcl
d the
survive
had
who
busboy
cially determined, though many blamed a
blaze.
On this date:
Force gave the first
In 1922, Captain Cyril Turner of the Royal Air
. Turner spelled out,
Square
Times
York's
skywriting exhibition, over New
calls resulted.
47,000
Some
7200."
ilt
Vanderb
Call
"Hello U.S.A.
radio debut on
its
made
le,
Nashvil
In 1925, the Grand Ole Opry, in
station W.S.M.
Prime Minister WinIn 1943, President Franklin D. Roosevelt, British Tehran to map out
in
met
Stalin
Josef
ston Churchill and Soviet leader
strategy during World War II.
autonomous republic
In 1958, the African nation of Chad became an
ity.
within the French commun
Mariner IV from
In 1964, the United States launched the space probe
Mars.
for
Cape Kennedy on a course set
John Paul Stevens to
• In 1975, President Ford nominated Federal Judge
s.
Dougla
0.
m
Willia
the Supreme Court scat vacated by
Pole crashed
South
the
to
route
en
-10
DC
d
In 1979, an Air New Zealan
.
aboard
people
into a mountain in Antarctica, killing all 257
g six
carryin
orbit,
into
blasted
ia
In 1983, the space shuttle Columb
Spacedollar
billion
astronauts who conducted experiments using the $I
bay.
cargo
's
shuttle
the
in
lab
-manufacturing center of
Ten years ago: Seventeen buildings in the shoe
ties blamed on an
authori
Lynn, Mass., were destroyed in a fire that
arsonist.
s in the unratified
Five years ago: The United States violated ceiling
bomber capable of
B-52
Force
SALT II nuclear arms treaty as another Air
onal.
operati
became
s
missile
carrying atomic-tipped cruise
r of Britain
ministe
prime
as
d
resigne
er
Thatch
et
Margar
One year ago:
ed the preconferr
then
who
II,
th
during an audience with Queen Elizabe
miership on John Major.
Jr is 62. Actress
Today's Birthdays: Recording executive Berry Gordy
55. Singer Ranis
olo.,
D-C
Hart,
Hope Lange is 58. Former Senator Gary
r is 45. MusiSpence
Susan
t
ponden
Corres
News
dy Newman is 48. CBS.
32.
is
cian Paul Shaffer is 42. Actor Judd Nelson
an empty stomach."
Thought for Today: "No man can be a patriot on
— William Cowper, English poet (1731-1800).

Ten years ago
Bill Parsons and Margaret Irevathan were elected to Board of
Directors of Kentucky Citizens for
the Arts at a recent meeting at
Frankfort.
John Purdom of Murray High
School Football Team received
honorable mention in the Associated Press All-State Football
Team.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, chairman
of Department of Music at Murray
State University, was representative to 57th annual meeting of
National Association of Schools of
Music at Dallas, Texas, Nov.
20-24.
L.D. Miller and William Pasco
are new members of Murray Lions
Club.
An open house was held at Calloway County High School on
Nov. 22.
Twenty years ago

Ronald W. Churchill, Dr. Ralph
H. Woods and W.R. Perry are
advisory board members of Murray
Branch of Federal Savings and
Loan.
R.L. Cooper was presented an
honorary membership by Murray
High School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of America at its
Daddy-Date Night held Nov. 18 at
Colonial House Smorgasbord. The
guest speaker was Treva Mathis.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Alan D. Benedict,
Nov. 21.
The Rev. A.M. Thomas talked
about "Thanksgiving" at a meeting
of Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held at the club
house.
Bob Colson and Billy Joe Chadwick are pictured with deer they
have taken while hunting.
Jerry Thomas Eldridge was honored at a party on his third birthday

on Nov. 13.
Thirty years ago
Elected as officers of Calloway
County Mental Health Group were
Wilson Gantt, Mrs. Charles Clark,
Mrs. C.C. Lowry, Mrs. Whit Imes
and Mrs. Yandall Wrathcr.
Max Smothcrman, Lubie Parrish,
Lanita Bazzell and Carol Martin
Rogers were elected as officers of
Calloway County Farm Young
Peoples Organization.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Singleton, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Smith, twin girls to
Joe and Wanda Dick, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Brittain and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Thornton.
Mrs. Edna Darnell, regional
director for Library, spoke at a
meeting of Parent-Teacher Association at Calloway County High
School. She was introduced by

Mrs. Billy Tidwell.
Forty years ago
Sales for air cured tobacco, Type
35, will open here Dec. 7, according to Holmes Ellis, manager of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association.
The funeral for Pfc. Chester L.
Pritchett of Rt. 1, Dexter, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Pritchett, will
be at Dexter Church of Christ on
Nov. 29. He was killed in action in
Korea at the age of 24 on June 26,
1951.
Commander Brown C. Tucker of
Calloway County Post 5638 of Veterans of Foreign Wars, said a number of vacancies in VFW National
Home at Eaton Rapids, Mich., for
orphaned children of deceased
VFW members and a limited number of vacancies for housemothers
have been allotted to Department
of Kentucky VFW.

Dear Abby
DEAR ABBY: I am a 35-year-old
single (by choice) woman, and after
20 years ofdating,I have come to the
conclusion that my mother was
wrong when she said,"A lady never
calls a gentleman — she waits for
him to call her." Too many times I've
had a man ask for my phone number,
then I'd wait impatiently for him to
call me. Sometimes he'd call, yet
there were times when he never
followed through. Then I'd agonize
over what I might have done wrong.
When a woman meets a man she'd
like to see again, and he takes her
number, why shouldn't she feel free

to take his, too, so if he doesn't call
her, she can call him?
I recently met a very attractive
man and we seemed to hit it off very
well, but instead of his taking my
number and saying the usual "I'll
call you," he gave me his number and
asked me to call him. Perfect! I had
the option either to call him or not —
it was all up to me. I liked that.
Don't get me wrong; I'm not on a
power trip. I still like doors opened
for me, but I prefer to do the calling.
I'd like to hear the opinions of
men on this.
DON'T CALL ME

DEAR DON'T: Many women
are the aggressors, and they do
not apologize for it — nor should
they. Relationships should be
based upon honesty — and there
is nothing wrong with saying,"I
find you very attractive, and I'd
like to see you again." It doesn't
matter who makes the first call.
Women are people, and people
should not play games.
Gentlemen?
DEAR ABBY: When I read the
story about the sister-in-law who
allows her dog to eat off the same

as humans. I thought of my
mother. Buying a special dish for the
dog will not work. My mother has
several dogs and cats,and they have
their own feeding dishes. After dinner, however, they are allowed to
finish the leftovers from her regular
plates.
Once when we were visiting, she
went one step further. She prepared
a tuna casserole, and during our
meal,one of the catsjumped up onto
the table. My mother took the serving spoon from the casserole, tapped
the cat on the nose, then turned to
my husband and asked if he wanted
seconds. He declined.
KANSAS CITY
plates

Daily Comics
By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE
CAUSE DAD SAID HER
FAMILY ALWAYS ARRIVES
uNINVITED AND STAYS
FOREVER

1__.MY MOM SAID THAT HER
gAmiuY CAME OVER ON
THE AAAVFLOWER

DEAR READERS:This morning,I received the following note
from Jack Hill, a valued friend
and employee who has been in
my mail room since Year One. I
thought it was so cute, I would
like to share it. It read:
DEAR ABBY:To remind you that
I will be on vacation for one week
beginning Monday.
For your information, I am not
going anywhere; it will be a "Honey
Do" vacation: "Honey, do this —
Honey, do that."
JACK

Dr. Gott

CALVIN and HOBBES

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm an elderly
woman with a 4.2 centimeter aneurysm in the abdominal aorta. My doctor and surgeon concur that I should
not undergo surgery unless it increases in size. Could laser surgery be
performed for this condition, and do
you agree with their feelings?
DEAR READER: An aneurysm occurs when a portion of an artery balloons and swells. This results from
weakness in the arterial wall that ofaccompanies the aging process.
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I loroscopes
THURSDAY,NOVEMBER 28, 1991

.1.

(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth,call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE taining family and fnends today,your
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: work(scut out for you. Welcome any •
Make the most of your innovative offers of assistance. Protect a
ideas. Give free rein to your creative relative's or neighbor's confidences.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A
talents! Your views on romance are
colored by something that happened quiet Thanksgiving may suit you best
years ago. A trust fund could grow this year. &careful if you must drive
faster than anticipated. beginning next on this busy holiday. Join forces with
spring. Seek legal advice if unsure of others to achieve common goals.
your rights. An arrangement that once Teamwork pays off.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Get
worked well will no longer suit your
needs by late fall. Move with the an early start if cooking for . a big
crowd. A close relative or friend will
--times.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON give you a hand. A great day for
THIS DATE: actress Hope Lange. romance-minded singles! Dress up.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
poet William Blake, ballet star
Alexander(odunov.conductor Jose Wear something special and others
will tell you how wonderful you look!
Iturbi
Nostalgia prevails. A visitor from a
HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
ARIES(March 21 -April 19): Be- foreign land inspires everyone to tell
ing with your loved ones in an intimate stories.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
- setting bnngs back many memories.
Divide the cooking chores so every- 21): Do not let a diet spoil your fun
one shares the work and cost. A today. Have some turkey but skip the
more fattening trimmings. An old
relative could act on impulse.
TAURUS ( April 20-May 20): A flarne could re-enter the picture! Take
tiny or large gathering of fnends and things slow.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
family makes this a happy. memorabic day . Extend a warm w elcome to A perfect day to relax and forget all
any newcomers. An engagement thoughts of business. A telephone
could be announced this weekend! call from an absent loved one
brightens your outlook. Go easy at
Share the joy.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): the dinner table. Exercise is favored.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Avoid talking shop at a purely social
gathering. Otherwise, people will Banish all thoughts of work as you
think you have a one-track mind. Be gather with loving mends and famcareful not to dampen a young ily. Recalling past Thanksgiving
person'senthusiasm.Good food helps gatherings makes you grateful for
what you have. Patch up your difbridge the generation gap.
('ANCER (June 21 -July 22): Go ferences with an older relative.
PISCES Feb. 19-March 20):
ahead and indulge in turkey with all
the trimmings! Dieters can take small Listen politely to relatives whose
portions. An older relative shares a opinions may not agree with your
family secret. The pieces of a puzzle own. Just being with your loved ones
means a lot now. A young child adds
begin falail into place.
LEO (July. 23-Aug. 22): If enter- to the magic of the day.
'TODAY'S CHILDREN are subtly persistent. reliable and trustworthy.
Wise beyond their years. these Sagittanans can succeed in the toughest
professions. Razzle-dazzle means nothing to them - they treasure family.
tradition and simple comforts. It is almost impossible to change these
children's minds about something! They stick to their guns even if it means
losing friends. Wise parents should teach the art of making intelligent
concessions..
To order a res turd and updated i.opy of leant[Naos's best-selling hook 'Yesterday Toias and forevei
How Astrology C an Help You Find Your Place us God s Plan.- send Sa 95 plus SI postage And handling to
Dixon, tlo Andrews and M•Meel P0 Box 419150. Kansas City Mo 64141 Make .hexks payable to
Andrews and M.. Med e
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Murray Kiwanis Club

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 29, 1991
(For your personalized daily Jeatie Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth,call I -900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE tries to get a rise out of you. WeIconic
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: constructive changes.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Seize an unusual business opportunity
and make the most of it. The financial Greater self-discipline is needed if
outlook is golden in early 1992. Re- your work is piling up. Delegate more
sist temptation next spnng and you responsibility. Be flexible ifsomeone
will find the domestic happiness you insists you change your plans. Roseek. Joint savings grow in the sum- mance takes an exciting turn.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Fallmer. Your keen intellect makes you
an excellent investigator or re- ing for someone's vague schemes
searcher. If you want your offspring could jeopardize your resources.
to respect you, set a good example. Refuse to mix business with friendTravel for both business and pleasure ship. Changes are in the wind at your
place of employment.
in late fall of 1992.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: musician Chuck Sign papers only if you understand
M an gione.actress Diane Ladd,author them. A former flame could get in
C.S. Lewis, "New Kid" Jonathan touch. Be sure of your own feelings
before returning this person's call.
Knight.
more initiative at work.
Show
Re19):
-April
21
ARIES(March
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
view recent investments and consult
experts if necessary. Someone who 21): It is time to settle down and
acts unreasonable may not feel well. realize your potential. Although the
Make allowances. This is not the financial picture looks brighter, you
must still reduce spending. Ask an
time to take risks.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): expert for advice on showcasing your
Devote more attention to your per- special talents.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
sonal affairs. Someone who has been
indifferent in the past is now anxious The romantic outlook is more
to join your team. A conservative promising than in the recent past.
This is not the time to wear your heart
financial approach serves you well.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): A on your sleeve. Revealing too much
new relationship blossoms when you too soon would be a mistake.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
talk openly about significant issues.
Keep your employer's confidences Be cautious about borrowing or
and guard important papers. Add a lending money. Make certain you
few artistic flourishes to your home. understand the terms you are offered.
CANCER (June 21-July 22): An intimate get-together proves more
Staging a lively event will improve enjoyable than a gala party. Travel is
the bottom line for business. A visitor favored.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
offers top dollar for a creative project.
Talking with an attractive member of Sympathetic friends may be more
the opposite sex gives you fresh in- helpful than your family right now. A
charming and eloquent newcomer
sights.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your in- could change your life in a positive
sistence on being discreet about busi- way. Look forward to a rewarding
ness matters will impress someone weekend.
influential. Remain calm if someone

Christmas Craft Show
Nov. 30th & Dec. 1st
Saturday 9-5 Sunday 12-5
-National Guard ArmoryArts & Crafts Especially Made For Christmas!
*Hand-made Home Decorations & Gifts*
FREE ADMISSION • CONCESSIONS AVAILABLE
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FREE
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Community
Service

Reasonable Prices
And So Much More

What's Your Blood Pressure
One out of six adults has
high blood pressure.
It can be controlled.
You and your doctor
can do it together.

Find out by
using the
Automatic Blood
Pressure Computer

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
r-

TODAY'S CHILDREN are warm, independent and restless. Color and
fashion are very important to these youngsters and they will want to dress in
style. Although multitalented, these Sagittarians will probably be happiest if
self-employed. They like to set their own hours and move about a lot. An air
of mystery makes them particularly attractive to most members of the
opposite sex.

Open Mon.-Fri. 9-7, Sat. 9-5.30

(To order a revised and updated copy or Mane Dixon's best-selling book"yesterday.Today and Forever:
How Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send $895 plus SI postage and handling to
(Axon. do Andrews and McMeel. P0 Box 419150. Kansas City. Mo 64141 Make checks payable to
Andrews and Ma Merl

24 Hour Service Available

1;;21
CDU

Glendale at Whitnell
753-4175
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To report news or sports items. call 753-1916

BOTTOM
DOLLAR SALE
On The Window Of All New Chevrolet Cars & Trucks
199 Tercel
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Not es *fired

1992 Lumina Coupe

6.9%

tau at
•Bed Truck

$18,340.00
-2,178.35

Rebate
Bottom Dollar Price
OR 10% Down

16,161.65
-1,250.00
$14,911.65
$1,616.16

$298

1992 Caprice

$360

4-Door Sedan, White, Dark Blue Interior,
Auto., Wire Wheel Covers w/Lock, Electronic Speed Control

a month
for 48 months

1992 Camry
#1534

$12,867.60
$1,336.76
a month
for 48 months

Garnet Red Metallic, Red Interior, Automatic, Air, Tilt Steering Wheel, V-6 Engine.

Sticker Price
Discount

13,367.60
-500.00

Rebate
Bottom Dollar Price
OR 10% Down

4*MBErw-:"_EF

P•r

Sale Price $7,
983.00
4 cylinder fuel injected engine, power front cisc
brakes, styled steel wheels. reclining front
seats mist control windshield wipers, rear
window defogger

$27700

$15,185.00
-1,817.40

ticker Price
Discount

6.9%

N114:111 Cause, 4 cylinder kW Inad env* power vented
Wettbac Drama. styled Steel veaselk doutre *ail cargo bed.
down nods. one icace talpele and dcor lock mot coned
erindehold wears

$11,557.00
-1,078.87
10,478.13
-750.00

ticker Price
Discount
Rebate

;13,980.00 Sale Price

Bottom Dollar Price
OR 10% Down $1,047.82

1992 Fieetside Pickup
Apple Red, Garnet Interior, Air, Sliding Rear
Window, Chrome Bumper, Power Steering,
AM/FM Stereo Cassette,4.3 Liter V-6 Engine.

6.9cfr

s2A3

$9,728.13

a month
for 48 months

$11,355.00
-997.20

Sticker Price
Discount
Rebate
Bottom Dollar Price
OR 10°/0 DOWN

123

10,357.80
-500.00
$9,857.80
$1,035 78

a month
for 48 months

9%
6
'

1992 Fieetside Pic up W/T
White, Garnet Interior

6.9% Financing
For 48 Months (Not 60 Months)
10% down cash or trade-In. Tax and license not Included.

Lite
Included

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Open Until 7 p in. Monday-Friday
Saturday 8 a m -5 p m
Hwy 641 SOuth, Murray, Ky.
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Trucks
$15,185.00
-1,817.40
13,367.60
-500.00
$12,867.60
$1,336.76
a month
for 48 months

Blue Interior,
w/Lock, Elec-

$11,557 00
-1,078.87
10,478.13
-750.00
$9,728.13

32
a month
for 48 months

C Up WIiterior
Credit
Life
Included

